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Summary 
A multiple flash photographic method has been used to 
investigate the behaviour of Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 yarns under 
transverse impact. The data obtained has been compared with the 
output from a computer simulation, which has demonstrated the 
inadequacy of established models. 
Both yarns showed Hookean behaviour under ballistic 
conditions, but their moduli were lower than at conventional 
testing rates. Kevlar 29 yarns absorbed more strain energy than 
Kevlar 49. 
The tensile properties of yarns impregnated with a polymeric 
matrix obeyed the Voigt law of mixtures in both quasi-static 
tensile tests and ballistic tests. 
Kevlar 49 fabric absorbed more energy than Kevlar 29 fabric 
in ballistic tests. However, this was probably a result of 
minor variations in the weave-pattern and became less marked as 
the number of plies was increased. 
Impregnation of either fabric with a matrix fixed the yarn 
cross-overs. A steeper strain gradient was developed and the 
strain at the point of impact rose more rapidly than in the 
matrix-free fabric. There was a consequent fall in the energy 
absorbing potential. A rigid polyester resin had a greater 
effect in this respect than a flexible silicone rubber. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Fibre-reinforced plastics are now widely used as armour materials. 
They offer higher specific ballistic resistance than many metallic 
contenders. A great deal of research has been carried out in this field, 
including work in the following areas: 
* The properties of possible reinforcing materials, which lead to 
good ballistic protection and how they vary with strain rate. 
* Mathematical modelling of the interaction between a projectile 
and a single yarn, a fabric and a laminate. 
* Ballistic tests carried out to test the mathematical models or 
to discover empirical relationships. 
Previous work has been reviewed and an attempt has been made to extend 
current knowledge in the particular field of Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 
reinforced armour. 
High speed photographs of transverse impacts and a computer simulation 
have been used to determine the stress-strain curves of Kevlar 29 and 
Kevlar 49 yarns under ballistic conditions. These tensile properties have 
been compared with those measured in quasi-static tensile tests. The 
effect on these properties of the introduction of either a low modulus 
silicone rubber or a high modulus polyester resin matrix has been 
investigated using further high speed photographs. 
Ballistic tests have also been carried out on fabrics woven from the 
two yarns and laminates manufactured from the same fabrics and matrices. An 
attempt has been made to relate the results of these tests to theories of 
impact and to the results of the tests on single yarns. 
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2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
2.1 Properties of Reinforcing Materials 
2.1.1 General Survey 
Most textile fibres are assemblies of long-chain molecules which have 
highly anisotropic properties. The molecules are partially aligned and the 
alignment is governed, in man-made fibres, by spinning, extrusion and 
drawing processes. The degree of alignment plays an important part in 
determining the properties of an individual fibre. As the degree of 
orientation increases, the modulus and the tensile strength both increase, 
as shown in Table 2.1 overleaf. The draw ratio is the ratio between the 
length of the fibre following drawing and its original length. The 
birefringence is a measure of the degree of order in the fibre. The units 
commonly used for the strength are grams denier 
i (g den 1) : the load at 
failure divided by the weight in grams of 9000 m of the yarn. Strength and 
modulus are often quoted in these units since it is difficult to measure 
the cross-sectional area of a fibre or a yarn (collection of fibres). The 
correct S. I. unit is N tex-1. The tex is the weight in grams of 1000m of 
yarn. 
The molecules in a fibre are often folded many times. When the fibre 
is loaded in tension the folds may straighten out and slide past each 
other. If so, the deformation is irreversible. The molecules may 
straighten further if the load is applied over a long period. Conversely, 
they straighten less if the loading is rapid. Thus the very nature of a 
fibre's structure suggests that its properties may be highly 
rate-dependent. If the molecules are highly aligned in the unloaded fibre, 
there is little scope either for movement between them or for further 
alignment. The mechanisms of alignment are less important and the 
properties are less rate-dependent than those of fibres with more 
disordered molecules. 
All these factors must be considered when a material is chosen as a 
reinforcing fibre for body armour. There are also requirements which are 
specific to ballistic circumstances. 
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Draw Ratio Birefringence Elastic Modulus 
(GN m72) 
Tensile Strength 
(g den 1) 
1 0.0083 1.97 1.12 
2 0.0330 2.74 1.73 
3 0.0552 3.70 3.12 
4 0.0590 4.59 4.27 
5 0.0683 5.77 6.31 
6 0.0690 6.74 7.57 
Table 2.1 Effect of Drawing on the Properties of Nylon 6.6 
Rebenfeld [1 
In particular, there is a critical impact velocity for any given yarn 
which leads to the development of a strain wave with intensity equal to the 
failure strain of that yarn. For good ballistic performance, the critical 
velocity must be as high as possible. Factors leading to a high critical 
velocity are high modulus and high strain to fracture. This will be 
discussed in more detail in a later section. The strain wave which is 
developed travels with the sonic velocity in the material which is equal to 
CE-/p where Es Young's modulus and p- density. This velocity must also be 
as high as possible so that strain energy is distributed through the 
material as rapidly as possible. 
Laible and Henry [2] reviewed the properties of reinforcing yarns, 
stating which they considered necessary for good ballistic performance 
* Molecular Type: At the time of this work (1969) experimental 
evidence suggested that polyamide fibres (such as nylon and, 
more recently, Kevlar) gave better results than acrylics, 
polyethylene and polypropylene. Laible did comment, however, 
that little effort had been made to obtain an optimum fibre of 
any given molecular type so that results might be misleading. 
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* Strength: Laible stated that high strength led to high ballistic 
resistance in the case of needled felts. He also put forward 
data showing that the penetration velocity of polypropylene 
fabric increased as the strength increased. 
* Molecular Weight: High molecular weight fibres have high 
strengths and therefore good ballistic resistance. The 
polyamide fibres tested by Laible had high molecular weights and 
therefore high strengths and he considered this an important 
reason for their good performance. 
* Draw Ratio: A high draw ratio in a polymer means that the 
strength and modulus are raised, as mentioned earlier. There 
is, however, a practical, economic limit to the draw ratio which can 
be achieved. 
High draw ratios have been used recently to produce new high modulus 
fibres. Thomas [31 has reported polyethylene fibres with moduli of 
54 GN m72, approximately 25% of the theoretical modulus of the crystal. A 
draw ratio of 36 was used. 
Peterlin [4] used a draw ratio of 40, yielding polyethylene with a 
Young's modulus of 59 GN m-2. He also commented that higher proportions of 
the theoretical modulus may be obtained in other materials such as 
polypropylene. A modulus of 25 GN m-2 (44% of the theoretical modulus) has 
been observed in polypropylene fibres. Young (5] has produced fibres of 
ethyl urethane with moduli almost equal to the theoretical value of the 
crystal (54 GN m 
2). 
Clark[6] manufactured acetal fibres with a modulus of 35 GN m-2 and a 
strength of 1.7 GN m72. If the stress-strain curve of this fibre were 
linear then it would be capable of absorbing more strain energy, although 
with larger deflections, than Kevlar 49. Thus it is possible that fibres 
which are competitive with Kevlar may emerge in the near future. 
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2.1.2 Variation in properties of yarns with strain rate 
Wilde et al [7] conducted a series of ballistic tests on nylon yarn 
bundles. Four different nylon yarns were used which, although similar 
chemically, differed systematically in their tensile properties. Their 
stress-strain curves at static testing rates are shown in Figure 2.1. 
The energy absorbed by each type of yarn at conventional testing rates was 
compared with the maximum energy absorbed by the same yarn at ballistic 
rates. Wilde found that the energy absorbed at ballistic rates increased 
but that absorbed at conventional rates decreased with increasing static 
tensile strength. The average strain in the yarns at failure was measured 
from high speed photographs and was found to be far less dependent on the 
type of yarn and lower than that measured at conventional rates. 
Freeston, Platt and Coskren [8] compared the behaviour of a range of 
materials at quasi-static, dynamic and ballistic rates. They observed that 
the dynamic stress-strain curves became increasingly linear with increasing 
testing speed. Nylon, Dacronm and Nomex® showed a marked decrease in 
elongation at failure and an increase in failure load. Glass and Chromel-R 
wire @ showed very little change in the load at failure and the elongation 
was too small to measure. The polymeric materials tested by this group all 
exhibit clearly rate-dependent mechanisms such as drawing when tested at 
low strain rates. 
Laible [9] conducted both tensile tests at various strain-rates and 
ballistic tests on isotactic polypropylene yarns. The results of the 
tensile tests suggested that the yarns were suitable for use in ballistic 
applications. They showed high strain energy absorbtion and the strain to 
failure and the tensile strength compared favourably with other readily 
available materials. All the different types of polypropylene fabric 
specimen tested absorbed less energy in ballistic tests than in tensile 
tests. Examination of the residual damage in the specimens revealed that 
only a small number of yarns were broken and that a large degree of 
slipping between the yarns had occurred. 
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Laible 's work showed that the weave pattern was important since it 
helped to determine whether or not yarns were able to slip past each 
other. Use of some type of matrix might be appropriate to hold the yarns 
in position. He also commented that it was difficult to study the effect of 
variation of a single property since it was difficult to obtain a family of 
yarns which differed systematically in only one property. 
2.1.3 Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 
Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 are aromatic amides manufactured by Du Pont. 
They are yarns consisting of 1000 fibres rather than single filaments. 
Table 2.2 overleaf lists the properties of Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 together 
with those of a number of other materials commonly used for reinforcement. 
The figures show that they represent a good balance between the 
requirements in ballistic use for high modulus and high strain to 
fracture. They absorb more strain energy per unit mass than carbon (II) 
and have higher critical velocities than S-glass. Although ballistic nylon 
absorbs a large amount of strain energy, the associated deflections are 
very large and the longitudinal strain wave velocity is small, suggesting 
that energy is transferred slowly through the material. 
Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 have similar tensile strengths. The main 
difference between them lies in their tensile moduli and strains to 
fracture. The published tensile modulus of Kevlar 29 is less than half 
that of Kevlar 49 (See Table 2.2), whilst its strain to fracture is almost 
twice as large. This is a result of the fact that Kevlar 49 is subjected 
to more drawing than Kevlar 29 during manufacture. Kevlar 29 should, 
therefore, absorb more strain energy per unit volume than Kevlar 49 in 
conventional rate tensile tests. The higher energy absorbtion should be 
accompanied by larger extensions. 
Du Pont claim that Kevlar 49 shows Hookean behaviour to failure. 
Their claims concerning Kevlar 29 are ambiguous; the published modulus and 
strain to fracture suggest that the behaviour is Hookean but Du Pont have 
also published non-linear stress-strain curves. 
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Property 
Carbon 
(II) 
S-Glass Kevlar 
49 
Kevlar 
29 
Ballistic 
Nylon 
Density 1780 2580 1450 1440 1170 
(kg m) 
Tensile Modulus 260 68.7 127 58.8 6.23 
(GN M72 ) 
Tensile Strength 3.00 2.41 2.65 2.65 1.28 
(GN m72-) 
Strain to Fracture 1.15 4.0 2.1 4.0 19 
(X) 
Strain energy absorbed 9.7 18.7 19.2 36.8 104 
per unit mass(kJ kg 1) 
Critical Velocity - 335 
1 709 2 800 2 617 1 
(m 8-1) 
Longitudinal Strain 3 12100 5160 9360 6390 2310 
Wave Velocity (m S-1) 
Table 2.2 Properties Of Potential Reinforcing Yarns 
1. Measured by Freeston [8] 
2. Calculated using Smith's theory [10] See chapter 2.3 
3. Longitudinal strain wave velocity s Youngs Modulus 
Density 
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Abbott [i1] tested yarns of 1500 denier Kevlar 29 and 400 denier 
Kevlar 49 in order to investigate the effects of strain rate on their 
tensile properties. He found that at high strain rates (8000% s-1) the 
tensile behaviour of both Kevlar yarns was linear. However, unlike many 
other textile yarns, the tensile strength and the modulus fell, whilst the 
strain to fracture remained almost the same as in static tensile tests. 
Abbott did not suggest a reason for this effect. He conducted six tests at 
each strain rate and, although there was a considerable degree of scatter 
in the results, the reductions in the strength and the modulus were 
consistent. 
Du Pont [12] make the following recommendations and observations 
concerning the use of Kevlar in body armour: 
* Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 woven in a similar manner give similar 
ballistic resistance for the same weight. 
* Although heavier weight fabrics, woven from higher denier yarns, 
are cheaper they are not as effective as lighter fabrics against 
handgun threats. 
* Both "soft" fabric armour of Kevlar 29 (without a matrix) and 
"hard" (composite) armour of Kevlar 49 and polyester resin 
offer better protection than hard fibreglass armour against all 
threats. The latter was also heavier. 
Peritt and Duffy [131 carried out tensile tests on tri-axially woven 
Kevlar 29 fabric. They found that warp yarns were damaged more than weft 
yarns by the weaving process. They folded the cloth to simulate handling 
damage and found that this caused a 10% reduction in the tensile strength. 
Coskren, Abbott and Ross [14] found that Kevlar 29 fabric strips 
retained 70-80% of their optimum strength in the warp direction following 
weaving. 
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2.2 Behaviour of a single yarn under longitudinal impact 
In the early nineteenth century Thomas Young 
[15] considered the 
velocity of sound waves in various materials. He established that the 
velocity of sound in a given material depended upon the density of the 
material. 
In the period 1940-1950 the subject was considered again. Rakhmatulin 
[16], Taylor [17] and Von Karman [18] each independently developed the 
theory of longitudinal impact, assuming either that the stress-strain 
behaviour of the yarn was independent of the strain rate, or that the 
stress-strain behaviour was known at the relevant strain rate. Kolsky [19] 
reviewed the work of Taylor and Von Karman. The theory given below is 
taken from Von Karman's work although the results from each of the three 
developments are the same. 
Consider a rod or wire extending from x- -- to x-0. The end at 
x-0 is suddenly put into motion with a constant velocity, vl. A series 
of strain wavelets propagates from the point of impact with gradually 
increasing strain. 
* Assume that the stress-strain relationship of the rod is of the form 
aa f(e) where a- stress and e= strain 
* Neglect strain-rate differences 
* Neglect lateral contraction 
Equation of motion of an element of the rod: 
a2q 
_ 
d6 aF 
... 2.1 at2 dE ax 
where e= density 
t= time 
q longitudinal displacement of element 
and x- distance of the element from the origin when the rod is 
unstrained. 
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but E= 
ax 
[E is not necessarily 
small compared with 1] 
so substituting in 2.1 gives 
2 
a2q 
_ 
da- a2q 
at2 dEäx 
... 2.2 
where d o/de, the modulus of deformation, elastic or plastic, is a given 
function of the strain. 
The boundary conditions are 
q- vlt at x-O 
and q-0 at x--°° 
The solutions are of the form: 
q= vl[t + x/C1] ... 2.3 
where C1 is an arbitrary value of a velocity of propagation of deformation 
and 
1 d6 
_ 
xz 
... 2.4 Q dE fi2 
Equation 2.3 represents a solution which satisfies Equation 2.2 and the 
boundary condition at x=0. 
Since the modulus, da/de, is a given function of e, Equation 2.4 
represents a solution for which e is a function only of the variable n 
where n= x/t. 
If e= f(n) then the displacement, q, has the form 
xa ''1 
qq dx =f (rl) dx -t f(n)dýi 
- 
ax 
mf 41.0 
... 2.5 
(substituting dx -t dn) 
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by differentiation 
22 aqý 
f'(nl at t 
a2q 
- 1 f'cn) ax2 t 
substituting Equations 2.6 in Equation 2.2: 
t2fI(ýý t- 
f'l) 
so either fi(n) =0, equivalent to Equation 2.3 
or pn = da/dc , equivalent to Equation 2.4 
2 
Thus the complete solution is as follows: 
... 2.6 
... 2.7 
a) for txt < c1t, 
where Cl is the velocity of the plastic (or final) strain wave: 
strain - co ° constant 
(b) for Cjt<lxj<Cot, 
where Co is the velocity of the elastic wave: 
dc/de = px2/t2 
(c) for Ixl > Cot: 
E=0 
Figure 2.2 shows the distribution of the strain in the rod. For small 
strains, below the elastic limit of the material, da/de = E, the Young's 
modulus and the velocity of propagation of the elastic wave, Co 
(found by substituting x- Cot in equation 2.4). If the deformation 
remains within the elastic limit then: 
da/dc =E= constant 
v1- EoCo - co E/ p ... 2.8 
The stress is given by 
of = EEO - pv1Co .. 2.9 
In this case Co = Cl and the strain distribution in Figure 2.2 
would show a square wavefront at x- Cot - Cit and there would be only 
two regions in the bar: 
(a) for 1xl >Cots, a-0 
(b) for 1xl <Cot, 0- Pv1Co 
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2.3 Behaviour of a single yarn under transverse impact 
2.3.1 Model of the behaviour of a single yarn with Hookean behaviour 
under transverse impact 
J. C. Smith [10] developed the theory of transverse impact of a single 
yarn as follows: 
Consider a long yarn or filament lying along the xl axis where xi and yl 
are co-ordinates in the laboratory or observer's co-ordinate system. The 
filament is impacted at the point x1 -0 in the yl direction with velocity 
V. The motion of the system is most clearly described in Lagrangian 
co-ordinates, i. e. distances are measured along the unstrained yarn. 
Before impact the Lagrangian system coincides with the laboratory system. 
Co-ordinates in the Lagrangian system will be referred to as the x-y 
co-ordinates. 
The displacement of any point, x, on the filament, at time t is given 
by a(x, t) for horizontal displacements and ß(x, t) for vertical 
displacements. Thus the location in the laboratory co-ordinate system of a 
point, x, on the filament at time t is given by: 
xl -x+ a(x, t) 
yl = 6(x, t) 
Consider an element on the unstrained filament with length Ax. After 
impact the length of this element is: 
2 
... 2.10 Ox + ax) +()2 
in the laboratory co-ordinate system. 
The strain in the element, c, is 
I2' txý 12-1... 2. I1 (, + öx 
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The angle, 0, which the element makes with the horizontal is given by: 
sin 9=1 
60 
... 2.12 (1 + E) ax 
1 as 
cos 8= (1 + E) 
(1 
+aX... 2.13 
The differential equations which govern the motion of the element are: 
a2ß laT 
sin 6 öP A ax 
and Q 
a2a 1aT cos 6 öt2 A ax 
where Q is the density of the unstrained yarn, 
T is the tension in the yarn, 
and A is the cross-sectional area of the unstrained yarn. 
Substituting for cos 0 and sin A from equations 2.12 and 2.13 into 
equations 2.14 and 2.15 gives: 
a2, e_ iar 
at2 -AU 
((1+E) 
ax 
and p 
as 
__ 
1aT,; as 
at2 A ax 
((1+E)( 
ax 
JI 
... 2.14 
... 2.15 
Assume that the tension is a function of the strain only. If the 
strain, and therefore the tension, are constant along the filament, (i. e. 
assuming that the final strain wavelet has passed, see below): 
Then e 
a2ß- Ta2ß 
ät2- A(1 +E) ... 
2.16 
and 
a2a T 
ä. 
... 2.17 ölt A(1+E) 
-a-X2 
a and ß must also satisfy equation 2.11 
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At the instant of transverse impact a train of longitudinal strain 
waves propagates along the filament in both directions, similar to the 
behaviour if the filament had been impacted longitudinally as described in 
section 2.2. In the wake of each wave the material moves towards the point 
of impact at a velocity, W, which increases as each wave passes. 
The distance, q, that point x moves is the integrated product of the 
velocity of the point and the time after arrival of each wave passing 
the point or: 
E 
q=- C(so) 
[t__1d='v 
-W(C)t+Ex f 
0 
where C (4P) =e 
ä6 
= the velocity of the strain wave 
corresponding to a strain of (P. 
IE 
and W(C)- C(4P)da the velocity at which the point at a 
strain of c is moving. ... 2.18 
Behind the plastic wavefront 
E0 
4= -fo C(AP) t- X dip =- Wt + Eox C 
C(9'1J 
f 
Eo 
where W is a constant velocity C(c)dc 
Since the velocity of each wave is proportional to the slope of the 
tension-strain curve, the slope must decrease as the strain increases or 
the waves would overtake each other. The rest of this analysis assumes, 
therefore, that the tension-strain curve is concave downwards. 
Assume also that material does not move transversely until after the 
final, plastic wave has passed. The transverse wave travels with a 
velocity, U, which is less than C1. 
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In order to describe the motion in the region of the filament which is 
moving transversely (0 <x < Ut) a solution must be found to equations 2.16, 
2.17 and 2.11 which satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions: 
at x- 0 a= 0 and ß= Vt 
at x= 10 as0 and 0 
at x= Ut ß= 0 
The most general solution of Equation 2.16 has the form 
ß- f+g+ At + Bx +K 
where f and g are non-linear functions of the variables: 
t- x/ T/M(1+E) 
and t+ x/ TIM (1 + E) respectively. 
Applying the boundary condition that 0- Vt at x-0 gives: 
Vt = f(O, t) + g(0, t) + At +K 
In order to satisfy this equation, K-0 and g(0, t) - -f(O, t). Thus f and 
g must be the same function except for sign and 
ß= f[t - x/ T/M(1+F)1- f[t+x/ T/M(1+E)] +Vt +Bx 
The condition that 0-0 at x- Ut requires that fa0 and Ba -V/U. 
Thus ß=t-X 
U 
For this value of ß and for a constant value of c the most general solution 
of Equation 2.11 becomes: 
a=xL (1+ý)2 -(V1U)2 -1l +h(t)+k 
.1 
Since a-0 at x-0, ht +K must equal 0. 
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The resulting solution for a is also a solution of equation 2.17. Thus for 
the region 0:! r, xSUt 
v (t - x/U) 
ax [ (1 + e)2- (V/U)2-1 
and ea constant 
... 2.19 
... 2.20 
Figure 2.3 shows the configurations of the yarn at times t and t+dt. 
The yarn material in the transversely displaced zone travels parallel to 
the trajectory of the projectile since da/dt -0 in this region (from 
2.20). This part of the yarn is a straight line since dß/dx is constant 
(from 2.19) and therefore the angle which the displaced yarn makes with its 
original position is also constant. Thus at time t the configuration of 
the yarn is the line joining points A, B, P and Q in Figure 2.3 and points 
A, B and P move to points A*, B* and P* in the interval dt. 
The transverse wave front moves with velocity, U, relative to the 
unstrained yarn so the horizontal component of the velocity in the 
laboratory co-ordinate system is U(1+E2)cos 6 where c2 is the strain in the 
transversely displaced yarn. The wave front at point P moves a distance 
U(1+c2)cosO dt to point Q* (in Figure 2.3) during the time interval dt. In 
addition, material in advance of the transverse wave front (at Q) moves 
inwards with a velocity W so that material at Q at time t moves a distance 
W. dt during this time interval to Q*. 
The angle 0 (shown in Figure 2.3) is given by either 
sin 91V 
(-f-+C) U 
or cos ea1 (1+E2) 
2 
-(V/Ü) 
2 
(1+e) 
(found by substituting equations 2.19 and 2.20 in Equations 2.12 and 2.13). 
a and ß must be continuous at the point where x-Ut. Continuity of 
ß is satisfied since both equation 2.19 and Von Karman's, solution give 0- 
0 at this point. 
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Continuity of a requires that 
EOU -W= U[ (1+E2)2 -(V/U) - 1, 
Von Karman Equation 2.20 
... 2.21 
Horizontal and vertical components of the force must also be continuous. 
Equating horizontal components gives: 
Tp -M UW T2 cos9 
= ýT2 
(1+E2) -(V/U)2 ... 
2.22 
+2 
where T2 = tension in transversely displaced yarn 
and Tp = tension in yarn ahead of transverse wave front. 
MU is the mass of yarn over which the transverse wave passes in unit time 
so MUW is the rate of change of horizontal momentum. Equating vertical 
components gives: 
MUV -T2 sin9 
V 
... 2.23 (1+E2) U 
Similarly, MUV is the rate of change of vertical momentum. 
From equation 2.23 the velocity of the transverse wave in Lagrangian 
co-ordinates is 
ý(T2 
. 2.24 .. 1 +E2) 
and in laboratory co-ordinates, allowing for particle movement along the 
yarn 
2 CE0 
M(1+ F2) - ... 
2.25 
By manipulation of Equations 2.21,2.22 and 2.23 is possible to show that: 
Tp 12 
(1+ E0) (1 + E2) 
... 2.26 
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The diagram in Figure 2.4 illustrates the meaning of this equation. 
The diagram shows a possible tension-strain curve. The line A-B extending 
from the point -1 on the strain axis to any point T, e on the 
tension-strain curve has a gradient of 
T 
(1 + E) 
The only values of T and e which satisfy Equation 2.26 are given by 
intersections of this line with the tension-strain curve. In most 
practical cases there is only one such intersection, as in Figure 2.4. In 
these circumstances, equation 2.26 is satisfied by: 
Co ' e2 
and Tp aT2 
However, if the tension-strain curve bends over, as shown in Figure 2.5 
there are two intersections and two separate sets of c, T values which 
satisfy Equation 2.26. If a yarn having such a tension-strain curve were 
impacted at a high velocity then there would be a critical point (point A 
in Figure 2.5) where the resulting strain would be such that the gradient 
of the tension-strain curve was T/(1+c). At this point the plastic wave 
front and the transverse wave front would travel at the same speed 
since CM 
(d 
E 
)E 
o 
but 
dTT 
at this point dE (1+Eo) 
so CT (1 =U +E0) 
If the impact velocity were higher than this then the simple solution 
would no longer apply since the transverse wave velocity would be higher 
than that of the plastic strain wave. 
Thus a criterion for the applicability of this solution is 
dT T 
de - (1+c) 
for all strains less than the maximum strain resulting from impact. 
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Summary : Transverse Impact of a Single Elastic Yarn 
After transverse impact on a single elastic yarn a strain wave 
propagates with a velocity C. The following equations governing the 
behaviour of the yarn may be derived from these given in the last section: 
... 2.27 from 2.21 VsC e(1+e) -( e(1+e) - C)2 
from 2.18 W= Cc 
from 2.24 U- Cý(% e 
1+e) 
from 2.25 U- C( E(1+e) - C) 
... 2.28 
... 2.29 
... 2.30 
where V- impact velocity 
e- strain level between strain wave front and point of 
impact 
W- velocity of yarn particles towards point of impact between 
strain wave front and transverse wave front 
U- velocity of transverse wave front in Lagrangian 
co-ordinates 
U= velocity of transverse wave front in laboratory co-ordinates 
In the transversely displaced part of the yarn, the yarn particles move in 
the direction of impact with the velocity of the projectile, V. The 
component of their velocity perpendicular to this direction is zero. 
Critical Velocity 
There exists a critical impact velocity which leads to a strain wave 
with a related strain equal to the fracture strain of the material. When a 
yarn is struck transversely at this velocity, the strain at the point of 
impact immediately equals the fracture strain and failure is 
instantaneous. The transverse critical velocity, Vc, is found by 
substituting the fracture strain in equation 2.27 above. 
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2.3.2 Reflection of and Interaction between longitudinal and 
transverse waves during transverse impact on a single yarn 
The longitudinal strain wave (or front) propagating in a yarn 
following impact is reflected both at the clamped ends of the yarn and at 
the projectile. Following each reflection the local strain in the yarn 
increases so that strain distribution in an elastic yarn is as shown in 
Figure 2.6. The longitudinal strain wave continues to travel in the yarn 
until the local strain following a reflection exceeds the fracture strain. 
When this happens failure occurs. 
On its return journey from the clamped end of the yarn the 
longitudinal wave meets the transverse wave and the two interact. This 
interaction has been considered by Craggs [20]. He first derived the 
equations of motion of a yarn using the method of characteristics, and 
arrived at the same results as J. C. Smith [10]. Using these equations he 
considered the interaction between the waves following reflection. His 
reasoning was as follows: 
When the longitudinal strain wave meets the transverse wave, part of 
each is reflected and part transmitted. The result is shown in the diagram 
in Figure 2.7. Craggs defined an elastic material as one for which the 
stress-strain curve was straight and of slope E so that longitudinal waves 
always travelled with a velocity C- (E/p)1/2. The stress was small 
compared with the modulus E, and therefore the velocity of transverse waves 
was much smaller than that of longitudinal waves. 
In the diagram in Figure 2.7, the symbols represent the following 
variables: 
8- angle 
U transverse wave velocity 
C= strain wave velocity 
T- tension. 
The subscripts refer to the 
parts of the yarn, as shown 
in the diagram. 
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By considering momentum balances, Craggs showed that : 
U1 
sin (02-9o) 
T1-2T2+To 
+ 
To 
- 
Ti 
Co U0 U1 
01 - 02) 
T1' To To T1 
Co Uo Ui 
sin(9o-91) 
Craggs stated that similar equations could be derived for the case 
when the longitudinal wave overtakes a transverse wave. He also presented 
the solution for the case when two transverse waves meet in a yarn. Many 
interactions between waves occur during an interaction at a low impact 
velocity. At higher impact velocities the number is smaller. 
J. C. Smith [21] used a simpler approach. The initial velocity of the 
transverse wave front in a Hookean material in Lagrangian co-ordinates, U1, 
is given by: 
U1 C% 
NE e 
where e- strain 
and C- strain wave velocity 
In laboratory co-ordinates this is equivalent to 
111 
... 2.29 
.... 2.30 
He stated that the transverse wave velocity increased to U2 when the strain 
increased due to the meeting of the longitudinal and transverse waves 
where U2 -C 2e(1+2e) ... 2.31 
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When the transverse wave was subsequently overtaken by the strain wave 
following the latter's reflection at the point of impact, the velocity 
increased again to 53 
where Ü3 = C[ 3e(1+3e) - e] .... 2.32 
The final term, Cc, in equations 2.30 and 2.32 is necessary to account 
for the movement of the particles behind the strain wave front, with a 
velocity Cc. The fact that J. C. Smith has the same value of c in equations 
2.30 and 2.32, together with the step increase c, 2c, 3e in the first part 
of the equations shows that he assumed that the reflected wave was always 
equal in strain intensity to the original wave. 
Lynch [22] used finite element analysis to predict the behaviour under 
transverse impact of a nylon yarn with a known stress-strain curve. He 
obtained good agreement between the computer's prediction of the outline of 
the yarn and photographs taken of ballistic tests. Figure 2.8A shows the 
strain distribution predicted by the computer at a number of times after 
impact and Figure 2.8B shows the predicted positions of the yarn at 
corresponding and later times. 
The strain distribution at 130us in diagram A shows that when the 
longitudinal and transverse waves met, there was a reduction in the strain 
intensity in the strain wave front. A reducing strain wave (or a 
compressive wave) travelled back towards the end of the yarn. The strain 
profile at 130ps also shows that the magnitude of the strain in the 
reflected strain wave was less than that in the initial wave. These 
observations all cast doubt on J. C. Smith's simplistic approach [21] where 
he assumed step increases of equal magnitude in the strain. 
Diagram B shows that discontinuities occurred in the transversely 
displaced yarn. Both convex and concave discontinuities are evident at 
different times. Lynch stated that these discontinuities were the result 
of the discontinuous strain at the longitudinal wave front and that they 
were at the position of the wave front. However, they could correspond to 
Craggs' secondary transverse waves. 
The reducing strain wave should continue to travel in the yarn in the 
same way as the initial strain wave, being reflected and causing further 
discontinuities. Lynch did not comment on this. 
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Roylance [23] used a similar programme to examine the behaviour of 
visco-elastic yarns. He only considered the first 50ps of the interaction 
(i. e. no wave interaction effects) and was interested mainly in the effects 
of stress-relaxation and creep. 
Eventually, the transverse wave front reaches the end of the yarn. 
J. C. Smith [24] stated that when this occurred there was a secondary impact 
and both a new longitudinal wave and a new transverse wave were initiated. 
This may be regarded as a reflection of the transverse wave acompanied by a 
sharp rise in the strain. Evidence for the reflection of the transverse 
wave may be seen in Lynch's results in Figure 2.8B. He presented no data 
concerning the strain distribution following the reflection. 
2.3.3 Effect of resistive forces on the behaviour of single yarns. 
Lynch [221 considered the effect of an elastic foundation on the 
behaviour of a single yarn under transverse impact. He showed that a 
resistive force caused a strain concentration near the point of impact. At 
failure, the strain energy stored in a yarn with a resistive backing was 
only 15% of that stored in a free yarn. The kinetic energy stored was also 
less when a resistive backing was present and failure occurred in a much 
shorter length of time. However, the particular results which he presented 
represent an extreme case. 
McCrackin [25] considered the effect of air drag on the strain in a 
single filament under transverse impact. Air drag is usually neglected in 
analysis and he wished to estimate the consequent errors in the value of 
the strain. He considered only the component of the force perpendicular to 
the filament since the parallel component is very small. He used 
photographs taken by J. C. Smith to provide data. He found that the error 
in the position of the transverse wave front arising from neglecting air 
drag was less than 0.1% whilst that in the strain could be as large as 4%. 
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2.3.4 Energy absorbed by a yarn under transverse impact 
Smith developed his theory of transverse impact further to consider 
the rate of energy absorbtion by a yarn [26]. Consider a strain wave which 
increases the strain in the yarn by an amount de and which travels a 
distance Ct. The resulting increase in length of the yarn is 
Ct dc - tdW 
where dW - increase in particle velocity towards the point of impact. 
If there is a tensile force, T, acting along the filament then the 
strain energy is increased by an amount TtdW. The total strain energy 
which results from a series of waves, resulting in a final strain of Co, is 
given by 
C0 
tT dW dE 
0 
dE 
Similarly, the kinetic energy of longitudinal motion is equal to 
C Eo 
t MCWä dE t WdTdE ... 2.33 
00 
where M mass per unit length of the filament. 
If the filament is subjected to transverse impact then there is no 
longitudinal motion in the part of the yarn which is moving transversely. 
Equation 2.33 must, therefore, be corrected by subtracting 
2 
ult W2 
where Ult - the position of the transverse wave. 
The transverse kinetic energy of one half of the yarn is given by 
2 MUIt V2 
where V- velocity of projectile. 
If these various equations are summed then the following equation for 
the initial rate of energy absorbtion (or power absorbtion) by the yarn 
results 
fT Eo 
P=2 
dWdE 
+2W 
ddE 
- MUiW1 " MU1V2 ... 2.34 
0 
dE 0 
dE 
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Smith showed that this reduced to 
Ps 2MU1V2 ... 2.35 
He also showed that the sum of the strain energy and the longitudinal 
kinetic energy was equal to the transverse kinetic energy. 
Smith considered the consequences of this analysis in the choice of 
material for armour applications. If equation 2.35 is divided by M, the 
mass per unit length of the yarn, then an equation for the initial power 
absorbtion per unit mass results: 
P- 2U1V2 
M 
Thus in order to be effective in the absorbtion of energy, a yarn must 
have a high transverse critical velocity (so that energy is still absorbed 
at high velocities) and a high initial transverse wave velocity. This 
latter property means that the forward kinetic energy of the projectile is 
rapidly spread over a long length of yarn. 
Since U1 = T1 
M(1+co) .... 2.24 
the yarn must have a high breaking strength to permit high values of the 
transverse wave velocity. 
Smith also showed that a yarn with a linear stress-strain curve has a 
higher transverse critical velocity than another yarn with the same 
breaking strength and fracture strain but a non-linear stress-strain curve 
provided that the stress-strain curve of the latter yarn is concave 
downwards. 
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2.4. Experimental work on single yarns 
2.4.1 Longitudinal strain wave 
Stewart et al (27,28] obtained positive evidence for the existence of 
a longitudinal strain wave in a nylon yarn subjected to transverse impact. 
They marked the yarn with tick marks at regular intervals using a modified 
typewriter. Photographs were taken of the yarn both before and during 
transverse impact. Comparison between the positions of the tick marks in 
the two photographs showed that the marked points on the yarn moved towards 
the point of impact in the region of the yarn which was not transversely 
displaced. The photographs also showed that material in the transversely 
displaced part of the yarn moved parallel to the trajectory of the 
projectile, as predicted by Smith [10] and described in Chapter 2.3. 
By measuring the positions of the tick marks Stewart was able to 
produce a map of the strain in the yarn at an instant during the 
interaction. An example of the maps he produced is given in Figure 2.9. 
The measured strain showed a periodic variation about a smooth curve. 
Stewart was unable to explain the variation in terms of either experimental 
error or statistical analysis. Stewart remarked that similar high 
frequency variations have been noticed by others in impact experiments on 
steel beams and columns. These variations have not been explained. 
J. C. Smith and C. A. Fenstermaker [29] carried out similar tests on 
polyester yarns but did not report similar periodic variations. 
Freeston et al [8] measured the velocity of the longitudinal strain 
wave in a number of materials (nylon, Dacron®, Nomex®, glass and Chromel-R 
wire®) as a function of strain. They used a pulse propagation meter which 
measured the velocity of sonic pulses in the materials. The yarns were 
mounted in an Instron Tensile Tester so that the strain could be measured. 
The results are shown in Figure 2.10. The strain wave velocity was found to 
be independent of strain in the glass and the metal wire but it increased 
with increasing strain in the polymeric materials. 
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Smith [21] presented several methods which may be used to measure or 
to calculate the velocity of the longitudinal strain wave. 
* It may be estimated using the formula C- 1/M (dT/dc), where (dt/dc) 
a the initial gradient of the tension-strain curve obtained at 
conventional testing rates. Smith said, however, that this could 
lead to an under estimate since, in many cases, the gradient of the 
tension-strain curve is steeper at high strain rates than at 
conventional rates. 
* Using a sonic modulus technique. In this method Smith used 
Rochelle salt crystal transducers to induce and detect sonic 
waves in nylon yarns in the same way as Freeston (see above). 
Smith's comment on this method was that it produced velocities 
which were higher than those calculated by method 1, and closer 
to the real values. 
* Using measurements from high speed photographs. 
Smith measured the transverse wave position in each frame of a high 
speed film taken of a single yarn under transverse impact. He estimated C 
by comparing the measurements with predictions from his theory of 
transverse impact described in Section 2.3. However, he used equations 
2.30 - 2.32 to calculate the velocity of the transverse wave. Since these 
equations were based on false assumptions (see Section 2.3.2), this method 
is not satisfactory. 
2.4.2 Energy absorbed by a yarn under transverse impact and critical 
velocity 
Lynch [22] conducted a number of transverse impact tests at different 
impact velocities on each of a series of nylon yarns. He measured the 
energy absorbed by the yarn in each test and the results for the highest 
strength yarn are shown in Figure 2.11. The results for the other yarns in 
the series were similar. The energy absorbed by the yarn increased with 
increasing impact velocity to a maximum value. As the velocity increased 
further, the energy absorbed decreased sharply until it fell to zero. 
Lynch stated that the energy absorbed was made up of two components :a 
strain energy component and a kinetic energy component. The relative 
proportions of these varied according to the impact velocity. 
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The behaviour of the yarns fell into three bands: 
i) Quasi-static yarn response 
At low impact velocities the kinetic energy in the yarn at 
failure was small compared with the strain energy. A yarn would store the 
maximum possible kinetic energy if its entire length were moving with the 
velocity of the projectile. If the velocity of the projectile were low 
then the velocity of the yarn would also be low. The whole length of the 
yarn would never move with the initial velocity of the projectile since it 
would decelerate substantially. As the impact velocity of the projectile 
increased the kinetic energy of the yarn at failure would increase and the 
total energy lost by the projectile would also increase. 
ii) Dynamic yarn response 
At very high impact velocities the critical velocity was reached. 
As the impact velocity approached the critical velocity the length of yarn 
involved in transverse motion decreased and as a result the kinetic energy 
in the yarn decreased. 
iii) Dynamic system response 
At intermediate velocities the energy absorbed by the yarn increased 
to a maximum and then decreased as the impact velocity increased further. 
As the velocity increased from the very low values the kinetic energy 
increased with the square of the impact velocity. At the same time, the 
number of reflections of the transverse wave before failure decreased. 
Maximum energy absorbtion occurred when failure occurred at the instant 
when the transverse wave reached the clamped end of the yarn for the first 
time. This represents the maximum kinetic energy. At higher velocities 
the length of yarn which moved transversely before failure decreased. This 
decrease more than offset the increase in impact velocity and as a result 
the total energy absorbed fell. 
In later work Wilde [7] developed Lynch's finite element programme 
(22] to calculate the expected partition of the energy lost by the 
projectile into: 
* Kinetic energy of the yarn along its length (x-kinetic energy) 
* Kinetic energy of the yarn perpendicular to its length (y-kinetic 
energy) 
* Strain energy. 
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A typical energy partition curve for an impact on a nylon yarn is shown 
in Figure 2.12. The x-kinetic energy term was small and went through a 
series of maxima and minima. The y-kinetic energy was larger and also went 
through a series of maxima and minima, the first of which is shown in the 
figure. The strain energy was the largest component. This is in conflict 
with Smith's [26] analysis (see Section 2.3.4) which showed that, at the 
beginning of the interaction, the transverse kinetic energy was equal to 
the sum of the strain energy and the longitudinal kinetic energy. Wilde 
showed that the actual energy partition was very dependent on the exact 
positions of the transverse and longitudinal strain waves. As a result of 
this analysis Wilde made the following observations: 
* The total energy loss of the projectile increased in a saw-tooth 
fashion with increasing impact velocity. 
* The rate of projectile energy loss increased in proportion to the 
tensile modulus of the yarn. 
* The total energy loss of the projectile and the energy 
components increased in proportion to the length of the yarn 
specimen. 
Wilde did not go into detail concerning either the shapes of the 
curves or how these observations arose. 
Claus, Donovan and Freeston [30] measured the critical velocity of a 
range of nylon yarns with different moduli. The highest modulus nylon had 
the highest critical velocity. 
In other work Freeston et al [8] measured the critical velocity in a 
number of types of yarn using high speed multiple flash photography. The 
critical velocities were as follows: 
Nylon 617 ± 15m s-1 (the highest of those tested in their other 
Dacron © 472 ± 15m s work) 
Nomex 0 442 ± 15m s- 
Glass yarn 335 ± 15m s 
Glass monofii 145 ± 15m s-1 
Chromel-R 0 216 ± 15m s1 
wire yarn 
Lower critical velocities were measured for impacts at 100 and 450. 
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Wilde et al [7] determined the average rate of energy loss of the 
projectile by dividing the total energy lost by the interaction time. They 
plotted the results as a function of impact velocity and found that the 
peak energy loss rate coincided with the V50 of the yarn concerned (the 
impact velocity at which 50% of impacts cause the yarn to break). They did 
not find any satisfactory relationship between the peak energy loss rate 
and any other parameter. 
2.4.3 Failure strain 
Using his measured values for the critical velocity (Vc) and the 
longitudinal strain wave velocity (C) Freeston [8] calculated the failure 
strain (cf) of the different yarns listed in the previous section. He 
assumed that the stress-strain curves were linear and used the following 
equation: 
Vý2 2 of ef(1+ef) - of 
2 from equation 2.27 
The assumption concerning the stress-strain curves was probably 
reasonable since in general the stress-strain curves became more linear as 
the strain rate increased. Freeston also calculated the failure strain 
for oblique impact and found that it was independent of the angle of 
incidence of the projectile. 
Freeston's calculated failure strains were greater than the static 
tensile yield strain but lower than either the static or the dynamic 
failure strain, except in the case of the two glass materials. In the case 
of the glass the calculated failure strain was approximately equal to the 
static failure strain. 
The average strain in nylon and Dacron1 yarns at failure was measured 
on high speed photographs of tests where the impact velocity of the 
projectile was 90% of the critical velocity. The results lay between 50 
and 100% of the calculated failure strain. Freeston concluded that the 
behaviour of those materials was extremely rate sensitive. He also 
commented that the average strain in the yarns at failure was only 
[n/(n+l)] X failure strain where n is the number of reflections of the 
strain wave before failure. 
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Various other groups also observed ballistic failure strains which 
were lower than static failure strains. Among these were Wilde et. al [31] 
who noticed that a series of nylon yarns with static failure strains which 
differed by a factor of 50 had similar ballistic failure strains. The 
ballistic failure strains were marginally lower than the static failure 
strain of the highest strength yarn. 
Wilde took high speed multiple-flash photographs of nylon yarns under 
transverse impact. He measured the average strain in the yarns in the last 
frame before failure and the first one after failure. The results, taken 
from a large number of tests at different impact velocities on the highest 
modulus yarn are shown in Figure 2.13. Wilde remarked that there was no 
variation in the average strain at failure with velocity at velocities 
below 300m s-! " As the impact velocity increased further, the average 
strain at failure decreased. Wilde made no comment similar to that of 
Freeston, that the average strain at failure was dependent upon the number 
of reflections of the longitudinal strain wave. 
2.4.4 Construction of Ballistic Stress-Strain Curves 
Smith used measurements from high speed photographs of transverse 
impact tests to obtain the stress-strain curve of nylon yarns in two 
different ways. In his first method [24] he plotted both average strain 
and transverse wave velocity against time during the interaction. Since 
the time period considered was large (>3ms) a large number of reflections 
of the longitudinal strain wave occurred. Thus the local strain did not 
differ very much from the average strain. Smith therefore used the 
following equation (equation 2.24) to calculate the tension, T, 
corresponding to a strain c, 
T- U2M(l+c) 
He used the average strain as c and the measured value of the 
transverse wave velocity at the same instant as U. This equation is 
approximately valid since the strain was measured directly and not derived 
from the original strain in the strain wave. 
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Smith obtained reasonably consistent results over a number of tests 
with different impact velocities and specimen lengths. The interaction 
time showed a marked decrease with increase in impact velocity of the 
projectile. Both the nylon yarns and the glass fibres which were tested 
showed an increase in modulus with increase in impact velocity. On the 
whole the stress-strain curves became increasingly linear, the strength 
increased and the strain to fracture decreased with increasing impact 
velocity although the glass fibres showed no increase in strength between 
testing at 0.0165-L and at lOs-1. 
In later work [32] Smith plotted the time to fracture and the initial 
transverse wave velocity, U1, as a function of the velocity of the 
projectile, V. He then used an iterative method to calculate the 
stress-strain curve using the following equations: 
Wl foci C(c)dc or W- Cc if the material is Hookean ... 2.18 
Ul = T1 = transverse wave velocity in 
1 M(1+E) Lagrangian coordinates ... 2.24 
U1 = (l+e1)U1 - W1 = transverse wave velocity in 
laboratory coordinates ... 2.25 
V (1+E1) U1 -[(1+c1)U1-W1] ... 2.21 
Smith considered a small increment of strain and chose a possible 
corresponding value of the tension, T. Using his chosen T he calculated 
values of W, U1, U1 and V using the above equations. He repeated the 
procedure using different values of T until he found values of II1 and V 
which fitted his experimental curve. He then repeated the procedure using 
a new strain. 
Smith compared the stress-strain curve calculated using this method 
with those obtained at conventional testing rates. He found that the high 
strength nylon showed a higher modulus at ballistic rates (equivalent to 
50s-') than at testing rates of up to 0.016s-1. 
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The second method of calculation produced a stress-strain curve which 
was more linear than that of the method using average strains described 
above. The later method was also used to calculate the ballistic 
stress-strain curve for polyester yarns and similar changes in properties 
with increasing strain rate were observed. This method is also valid since 
Smith only used equations from his analysis which apply to the period 
before the longitudinal and transverse waves meet. 
Wilde et al (7] used data from transverse impact tests of 0 as a 
function of impact velocity to produce stress-strain curves for four 
different types of nylon yarn. The technique was similar to that used by 
Smith for U-V data, described above. The results are shown in Figure 2.1 
together with the quasi-static stress-strain curves for the yarns. Wilde 
plotted the area beneath the curves (the strain energy in the yarns at 
failure) against the strength of the yarn. His results are shown in Figure 
2.14. The strain energy absorbed increased with increasing strength at 
ballistic rates, as did the total energy absorbed. At quasi-static testing 
rates they both decreased with increasing tensile strength. 
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2.5 Behaviour of a fabric panel under transverse impact 
2.5.1 Single cross-overs 
At the instant of impact on a fabric longitudinal strain waves are 
generated in the yarns which are hit directly by the projectile (primary 
yarns) in the same way as in a single yarn under transverse impact. 
Transverse deflections of the fabric also occur since the point of impact 
moves with the projectile and continuity requires that some part of the 
fabric panel must move with it. In a fabric, however, these disturbances 
meet cross-over yarns. This section describes work which has attempted to 
study the interaction between a primary yarn and a cross-over yarn in a 
fabric panel under impact. 
When the longitudinal strain wave encounters a cross-over yarn Leech 
and Mansell [33] and Roylance and Wang [34] have stated that it is split 
into four components: 
i) A transmitted component which continues to travel away from the 
point of impact 
ii) A reflected component which travels back towards the point of 
impact 
iii) Two diverted components, one of which travels in each 
and iv) direction in the cross-over yarn 
Components iii) and iv) arise as a result of the particle motion in 
the primary yarn towards the point of impact after passage of the 
longitudinal wave (as in a single yarn under transverse impact). The point 
of contact on the cross-over yarn moves with the primary yarn although 
there may be some slipping at the cross-over. As a result the cross-over 
yarn has both strain energy and kinetic energy transferred to it from the 
primary yarn. This results in a reduction in the strain intensity in the 
transmitted component and so causes a strain gradient in the primary yarn 
with the maximum strain at the point of impact. The reflected component of 
the strain intensity adds to the strain in the yarn between the cross-over 
and the point of impact and, since energy must be conserved, the strain in 
the transmitted component is reduced. Thus this effect also contributes to 
the strain gradient in the primary yarn. 
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The magnitude of the strain gradient depends upon the proportion of 
the strain intensity in the four components and these in turn depend upon 
the nature of the cross-over. Transverse deflections of the fabric also 
interact with cross-overs and are reflected, transmitted and diverted into 
the cross-over yarns since the contact point on a cross-over yarn is 
constrained to move with the primary yarn, out of the plane of the fabric. 
Once again, the relative proportions of the components depend upon the 
nature of the cross-over. 
Leech [33] considered the interaction between the various types of 
disturbance and a node in a net. The node was fixed, i. e no slipping was 
allowed between the primary yarn and the cross-over yarn. Leech classified 
three different types of disturbance: 
i) longitudinal (extensional) 
ii) in-plane transverse (resulting from particle motion behind the 
longitudinal strain wave) 
iii) out-of-plane transverse. 
For each type of disturbance proportions of the intensity are transmitted, 
reflected and diverted as described above. By considering the time taken 
for a disturbance travelling at a given velocity to reach different points, 
Leech predicted the shape of the zones of the net which would be affected 
by different types of disturbance. The extensional or longitudinal 
disturbances travel with the longitudinal strain wave velocity, whereas the 
transverse disturbances travel at a slower velocity, as shown by J. C. Smith 
[10] and described in Section 2.3. 
Leech's results are shown in Figure 2.15. The shape of the zone 
affected by an extensional disturbance is rhomboidal (square if its 
velocity is the same in the x and y directions). The shape of the zone 
affected by a transverse out-of-plane disturbance is also rhomboidal (or 
square) but much smaller since the velocity of such disturbances is 
slower. The shape of the zone affected by an in-plane transverse 
disturbance is rhomboidal but never square. The reason for the rhomboidal 
rather than square shape is that a transverse in-plane disturbance in the 
x-direction is the result of a fast extensional disturbance in that 
direction (since it is the result of particle motion behind the 
longitudinal strain front) but it travels in a slow transverse mode in the 
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y-direction. The two zones corresponding to in-plane disturbances in the 
x- and y- directions form a star. 
Leech only considered the interaction between the various disturbances 
and a fixed node in a net which was subjected to sufficient pre-tension to 
ensure that a string in the net would never have to support compression. 
Roylance [34] considered the more general case of a single cross-over at 
which sliding could occur and in which there was no pre-tension. He 
developed a computer programme which modelled the behaviour of a single 
cross-over at a distance from the point of impact. He used the programme 
to plot the strain distribution in both the primary yarn and the cross-over 
yarn. An example of the result for two yarns of Kevlar 29 is shown in 
Figure 2.16. In this case, no sliding was allowed at the cross-over. A 
reduction in the strain in the transmitted wave and an increase in the 
strain in the primary yarn between the cross-over and the point of impact 
were both apparent. The broken line represents the strain level in the 
absence of the cross-over. The strain in the cross-over yarn, which 
represents the diverted component of the strain intensity was also evident 
in the results. The instability in the strain in the transmitted pulse was 
described as numerical overshoot in the programme. 
Roylance examined the variation in the magnitude of the reflected, 
transmitted and diverted components of the strain intensity with modulus. 
The results for the transmitted and diverted components when no sliding was 
allowed are shown in Figure 2.17. Both components decreased with 
increasing modulus. 
Roylance also studied the variation in the various components with 
sliding factor and the results for Kevlar 29 are shown in Figures 2.18A, B 
and C. 
Roylance has not yet published results concerning the interaction 
between the transverse wave and a cross-over. 
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2.5.2 Mathematical modelling of the behaviour of a fabric under 
transverse impact. 
Freeston and Claus [35] calculated the strain distribution which would 
occur in the primary yarns for a range of values of the reflection 
coefficient, R where O< R5 1 and Rs the proportion of the original 
intensity of the strain wave in the reflected component. The calculations 
neglected energy transfer to other yarns in the fabric. 
Freeston calculated the time necessary for the strain at the point of 
impact to reach a failure strain of 21% for a number of values of R. By 
comparing the results with experimental observations, he concluded that the 
reflection coefficient was 0.01 for a fabric which was probably ballistic 
nylon. 
This model neglected deceleration of the projectile and assumed that 
T+R-1 where T- proportion of strain intensity transmitted. Roylance 
[34] stated that for conservation of energy, T2 + R2 +2D2 -1 where D- 
proportion of strain intensity diverted to cross-over yarns. Freeston's 
equation was a reasonable approximation since he neglected the diverted 
component. 
Vinson and Zukas [36] put forward a mathematical model for the 
behaviour of a fabric panel under impact. They used equations from J. C. 
Smith's analysis [10] of the behaviour of single yarns under transverse 
impact (See section 2.3) to obtain the wave propagation characteristics and 
conical shell theory to obtain the forces and strains. 
The velocity of the projectile during its interaction with a single 
ply of nylon fabric was calculated and showed reasonable agreement with the 
experimental results of Maheux [37]. The main drawbacks of this model were 
that it assumed that: 
* the shape of the deformed fabric was conical whereas experimental 
evidence has shown that it is pyramidal. 
* the fabric behaved as an isotropic membrane. This does not allow for 
the directional nature of the weave. 
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Hearle and Mansell [381 reviewed the work of Vinson and Zukas. They 
found that the analysis described above suggested excessively high strains 
which Vinson dealt with by including bending stiffness - which does not 
exist in yarns. Hearle used a modified form of the programme to model the 
behaviour of nylon fabric under transverse impact. He replaced the 
conical shape by that of a pyramid. The analysis assumed uniform strain, 
confined to the pyramid and it assumed that the faces of the pyramid were 
flat. The result was a form of energy balance, equating the work done on 
the fabric by the projectile with the strain energy in the fabric. 
Hearle compared a non-dimensional form of his results with Maheux's 
practical results [37]. The model showed good agreement with the 
experimental results. Although this model was unable to predict details 
such as strain distributions, Hearle felt that it might provide a useful 
design tool since it was relatively simple. 
The same team [39,40] also attempted to model the behaviour of a 
fabric using the method of characteristics. This model considered the 
behaviour of each yarn rather than the global picture as the earlier model 
did. A pre-strain of 0.5% was needed to prevent buckling in Kevlar 
fabric. This is large compared with the strains induced in Kevlar fabric 
by impact so the model needed modification to be of general use. 
Roylance 34,41,42] produced a computer programme which modelled the 
response of a fabric panel to impact. The method used the constitutive 
laws of the material together with an impulse-momentum balance to calculate 
the tension and strain in yarn elements in the fabric. Reflections of 
waves were incorporated by specifying the boundary conditions. The method 
assumed that the cross-overs in the fabric behaved as pin joints, i. e. no 
slipping was allowed. 
Roylance compared the rate of increase in the strain at the point of 
impact predicted by his model with that predicted by Freeston [35]. 
Comparable sets of results are shown in Figure 2.19. Roylance's opinion 
was that Freeston's model predicted a reasonable strain during the first 
microseconds of interaction whereas his own model showed a time lag. The 
strain predicted by Freeston rose sharply after 1.5ps and Roylance 
considered that it was excessively high. However, the reflection 
coefficient of 1% predicted by Freeston (see last page) is the same as that 
predicted by Roylance for a cross-over with zero sliding (see Figure 2.18A) 
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Roylance used his model [41] to produce maps of the energy 
distribution in nylon fabric. An example is shown in Figure 2.20. He 
stated that the vast majority (proportion not specified) of the energy 
absorbed was absorbed by the primary yarns. 
Figure 2.21 shows a graph produced by Roylance of the energy partition 
in a nylon fabric panel under impact. The kinetic energy terms accounted 
for a high proportion of the energy absorbed. Both in-plane and 
out-of-plane energy terms are shown. 
Roylance has used his model to predict the residual velocity of a 
projectile incident on a Kevlar 29 fabric specimen [34]. He compared the 
results of his model with experimental results and claimed good agreement. 
However, the penetration velocities differed by approximately 10X. 
The strain distributions in the primary yarns in several different 
woven panels, as predicted by Roylance's model, are shown in Figure 2.22. 
This graph shows the results for Kevlar 29, Nylon and Graphite fabric 
panels at, the same incident velocity. The results for Kevlar 29 suggest 
that there is an increase in the strain in the transversely displaced 
region although Roylance did not comment on the phenomenon. The maximum 
strain was always at the point of impact. There was also a maximum in the 
strain behind the wave front. In order to achieve stability of the 
programme, Roylance had to use a strain wave velocity which was lower than 
that in the corresponding single yarn by a factor of 1/fl. He thought that 
this could be due to an increase in the effective density of the yarns in 
the fabric. 
Roylance [42] plotted the strain at the impact point on nylon fabric 
as a function of time for various impact velocities. He commented that 
there was a critical velocity, below which a plateau formed in the 
strain-time relationship with the strain below the failure strain. At 
velocities above the critical velocity the strain increased irregularly (as 
a result of reflections from the ends of the specimen) until the failure 
strain was reached. 
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Hearle, Leech, Adeyefa and Cork [40] have developed a more 
comprehensive finite element programme. The programme used a triangular 
element and could incorporate different weave patterns, shear friction 
between yarns and multiple layers if it were assumed that slipping between 
layers was small. No slipping of yarns within the layers was allowed but 
twisting leading to torques was permitted. Hearle has used this programme 
to determine displacements, velocities and isometric views of the displaced 
fabric for nylon panels. He has also considered variations of strain with 
time, and energy absorbtion with impact velocity for Kevlar fabric. As far 
as the author is aware, he has not yet published any comparison between the 
results of his programme and experimental results. 
Hearle plans to investigate the effects of different finishes and 
weaves on energy absorbtion. 
Lyons [43] has derived an approximate equation for the penetration 
velocity, V50, for a specimen consisting of n plies of fabric: 
41- V50 (n plies) V50 (1 ply) 
He stated that there was experimental evidence to support this equation for 
2-ply and 12-ply specimens. 
2.5.3 Practical work on fabric specimens 
Maheux et al [37] used single flash photographs of single layers of 
nylon fabric under impact from a fragment simulator to study energy 
partition during impact. An attempt was made to use the measurements from 
many photographs of separate events to discover a relationship between the 
deceleration of the projectile and the radius of the fabric moving 
transversely with time. Both exponential and parabolic curves were fitted 
to the results for the deceleration of the projectile but the authors 
concluded that a complete history of a single event was necessary to 
determine which was the correct curve . The results of these experiments 
were used by Vinson [36] and Hearle [38] as data for their mathematical 
models, as described in the last section. 
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Maheux calculated the kinetic energy of the moving fabric assuming 
that all the fabric was moving with the current velocity of the 
projectile. However, this assumption implied that when the projectile was 
halted all the fabric was stationary and the photographs showed that some 
was still moving. Maheux suggested that a more reasonable value of the 
average velocity of the moving fabric might be obtained by considering 
conservation of momentum of the system: 
mVi=mVt+mtVa 
where m- mass of projectile 
Mt - mass of fabric moving at time t 
Vi - incident velocity of projectile 
Vt - velocity of projectile at time t 
Va - average velocity of moving fabric. 
He compared the calculated values of the average velocity of the 
moving fabric with measured values from the photographs. He found that 
they agreed to within 7% in most cases. The calculations predicted that 
when a projectile incident on a fabric panel with a velocity of 150m s'1 
was halted, the kinetic energy of the fabric would be 40% of the incident 
energy of the projectile. 
Wilde [44] used high speed photography to observe the deformation of 
nylon fabric under impact. He measured the energy lost by the projectile 
and plotted it as a function of the impact velocity. The results are shown 
in Figure 2.23. The energy lost by the projectile showed a sharp decrease 
as the impact velocity increased above the penetration velocity. There was 
ä minimum and then a gradual rise as the velocity increased further. 
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Wilde attempted to construct an energy balance for the fabric under 
impact. He made the following assumptions: 
* No energy was transferred to material outside the transversely 
deformed zone. 
* The strain energy was confined to the primary yarns (those which 
are struck directly by the projectile). 
* The part of the primary yarns moving transversely was moving with 
the exit velocity of the projectile. No kinetic energy was 
present in the other yarns. 
The energy stored in the fabric at failure was calculated using 
measurements from a number of different photographs of tests at different 
incident velocities. This approach is an alternative to that of 
calculating an energy balance throughout a single interaction. The results 
of the calculations are shown in Figure 2.23. Wilde himself listed the 
following errors: 
* All energy transferred from the primary yarns was neglected 
* It was assumed that the strain energy in the primary yarns was 
uniformly distributed and 
* that it was confined to the transversely displaced part of the 
yarns 
* In-plane kinetic energy was neglected. 
In later work, Wilde [45] calculated the force, F, exerted by the 
nylon fabric on the projectile in two different ways: 
I) F-m AV where m- mass of projectile 
At AV - change in velocity 
At - interaction time 
and II) F- AE AE - energy lost by the projectile 
Ad Ad - interaction distance 
The two methods gave reasonable agreement over a wide range of velocities. 
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Hearle et al [381 have conducted a large number of ballistic tests on 
nylon and Kevlar 29 as woven fabric, as knitted fabric and as felt. High 
speed photography was used and the following are some of their major 
observations. 
* The shape of the woven fabric which moved transversely was pyramidal. 
The sides were convex at the beginning of the interaction and became 
concave as the interaction proceeded. Following penetration the shape 
became conical. The shape of the transversely displaced knitted fabric and 
felt was always conical. 
* The shape of the in-plane displacements was as predicted by Leech [33] 
in earlier related work. Although the strains could not be inferred 
directly, the strain distribution predicted by Leech was compatible with 
the observed displacements. 
* An estimate was made of the strain in the primary yarns in the nylon 
fabric both inside and outside the deformed pyramid, using measurements 
taken from photographs. No consistent differences were found between the 
two strains. 
* The fabric specimens were examined following testing. Nylon fibres 
broken by ballistic impact showed extensive fusion whilst those of Kevlar 
showed no fusion. Kevlar fibres broken by ballistic impact showed axial 
splitting which extended along the yarn whilst the fusion of the nylon 
fibres was confined to the ends. Laible [461 considered that this type of 
splitting led to an increase in the energy absorbtion since 
a) it blunted transverse cracks 
and b) a large amount of energy might be absorbed in creating surface. 
* The ends of nylon yarns broken under quasi-static loading showed a 
different morphology to those broken under ballistic impact. Kevlar fibres 
showed the same morphology, regardless of testing speed. 
* There was considerable evidence that yarns had slipped past the 
projectile during ballistic impact. In some cases the projectile 
penetrated the fabric but no yarns were broken. This caused a reduction in 
the energy absorbtion since the yarns were not strained to failure. 
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* Pull-out of yarns from the fabric was also observed. This mechanism 
results in a reduction in the strain energy stored in the yarns but it also 
results in energy dissipation through friction. The relative magnitudes of 
these factors were not known. 
Miner [47] has carried out a comprehensive survey of the effects of 
various parameters on the ballistic impact resistance of Kevlar 29 and 49. 
He summarised his results as follows: 
* Kevlar 29 was superior to ballistic nylon. Similar weights of fabric 
were tested against 2,4,16 and 64-grain projectiles. The Kevlar 29 
fabric gave a higher penetration velocity in each case. The margin was 
even greater when the same fabrics were tested against 0.22 calibre hand 
guns. 
* Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 gave equivalent ballistic performance, given 
similar fabric constructions and yarn weights. 
* The resistance of the fabrics to fragments decreased as the denier of 
the yarn increased from 1000 to 3000. This effect became less pronounced 
as the projectile size increased. 
* Plain weaves were superior to other weaves. This effect also became 
less pronounced as the projectile size increased. Loose basket weaves had 
poor ballistic resistance. Open weave fabrics of Kevlar 49 performed well. 
* Felts gave similar resistance to fabrics of the same areal density. 
Fabric in a matrix (hard armour) had a higher resistance to 2-grain 
fragments than plain fabric. This relationship reversed as the weight of 
the projectile increased. 
* Composite armour of Kevlar was superior to aluminium at equal areal 
density. Combinations of aluminium with composite armour of Kevlar gave 
ballistic resistance proportional to the sum of the parts. The biggest 
advantage of such a combination is economic. 
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2.6 Ballistic Properties of Laminates 
2.6.1 Effect of resin concentration 
When helmets are manufactured using reinforcing fibres a matrix is 
used to provide stiffness. Helmets were originally tested with resin 
contents of 15-18% but, although the V50 (the velocity at which half the 
rounds fired penetrate) of the helmet was satisfactory, excessive transient 
deformation occurred. Lastnik and Gates [48] investigated the effect of 
increasing the resin content to 35-40% on the ballistic properties. They 
came to the following conclusions: 
* Resin content has little influence on the ballistic impact 
resistance of the laminate (± 14m s-1 in a penetration velocity 
of 320m s-! ). Nine-ply composites were tested. . 
* Resin content above 40% increases the weight of the laminate 
without increasing the flexural modulus significantly. 
Du Pont [12] recommend a resin concentration of 25-28% in Kevlar- 
laminates. They say that a lower resin concentration will lead to 
increased ballistic resistance (see next section) but the structural 
integrity decreases with decreased resin concentration and deflections 
could be excessive. 
Laible [49] carried out ballistic tests on fabric woven from high 
modulus aromatic amide yarns both with and without a polyester resin 
matrix. He found that the matrix led to a reduction of 20% in the 
penetration velocity of 8-9 ply laminates. 
2.6.2 Delamination and residual properties 
Du Pont [12] stated that an increase in resin concentration in Kevlar 
laminates reduced their ballistic resistance since delamination was 
reduced. 
Ross and Sierakowski [50] conducted a series of ballistic tests on 
fibre glass/epoxy laminates with different lay-up sequences of 
uni-directional plies. They examined the extent and nature of the 
delamination resulting from impact and related it to the lay-up sequence of. 
the laminate. They concluded that the damage was highly dependent upon the 
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ply arrangement on the impact side of the plate. A "generator strip" was 
formed in the first ply and this generated delamination in successive 
plies. The size of the generator strip and the resulting progressive 
delamination were dependent upon the number of plies in the first few 
laminae on the impact side of the plate. This paper did not consider the 
energy absorbed by the delamination process but it did say that the growth 
of the delamination was related to the kinetic energy transferred to the 
laminate from the projectile. 
Dorey, Sidey and Hutchings [51] showed that although Kevlar/epoxy 
composites had static properties that were inferior to those of comparable 
carbon composites their resistance to impact was superior. Drop weight 
tests and ball-gun tests were carried out with incident energies of up to 
2.5 Joules. The threshold energy for the onset of damage and the energy 
which caused fracture were both higher for the Kevlar composites. In 
addition the residual shear, tensile and flexural strengths of the Kevlar 
composites following impact tests were higher than those of the carbon 
composites over a wide range of energies. Dorey suggested that this was a 
result of the smaller area of delamination in the Kevlar composites. 
2.6.3 Miscellaneous 
Hearle [40] has attached force transducers to the periphery of Kevlar 
fabric targets. He hopes to use the transducers to detect waves travelling 
in the specimen. 
Ceramic tiles may be used as one constituent of composite armour. 
Lloyd and Swindells [52] have investigated the methods of manufacture 
necessary to produce B4C tiles to a tight specification. They concluded 
that satisfactory tiles could be produced consistently. The ballistic 
properties of the material were extremely sensitive to changes in density 
and elastic modulus. 
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Brown [53] conducted ballistic tests on nylon "blankets" i. e. 
multiple-plies of nylon fabric without a matrix. He used a 21-grain steel 
cube as the projectile and tested the nylon under a wide range of 
conditions intended to simulate real service conditions. His main 
conclusions were as follows: 
* There was no change in the effectiveness of the nylon "blanket" 
in stopping a projectile if the angle of impact were changed 
from fP to 45°. 
* There was no change in the effectiveness of the "blanket" if it 
were hanging loosely or under slight tension. 
* Wet nylon was as effective as dry. 
* Air gaps between the plies did not change the effectiveness of 
the whole. 
Du Pont [54] carried out ball-drop tests on sandwich panels with 
Kevlar 49 skins and NOMEX aramid honeycomb core. The skins were one, two 
or three plies of Kevlar 49 fabric. The impact resistance of the sandwich 
was increased substantially by substituting a fabric woven from a high 
denier yarn for one having similar areal density, but being woven from a 
lighter yarn. This suggests that the weave pattern and the nature of the 
constituent yarn may be important under ballistic conditions. 
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first few microseconds after impact as predicted by the 
models of Roylance(34] and Freeston[35 ]. 
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Figure 2.20 Energy distribution in a fabric panel following impact 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL 
3.1 Raw Materials 
Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 are woven into fabric in the U. K. by 
Fothergill and Harvey Ltd. Table 3.1, overleaf, includes the specification 
of the fabrics which have been used in this work together with the detailed 
properties of the yarns. The particular fabrics were chosen in order to 
match the weight and the weave as closely as possible. In fact, the Kevlar 
49 fabric was more closely woven than the Kevlar 29. This fact is 
reflected in the larger amount of crimp in the Kevlar 49 yarns. 
Two matrices have been used; they were: 
Silicone Rubber 
RTV 602 supplied by Eurosil, mixed with 0.25% by weight of SRC05 
hardener. 
Tensile Modulus : 0.343 MN m-2 
Tensile Strength : 0.686 MN m2 
Strain to fracture : 200% 
Specific Gravity : 0.99 
Polyester Resin 
A2785 CV produced by B. P. Ltd and supplied by I. R. P. (Bristol) pre-mixed 
with 1.75% weight cobalt naphthanate accelerator. 
1.5% weight of M. E. K. P. (methyl ethyl ketone peroxide in styrene) initiator 
was added in the laboratory. 
Tensile Modulus : 3450 MN m72 
Tensile Strength : 45.6 MN m-2 
Strain to Fracture : <2% 
Specific Gravity : 1.12 
These matrices enabled the study of two extremely different composite 
systems. Both matrices are easy to handle and may be used under laboratory 
conditions. They are both transparent. The curing cycles were as follows: 
Silicone Rubber 24 hours at room temperature 
followed by 1 hour at 100°C 
Polyester Resin 24 hours at room temperature 
followed by 1 hour at 600C 
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Property Kevlar 29 Kevlar 49 
Density (Kg m7-3) 1440 1450 
Tensile Modulus (GN m72) 58.8 127 CV 5%(l) 
CV 3.3% (2) 
Tensile Strength ((GN m72) 2.65 2.65 CV 4% 
(1) 
CV 6.5%(2) 
Strain to fracture (%) 4.0 2.1 CV 6.7% (2) 
Filament Diameter (pm) 12.1 11.9 
Denier 1500 1420 
Number of filaments in yarn 1000 1000 
Fabric Type D218 plain weave D208 plain weave 
Weight (kg mm-2) 0.216 0.218 
Thickness (mm) 0.27 0.33 
Number of yarns/lOmm 6.3 x 6.3 6.7 x 6.7 
Crimp in Yarns 2.86 3.12 
Table 3.1 Properties of Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 yarn and fabric as 
published by Du Pont and Fothergill and Harvey Ltd. 
(1) Coefficient of variation quoted by Du Pont [55] 
(2) Coefficient of variation measured by Chiao et al [56] 
3.2 Manufacture of Tensile Test Specimens 
Unwoven yarn from the batch from which the fabric had been woven was 
supplied (by Fothergill and Harvey Ltd. ) wound onto a cardboard spool. 
Warp and weft yarns for tensile tests were pulled from scoured fabric. 
Scouring is a process which removes weaving lubricants from fabric. 
Matrix impregnated specimens were manufactured as follows: 
Strips of fabric were impregnated with polyester resin along two 
opposite edges so that a span of the required gauge length remained 
matrix-free. The specimens were cured for 24 hours at room temperature and 
post-cured for one hour at 60PC. 
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Following curing, the specimens were cut into strips 25mm wide. Each 
strip was trimmed leaving a single yarn with a piece of fabric impregnated 
with polyester resin at each end. The yarn was impregnated with matrix and 
the specimens were cured as described in Section 3.1. 
Two pieces of aluminium plate were bonded to each of the pieces of 
fabric at the ends of the specimens using Flexon 241: an acrylic adhesive. 
The specimens could then be gripped on the aluminium plates for testing. 
3.3 Manufacture of Ballistic test specimens 
Single yam specimens for ballistic tests were manufactured in a 
similar way to the matrix-impregnated tensile test pieces described above. 
The gauge-length of the yarn was approximately 400mm. 
The fabric specimens were made as follows: 
300mm square pieces of fabric were placed on a board covered with 
cellulose acetate film. A 230mm square was drawn centrally on the 
specimen. The area outside the marked square was painted with liquid 
polyester resin using a small brush. The specimen was then covered with a 
second sheet of cellulose acetate and air bubbles were smoothed out using a 
roller. The cellulose acetate was secured at the edges and the whole was 
heated using an electric fan for ten minutes. The heat caused the film to 
shrink so that the specimen had smooth faces. The composite was then cured 
as described in Section 3.1 for polyester resin. These were the 
matrix-free fabric specimens for ballistic testing. Multiple-ply specimens 
of this type were made by stacking the required number of single plies in 
the mounting assembly, which will be described in Section 3.4. 
Laminates were all manufactured from fabric which had been scoured to 
remove weaving lubricants since it had better wetting properties than 
unscoured fabric. 
Single-ply composites were manufactured from 300mm. squares of fabric. 
They were placed on a board covered with cellulose acetate film and 
impregnated with liquid matrix using a roller. They were covered with a 
further sheet of cellulose acetate and treated in the same way as the 
matrix-free specimens described above- They were subjected to the 
appropriate curing cycle described in Section 3.1. 
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Multiple-ply specimens were manufactured from 275 mm squares of 
fabric. Each separate ply was impregnated with the appropriate matrix on a 
board. Laminates were then laid up in a mould which had been sprayed with 
P. T. F. E. release agent. Air was smoothed out of the laminates using a 
roller. The capacity of the mould was 30 plies of fabric so a number of 
laminates could be made together. The laminates were separated using 
sheets of P. T. F. E. 
When the mould had been filled, it was subjected to sufficient 
pressure to close the lid in a 40 ton Moore hydraulic press. Excess matrix 
was expelled from the mould by the pressure and this gave some control over 
the matrix volume fraction, see Table 3.2. 
Matrix Number of plies Matrix Volume Fraction (X) 
Polyester resin 1 65-70 
2 45-55 
3 58-62 
Silicone rubber 1 70-75 
2 60-70 
3 55-60 
Table 3.2. Matrix volume fraction in Kevlar 49 laminates. 
On the whole, there was a reduction in the volume fraction as the 
number of plies increased. The volume fraction of silicone rubber was 
higher than that of polyester resin when the number of plies was small. 
This was to be expected as the polyester resin wetted the fabric better 
than the silicone rubber. It was difficult to measure the matrix volume 
fraction in multiple-ply specimens as there was often excess matrix at the 
edges of the specimen. 
The mould remained in the press for 24 hours and this represented the 
first stage in the curing cycle. The laminates were then removed from the 
mould and post-cured as described in Section 3.1. 
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3.4 Mounting of specimens for ballistic testing 
Two photographs of the mounting assembly used to hold fabric specimens 
for ballistic tests are shown in Figure 3.1. Photograph I shows the front 
face of the specimen and Photograph II the back face. Single yarn 
specimens were held in the same frame but the steel plate was removed and 
the lower support lowered to allow for the larger specimens. 
3.5 Firearms and Projectiles 
Two firearms were used. For impact velocities below 150m s-1 a 
modified Crosman . 22 air rifle was used. This rifle was built to operate 
using two small carbon dioxide cylinders housed in a pressure chamber. 
The cylinders were removed. In their place a gas cylinder was connected to 
the pressure chamber via a pressure gauge and a safety pressure release 
valve. Either argon or nitrogen was used, to charge the chamber to a 
pressure which could be read on the gauge. Figure 3.2A shows the 
pressure-velocity calibration curve which was obtained. This was found to 
be reliable. Standard 17 grain fragment simulators were used as 
projectiles. Figure MA shows the dimensions of a fragment simulator. 
For impact velocities above 150m s-1 an AnschUtz . 22 calibre rifle was 
used. The fragment simulator was used with a hand loaded case. A section 
through a case is shown in Figure 3.3B. The weight of propellant in the 
round was varied in order to vary the velocity of the projectile. Flour 
was used as packing and the case was sealed with a wax disc. Figure 3.2B 
shows the charge weight velocity calibration curve. Control of 
velocities below 200m s- was unreliable. For velocities of 200m s- I and 
above it was satisfactory. 
3.6 Measurement of Projectile Velocities 
The incident and residual velocities of the projectile were measured 
in each test by measuring the time taken for it to travel between two 
points a known distance apart in each case, as shown in the diagrams in 
Figure 3.4. As the projectile passed each point it caused an electronic 
signal to be transmitted, in the first instance to a 10 MHz electronic 
timer. The timer proved to be unreliable and was later replaced by a 
transient recorder connected to an oscilloscope. This allowed measurement 
of the time interval between the signals with an accuracy of ±0-5%- 
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Five different systems have been used to detect the passage of the 
projectile and to provide the electronic signal: They are described in 
Appendix A. An infra-red system was eventually used for the measurement of 
incident velocities and a system using pairs of foils for the measurement 
of residual velocities. The latter system required replacement foils 
following each test whilst the former needed no replacement parts. 
However, the foils system was easily replaced if damaged by a deflected 
projectile. 
3.7 Photography 
A multiple-flash photographic system was used extensively to monitor 
the deflections of the target specimen during impact. Tests were carried 
out in darkness and the shutter of the camera remained open throughout each 
test. The projectile passed through a plane of infra-red radiation 
immediately adjacent to the target specimen as shown in Figure 3.4. The 
resultant electronic pulse triggered six flashes of light so that they 
occurred successively during the interaction between the projectile and the 
specimen. Thus six superimposed images were obtained on a single piece of 
film. 
This system was developed specially since there was no commercially 
available system which fulfilled the specific needs of the project: 
* To provide photographs with sufficient resolution for accurate 
measurements to be made. 
* To have a reliable triggering mechanism so that the correct 
period of time was photographed. 
* To allow maximum possible flexibility in the times of the 
flashes. 
The system which was developed is described in detail In Appendix ý* 
A Sinar monorail 4" x 5*' camera was used since the large format meant 
Oat 
greater resolution was obtained. The superimposed image format was 
advantageous in two ways: 
(a) Each image was larger than if they were side by side on the film 
(b) There was a single baseline from which measurements were made. V's 
eliminated some measurement errors. 
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Many existing photographic systems require that the camera trigger the 
event to be photographed. Since the time taken to trigger a firearm is 
variable this method is not satisfactory for ballistic events. In this 
system the camera shutter remained open and the event trigered the flashes 
at the required time. The delay between the trigger pulse and the first 
flash could be varied to allow for projectile velocities from 50m s-1 to 
300m s-1, 
The time at which each flash occurred was, determined independently 
allowing maximum versatility. The interval between two flashes could be 
as short as 20ps or alternatively events of duration as long as lms could 
be covered. 
The flash length was approixmately 5ps. However, it is not known for 
how long the light was sufficiently bright to affect the film. The only 
blurring observed in photographs due to over-long exposures was in cases 
where the velocity of the projectile was over 250m s-1. 
The times of the flashes were monitored using a photo-diode which was 
connected via a transient recorder to an oscilloscope. In theory, the time 
of the flashes could be monitored with an accuracy of ±0.1% of the total 
sweep time. In fact, it was difficult to decide exactly which point 
corresponded to the beginning of the flash so the actual accuracy was 
± 0.2-0.3%. 
Kodak Professional Plus-X-Pan (100 ASA) film was used. 
Figure 3.4 shows two alternative forms of illumination which were 
used. When single yarns and unidirectional composites were tested they 
were illuminated directly (Figure 3.4A). However, when fabric specimens 
were tested the flashes were directed towards a white background so that 
the outline of the displaced fabric appeared as a shadow (Figure 3-4B). In 
this way the outline was not confused by the images of the individual yarns 
in the different photographs. 
A small number of single flash photographs were taken of the back face 
of fabric specimens under impact. In these tests the specimen was 
illuminated directly. The camera viewed the specimen through a mirror 
placed as shown by the dotted line In Figure MA. 
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3.8 Experimental Programme 
3.8.1 Tensile Tests 
Tensile tests have been carried out on Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 yarns 
of the following types: 
unwoven : no matrix 
warp : no matrix 
no matrix 
weft : silicone rubber matrix 
polyester resin matrix. 
The tests were carried out on an Instron Universal Testing Machine. 
Yarn roller grips were used for the matrix free yarns, as shown in Figure 
3.5. Wedge grips were used to hold the aluminium, plates on the ends of the 
matrix-impregnated specimens. 
Up to sixteen specimens of each of the types listed above were 
tested. The gauge lengths of the specimens varied between 50mm, and 250mm 
for each type of specimen. Other test data were as follows: 
Load cell : DRM tension/compression 100N-5kN 
Chart Recorder : Full scale deflection 50ON 
Chart speed 5cm. min-1. 
Cross-head speed : 0.5cm min7I for gauge lengths >100mm 
0.2cm mih-i for gauge lengths <100mm 
0.1 cm min-' for specimens with a matrix with a 
gauge length < 80mm. 
The changes in length of the specimen at loads of 50N, 100N, 150N, 
20ON and 25ON were measured on the load-deflection trace from the Instron 
machine for each test. For each type of specimen, the change in length of 
the specimen was plotted against gauge length for each of the loads listed 
above. Figure 3.6 shows the result for Kevlar 29 warp yarns. Using 
regression analysis a straight line was fitted through each set of points. 
The intercept of this line with the yýaxis (the apparent extension of the 
specimen at zero gauge length) was due to the movement of the yarn in the 
grips and extension of the machine. It was found that this movement was 
directly proportional to the load. 
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The gradient of the line drawn through the extension versus gauge 
length points was the strain corresponding to the relevant load. Using 
this method, up to five points were obtained on each stress-strain curve. 
The load at failure was noted in each test. The strains at failure 
were estimated by extrapolation of the stress-strain curves. 
3.8.2 Ballistic tests on single yarns 
A large number of ballistic tests have been carried out on single 
yarns of Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 both without a matrix and with either a 
polyester resin or a silicone rubber matrix. These matrices were decribed 
in Section 3.1. 
Warp yarns pulled from scoured fabric were tested. The specimens 
were clamped as described in Section 3.4 and shown in Figure 3.1. It was 
impossible to ensure that the projectile made contact squarely with a 
single complete yarn and hence a large number of tests was necessary. In 
most cases the impact velocity of the projectile was below 150M s-' and the 
Crosman Air Rifle (Section 3-5) was used. A small number of tests were 
carried out at higher impact velocities using the Anschütz rifle. 
Fragment simulators such as the one shown in Figure MA were used as 
projectiles. The incident velocity of the projectile was measured in each 
test. In later tests the residual velocity was also measured and the 
energy absorbed by the yarn was calculated. 
Multiple flash photographs, as described in Section 3.7, were taken of 
most tests. Using measurements taken from these photographs estimates have 
been made of the longitudinal strain wave velocities and moduli of Kevlar 
29 and 49 yarns at ballistic testing rates. The procedure used is 
described in Chapter 6. 
The interaction time and the average strain in the yarn at failure 
were measured on the photographs. 
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3.8.3 Fabric and Laminates 
Ballistic tests have been carried out on single-, two- and three-ply 
specimens of Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 of each of the following types: 
* without a matrix but with the edges impregnated with polyester 
resin 
* with a silicone rubber matrix 
* with a polyester resin matrix. 
The specimens were clamped as described in Section 3.4 and shown in 
Figure 3.1 
The impact velocities were in the range 50m s-L to 300m s-1, the 
Crosman Air Rifle and the AnschUtz Rifle being used as appropriate (see 
Section 3.5). Fragment simulators (Figure MA) were used as projectiles. 
The incident and residual velocities of the projectile were measured 
in each test and the energy absorbed by the specimen was calculated. The 
penetration velocity of each type of specimen was estimated from the 
relationship between the incident and residual velocities. 
Multiple flash photographs of the type described in Section 3.7 were 
taken of a large number of tests. 
Front Face 
11 =Back Face 
Figure 3.1 : Mounting Frame for Ballistic Tests on Kevlar Fabric Specimens. 
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4. RESULTS 
4.1 Tensile Tests 
The stress-strain curves of the matrix-free Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 
yarns which were subjected to tensile tests are shown in Figure 4.1. 
The measured moduli, strengths and strains to failure are listed in 
Table 4.1 together with the properties published by Du Pont. 95% 
confidence intervals for the moduli and strengths are included where 
possible. The strain energy absorbed by each type of specimen was 
estimated by measuring the area under the stress-strain curve. These 
results are also given in Table 4.1. 
The unwoven yarns of both types were mechanically damaged on arrival. 
As a result their measured moduli and strengths were lower than many of 
those of the woven yarns. The results of the tests on these yarns were not 
considered further. 
The load deflection traces produced by the Instron machine for the 
matrix-free Kevlar 49 yarns were linear except for a curved portion at the 
start of the test. The curve was due to straightening of the crimp in the 
yarns resulting from weaving and was disregarded. The behaviour of the 
matrix-free Kevlar 49 yarns was Hookean to failure. The behaviour of the 
matrix-free Kevlar 29 yarns was not Hookean. The modulus increased as the 
strain increased. 
The measured modulus of the matrix-free Kevlar 49 weft yarns (132 GN 
m72) was similar to the value published by Du Pont (127-131 GN m72). The 
initial modulus of the Kevlar 29 weft yarn (71 GN m72) was higher than the 
value published by Du Pont (58 GN m72). The modulus of the matrix-free 
warp yarn was lower than that of the weft yarn in both cases. The 
confidence interval for the modulus of the Kevlar 49 warp yarn was larger 
than that for the weft yarn. 
Du Pont claim that Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 yarns retain 90% of their 
strength following weaving (2.39 GN m72). The results in Table 4.1 show 
that the weft yarns did retain this strength but the warp yarns did not. 
The loads at failure in each test are listed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 together 
with the gauge length of the specimen. 
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The load at failure In the warp yarns of both Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 
was consistently higher in the shorter specimens than in the longer 
specimens. No such relationship is apparent for the weft yarns. 
The Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 yarns failed suddenly. Individual fibres 
failed at different points along their length so that a frayed appearance 
resulted. 
The weft yarns of Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 absorbed a similar amount of 
strain energy. The Kevlar 49 warp yarns absorbed less strain energy than 
either the Kevlar 29 warp yarns or either of the weft yarns. The Kevlar 29 
warp yarns absorbed more strain energy than the Kevlar 29 weft yarns. 
The failure strains of the Kevlar 29 yarns were higher than those of 
the Kevlar 49 yarns. In both cases the failure strains were lower than 
those published by Du Pont. 
Figure 4.2 shows the stress-strain curves of the Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 
49 weft yarns both matrix-free and with either a silicone rubber or a 
polyester resin matrix. Table 4.2 lists the moduli, strengths and strains 
to failure. 95% confidence intervals are given for the strengths and 
moduli where possible. The strain energy absorbed by each type of specimen 
was estimated by measuring the area under the stress-strain curve and the 
results are included in Table 4.2. In all cases the modulus and strength 
were calculated using the cross-sectional area of the Kevlar yarn. 
The presence of the polyester resin matrix did not have a significant 
effect on the modulus of the Kevlar 49 yarn. However, the presence of the 
silicone rubber matrix caused a significant reduction in the modulus. 
Kevlar 29 yarns both with a polyester resin matrix and with a silicone 
rubber matrix showed Hookean behaviour to failure. The moduli were similar 
to the initial modulus of the matrix-free yarn. The presence of the 
polyester resin matrix caused a significant reduction in the strength of 
the yarn. The silicone rubber matrix had no significant effect on the 
strength. 
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Some cracking was observed in the polyester resin matrix following 
testing on both types of yarn. There was no similar damage in the silicone 
rubber. Although a number of specimens with either matrix broke at one of 
the grips, many failed within the gauge length. The yarns with a polyester 
resin matrix broke cleanly with only a very small amount of matrix-free 
yarn visible at the fracture. Slightly more matrix-free yarn could be seen 
in the specimens with a silicone rubber matrix. 
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4.2 Ballistic Tests on Single Yarns 
The results of the ballistic tests on single yarns of Kevlar 29 
and Kevlar 49 are listed in Appendix C. All the yarns in this series 
of tests were warp yarns pulled from scoured fabric. 
The yarns with no matrix and those with a silicone rubber matrix 
failed either at the point of impact or at the end of the specimen. 
In some cases the yarn broke completely in more than one place. All 
except one of the yarns with a polyester resin matrix broke at the 
point of impact. In the exceptional case there was some damage at one 
of the supports. 
In addition to the impact velocity measured experimentally, the 
impact velocity determined from the photograph of the test is included 
in the tables in Appendix C. The discrepancies between the two in 
many cases highlight the magnitude of the errors involved in the 
measurement of velocities. It was not possible to check the residual 
velocity on the photographs as in many cases the yarn broke after the 
final frame in the photograph. The energy lost by the projectile 
listed in the tables was calculated assuming errors of ±1m s-1 in the 
velocities and ±1% In the mass of the projectile. This is probably a 
conservative estimate of the errors in the velocities nevertheless it 
shows that the errors in the energy were large. 
The results are presented graphically in Figures 4.3 to 4.6 as follows 
( No matrix 
Figure 4.3 : Kevlar 49 Silicone rubber matrix I 
Polyester resin matrix 
( No matrix 
Figure 4.4 : Kevlar 29 Silicone rubber matrix I 
Polyester resin matrix 
Figure 4.5 : 
Kevlar 49 No matrix Kevlar 29 
) 
Figure 4.6A : 
Kevlar 49 Silicone rubber matrix KevIar 29 
) 
Kevlar 49 
Figure 4.6B : Kevlar 29 
) 
Polyester resin matrix 
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In each case, the energy absorbed is plotted against the 
impact velocity of the projectile. The error bands are included for a few 
points on each graph. 
All the results show a high degree of scatter. The scatter is most 
marked in the results of tests on specimens with a silicone rubber matrix 
(Figure 4.6A). The scatter is probably due to the large errors involved in 
the measurements. 
The silicone rubber matrix had no detectable effect on the energy 
absorbed by either the Kevlar 29 or the Kevlar 49 yarns. The polyester 
resin matrix caused a significant reduction in the energy absorbed by both 
types of yarn (See Figures 4.3 and 4.4). 
Any differences between the energy absorbed by Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 
yarns either with or without a matrix (See Figures 4.5 and 4-6) are masked 
by experimental errors. 
Examination of the specimens with the polyester resin matrix after 
testing revealed that there were many cracks in the resin. No regular 
pattern of cracking was observed. No residual damage other than the 
fractured yarn was seen in the specimens with the silicone rubber matrix. 
Some of the multiple-flash photographs which were taken of yarns 
during impact are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 as follows: 
A: no matrix 
Figure 4.7 : Kevlar 49 B: silicone rubber matrix 
C: polyester resin matrix 
A: no matrix 
Figure 4.8 : Kevlar 29 B: silicone rubber matrix 
C: polyester resin matrix. 
The experimental details are included in the Figures. The photographs 
show that the shape of the deformed yarn was similar for Kevlar 49 and 
Kevlar 29. In both cases the whole length of the matrix-f ree yarn moved 
transversely before failure in nearly every case. A smaller length of yarn 
moved transversely before failure when the yarns were impregnated with 
silicone rubber and there was a more marked reduction when the yarns were 
impregnated with polyester resin. 
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The interaction time was estimated using the photographs of the 
tests. The results are listed in Appendix C and shown graphically in 
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 as follows: 
No matrix 
Figure 4.9 A Kevlar 49 Silicone rubber matrix 
Polyester resin'matrix 
No matrix 
B Kevlar 29 Silicone rubber matrix 
I 
Polyester resin matrix 
Figure 4.10 A 
Kevlar 49 No matrix Kevlar 29 
) 
B Kevlar 
49 
Silicone rubber matrix Kevlar 29 
1 
C Kevlar 
49 
Polyester resin matrix Kevlar 29 
In each case the interaction time is plotted against the impact 
velocity of the projectile, as measured on the photograph. In many cases 
the specimen did not fail before the final frame on the photograph so only 
a lower limit was available. In these cases the upper limit is replaced 
by an arrow-head. 
The interaction times for specimens with the silicone rubber matrix 
are not distinguishable from those for the matrix-free specimens of either 
type of yarn (Figure 4-9) at velocities below 110m s-1. Above this 
velocity the specimens with the silicone rubber matrix failed more rapidly 
than those without a matrix. 
Specimens with the polyester resin matrix failed more rapidly than 
either those with no matrix or those with the silicone rubber matrix at all 
velocities. 
owing to the high degree of scatter in the results it is not possible 
to detect whether or not there was any difference between the Kevlar 49 and 
Kevlar 29 specimens (See Figure 4.10). 
Ad 
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4.3 Results of Ballistic Tests on Fabrics and Laminates 
4.3.1 Residual Damage 
Detailed results of the ballistic tests which were carried out on 
fabric specimens, including the residual damage to the specimens, are 
listed in Appendix D. 
Very little residual damage could be detected in the specimens without 
a matrix other than the broken yarns. In some cases there was evidence 
that the primary yarns (those struck directly by the projectile) had been 
strained along their entire length. More yarns were pushed aside by the 
projectile without being broken in the Kevlar 29 specimens than in the 
Kevlar 49 specimens. In tests close to the penetration velocity where 
penetration did not occur the projectile left an imprint in the fabric. 
The residual damage in the Kevlar 29 composites was similar to that in 
the Revlar 49 composites. However, more yarns were broken in the polyester 
resin composites than in either the matrix-free specimens or the silicone 
rubber composites. 
Small irregular patches of delamination were detected in the silicone 
rubber laminates. No differences were apparent between the two- and 
three-ply specimens. In some cases the rubber buckled and separated from 
the yarns. In single- and two-ply specimens this damage extended over an 
irregularly shaped area but in three-ply specimens it was confined to the 
rubber in contact with the primary yarns. 
Extensive cracking of the matrix was observed in the polyester resin 
composites. The cracks formed a diamond around the point of impact at 450 
to the yarns. Small areas of delamination could be seen in the 
multiple-ply specimens. Neither the extent of the cracking nor the area of 
delamination had a clear relationship with either impact velocity or number 
of plies. However, it was observed that the individual specimen which 
absorbed the most energy showed extensive delamination and cracking. 
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4.3.2 Fabric specimens and composites : energy absorbed 
The results tables in Appendix D list the impact and residual 
velocities of the projectile in each test and the energy lost by the 
projectile calculated from these velocities. These results are presented 
graphically in Figures 4.11 - 4.16 as follows: 
4.11 Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 No matrix 
Silicone Rubber matrix 
Polyester Resin matrix 
A: single-ply 
B: three-ply 
4.12 Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 
4.13 Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 
4.14 Kevlar 49 No matrix, 
A: single-ply 
B: three-ply 
A: single-ply 
B: three-ply 
single-, two- and three-ply 
4.15 Kevlar 49 Silicone rubber matrix, single-, two- and three-ply 
4.16 Kevlar 49 Polyester resin matrix, single-, two- and three-ply. 
Table 4.5, overleaf, lists the penetration velocities of all the 
fabric specimens which were tested. Figures 4.11 A and B show that in 
spite of the fact that Kevlar 29 yarns are capable of absorbing more strain 
energy than Kevlar 49 yarns in tensile tests, the penetration velocities of 
the single- and three-ply Kevlar 29 matrix-free specimens were lower than 
those of the Kevlar 49 specimens. 
The penetration velocity of the single-ply Kevlar 29 laminates with a 
silicone rubber matrix was lower than that of the corresponding Kevlar 49 
laminates. The behaviour of the three-ply silicone rubber laminates was 
very similar in terms of penetration velocity. 
It was not possible to distinguish between the behaviour of the Kevlar 
49 and Kevlar 29 composites with a polyester resin matrix. 
The presence of either matrix caused a reduction in the penetration 
velocity and energy absorbtion of both Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 specimens. 
The effect of the polyester resin was greater than that of the silicone 
rubber. 
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Penetration Velocity (m s-1) 
Single-ply Three-ply 
No matrix ýA30 2MO 
Silicone Rubber Matrix 115 - 125 200 - 220 
Polyester Resin Matrix 50 - 60 130 - 135 
Table 4.5A : Penetration Velocities of Kevlar 29 Laminates 
Penetration Velocity (m s- 
Single-ply Two-ply Three ply 
No matrix Z! A80 240 - 260 275 - 290 
Silicone Rubber Matrix 135 - 160 180 - 230 215 - 230 
Polyester Resin Matrix 50 - 60 75 - 90 105 - 125 
(65) (100) 
1 
(120 
Table 4.5B : Penetration Velocities of Kevlar 49 Laminates. 
I: the figures in brackets are the velocities at which maximum energy 
absorbtion occurred. 
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4.3.3 Kevlar fabric and its composites : Measurements from photographs 
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show multiple-flash photographs of Kevlar 49 and 
Kevlar 29 fabric specimens under impact. In each case photographs of a 
matrix-free specimen and a silicone rubber and a polyester resin laminate 
are shown. 
Measurements were made on a large number of photographs. In each case 
the distance moved by the projectile and the radius of, the fabric moving 
transversely was measured on each frame of the photograph. Figure 4.19 
shows the measurements made on photographs A and B in Figure 4.17 plotted 
against time after impact. An explanatory diagram is included in Figure 
4.19. The change in length of the primary yarns was calculated from the 
measurements. 
In order to deal with a large number of photographs it was necessary 
to adopt standard measurements for comparison. The procedure used was to 
determine the distance moved by the projectile, the radius of the 
transversely displaced fabric and the change in length of the primary yarns 
250ps after impact from graphs such as those in Figure 4.19. The results 
are listed in Appendix E and are presented graphically as follows: 
Figure 4.20 : displacement of point of-impact A: Kevlar 
49 fB: 
Kevlar 29 
Figure 4.21 : radius of fabric moving transversely 
A: Kevlar 49 tB: 
Kevlar 29 
Figure 4.22 : change in length of primary yarns 
A: Kevlar 49 tB: 
Kevlar 29 
In each case measurements from photographs of single-, two-, and 
three-ply specimens without a matrix, with a silicone rubber matrix and 
with a polyester resin matrix are given. In all cases only tests in which 
penetration did not occur are included. Points P and Q in Figure 4.22A are 
the measurements from the Graphs in Figure 4.19. 
Only a very small number of measurements are available from tests on 
specimens with a polyester resin matrix since only very small deflections 
occurred. It was extremely difficult to resolve the different images on 
the photographs. 
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The results in Figures 4.20 to 22 and in the Tables in Appendix E show 
that, in general, the displacement of the point of impact, the radius of 
the transversely displaced fabric and the change in length of the primary 
yarns all increased as the impact velocity increased until the penetration 
velocity was reached. As the impact velocity increased further these 
parameters all decreased, as did the interaction time. No relationship is 
apparent between the interaction time and either the impact velocity or the 
number of plies in the specimen since in many cases only a lower bound is 
available. The interaction time was shorter for the laminates with a 
polyester resin matrix than for either the silicone rubber laminates or the 
matrix-free specimens. 
The silicone rubber matrix had no detectable effect on the 
displacement of the point of impact except in the three-ply Kevlar 29 
specimens where the displacement was smaller in the silicone rubber 
laminates than in the matrix-free specimens. Displacements were smaller 
still in the polyester resin laminates. 
The results for single- and two-ply Kevlar 49 specimens and three-ply 
Kevlar 29 specimens suggest that the silicone rubber matrix caused a 
reduction in the area of fabric which was transversely displaced. The 
results from the other specimens were not clear. There was insufficient 
data to make any observations concerning the polyester resin laminates. 
No difference can be detected between the change in length of the 
primary yarns in single-ply specimens without a matrix and those with a 
silicone rubber matrix. However, the results for the three-ply specimens 
both of Kevlar 49 and of Kevlar 29 show that the change in length was 
greater when a silicone rubber matrix was present. The change in length of 
the primary yarns in the three-ply polyester resin laminates was very 
small. 
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Figures 4.23 to 4.25 form a comparison between the behaviour of Kevlar 
49 and Kevlar 29 as follows : 
4.23 : displacement of point of impact 
4.24 : radius of fabric moving transversely 250ps after impact 
4.25 : change in length of primary yarns 
in each case, the results for both matrix-free specimens and silicone 
rubber laminates are given. 
Where any difference could be detected the results showed that in 
Kevlar 29 specimens : 
the displacement of the point of impact was larger and 
the change in length of the primary yarns was larger 
than in the corresponding Kevlar 49 specimens. 
There was insufficient data for any comparisons to be made between the 
polyester resin laminates. 
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TENSILE TESTS ON SINGLE YARNS 
5.1 Matrix-Free Yarns 
The stress-strain curves of the matrix-free Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 
yarns which were subjected to tensile tests are shown in Figure 4.1. The 
measured moduli, strengths and strains to failure are listed in Table 4.1 
together with the properties published by Du Pont. The strain energy 
absorbed by each type of yarn at failure is also given in Table 4.1. 
The behaviour of the Kevlar 49 yarns was Hookean to failure but that 
of the Kevlar 29 yarns was not. The initial modulus of the Kevlar 29 weft 
yarns was higher than the published value. Both types of weft yarn 
rctained 90% of their strength following weaving as claimed by du Pont. 
However, since the modulus increased with strain, the Kevlar 29 yarns did 
not reach the published failure strain of 4% but failed at 2.3-2.4%. Thus 
the mean strain energy absorbed by the Kevlar 29 weft yarns was only 14% 
higher than that absorbed by the Kevlar 49 weft yarns : If Du Pont's 
figures for the failure strain and strength were used Kevlar 29 yarns would 
appear to be capable of absorbing 90% more strain energy than Kevlar 49. 
Thus the published properties of Kevlar 29 yarns are misleading. 
The strength and modulus of the warp yarns were lower than those of 
the weft yarns in both cases. The warp yarns were damaged more by the 
weaving process than the weft yarns since they move many times, being 
strained each time, whilst the weft yarns move only once across the loom. 
In general, shorter gauge length specimens had higher strengths than longer 
gauge length specimens, showing that failure was initiated by flaws : the 
probability of the existence of a flaw increased as the length of the 
specimen increased. This is evidence that the observed reductions in 
strength and modulus were the result of mechanical weaving damage. 
The Kevlar 49 fabric was more tightly woven than the Kevlar 29 
fabric. As a result the reductions in the strength and modulus of the 
Kevlar 49 warp yarns were greater than those in the Kevlar 29 yarns. The 
strain energy absorbed by the Kevlar 49 warp yarns was much lower than that 
absorbed by either the Kevlar 49 wef. t yarns or the Kevlar 29 warp yarns. 
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5.2 Effect of Matrices 
The stress-strain curves of the weft yarns of both Kevlar 29 and 
Kevlar 49 are shown in Figure 4.2. The results for both matrix-free yarns 
and those with either a polyester resin or a silicone rubber matrix are 
included. The moduli, strengths and strains to failure are all listed in 
Table 4.2. All these values of modulus and strength were calculated using 
the cross-sectional area of the Kevlar yarn to examine the effects on the 
behaviour of the yarn itself of the presence of the matrix. 
The scatter in the strengths of the Kevlar 49 weft yarns was too large 
to allow any comment on the effect of the matrices on the strength of the 
yarn. The confidence intervals were larger for the matrix-impregnated 
specimens than for the matrix-free specimens, suggesting that there was 
some mechanical damage during specimen manufacture. 
Both the Kevlar 29 composites showed Hookean behaviour to failure - 
unlike the matrix-free yarn. The moduli of the yarns in the composites 
were similar to the initial modulus of the matrix-free yarn. The reasons 
for this are not clear. Du Pont suggest that matrix-free Kevlar 29 should 
show Hookean behaviour. The presence of the matrices must inhibit whatever 
locking mechanism leads to the increasing modulus of the matrix-free yarn. 
There was a high degree of scatter in the strengths of the Kevlar 29 
weft yarns. However, the reduction in strength in the polyester resin 
composites was significant at the 95% level. The large degree of scatter 
suggests that the reduction was due to mechanical damage. 
The volume fraction of Kevlar yarn in a number of the specimens was 
determined by weighing a known length of specimen. The results were as 
follows: 
Polyester Resin : 17±22 
Kevlar 49 
Silicone Rubber : 16±4% 
Polyester Resin : 19±2% 
Kevlar 29 
Silicone Rubber : 18±4% 
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Composite Calculated Modulus 
(GN m7 
2) 
Measured Modulus 
(GN m7 
2) 
Polyester Resin 22.7 - 27.9 19.2 - 24.3 
Kevlar 49 
I 
Silicone Rubber 16.1 - 26.7 14.3 - 23.8 
Polyester Resin 14.9 - 17.6 12.2 - 15.1 
Kevlar 29 
j 
Silicone Rubber 10.2 - 15.9 10.1 - 15.8 
Table 5.1 Comparison between the calculated moduli of the Kevlar single 
yarn composites and those measured in tensile tests. 
There was more scatter in the volume fraction of the silicone rubber 
composites than in the polyester resin composites since the silicone rubber 
wetted the yarn less readily. The expected moduli of the composites, 
calculated using the Voigt law of mixtures and the volume fractions listed 
above, are given in Table 5.1. Also included is the mean modulus of the 
composite measured during the tensile tests, calculated using the 
cross-sectional area of the composite rather than that of the Kevlar yarn. 
It is not possible to comment extensively on these results since there 
was such a high degree of scatter in the volume fraction of Kevlar yarn in 
the composites. However, the moduli determined from the tensile tests were 
compatible with the calculated moduli in all cases. 
The results in Table 4.2 show that the silicone rubber matrix did not 
affect the strain energy absorbed by the Kevlar 49 yarns. However, it did 
affect the strain energy absorbed by the Kevlar 29 yarns. The linearity of 
the stress-strain curve of the silicone rubber composite meant that a 
higher strain was achieved before the strength was reached and consequently 
more energy was absorbed. 
The polyester resin-Kevlar 29 composite absorbed a similar amount of 
energy to the matrix-free yarn, in spite of the linearity of its 
stress-strain curve. The resin cracked, leading to load transfer to the 
yarns. The energy absorbed by the Kevlar 49 yarns which were impregnated 
with polyester resin was lower than that absorbed by the matrix-free yarn 
for the same reason. 
None of the composites could support a higher load than the yarn 
alone, (see Tables 4.3 and 4.4), showing that neither matrix absorbed an 
appreciable amount of strain energy itself. 
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BALLISTIC TESTS ON SINGLE YARNS 
6.1 Introduction 
This part of the research programme aimed to answer the following 
questions: 
What is the tensile behaviour of Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 under 
conditions of ballistic impact? 
Is their behaviour under ballistic conditions similar to that at 
slower strain rates? 
Is one of the yarns intrinsically better than the other for use 
in the manufacture of body armour on the basis of this evidence? 
A finite element computer programme has been written which simulates 
the behaviour of a single filament under transverse impact. The programme 
used Newton's laws of motion and the constitutive equation of the filament 
material to predict the motion of and the strain distribution in the 
filament. The output from the programme for a single Hookean filament has 
been compared with photographs taken of single yarns of Kevlar 49 and 
Kevlar 29 under transverse impact at a range of velocities. It has also 
been compared with J. C. Smith's model for the behaviour of a single Hookean 
filament under transverse impact which was discussed in Chapter 2.3 and 
with findings of other researchers' similar programmes. 
6.2 Computer Simulation 
Lynch (22] and Wilde, Roylance et al [7] have published results from 
computer simulations of the behaviour of a single yarn under transverse 
impact. In both cases the results quoted were for low modulus yarns such 
as nylon. The discussion ot the results is limited and there are no 
results which are relevant to Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49. In later works 
Roylance and Wang [34] published a listing in Fortran of a programme which 
they used to study the behaviour of two crossed Kevlar yarns under impact. 
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Results were required which were relevant to single yarns of Kevlar 29 
and Kevlar 49. A main frame computer on which Roylance's programme could 
be used was not available. Therefore a new programme was written in 
Sinclair Basic. The new programme utilised the concepts of Roylance's 
programme but some unnecessary material was deleted and a number of new 
subroutines were added to provide the specific output required. The 
programme was later run on an IBM Personal Computer. 
The multifilament Kevlar yarns were modelled as single filaments. 
Figure 6.1 shows the idealised model of a single filament which was used. 
The origin of co-ordinates was at the centre of the filament and the 
filament lay along the x-axis. The filament was struck at the centre by a 
projectile moving along the yýaxis- Since the system was symmetrical, 
only one half of the yarn was considered : the half where x was positive. 
Thus movement in the y-direction was positive when it was in the same 
direction as the projectile and movement in the x-direction was positive 
when it was away from the point of impact. The yarn moved only in the x-y 
plane. 
The yarn was divided into a number of finite elements of equal 
length. The masses of the elements were lumped at the nodes at the ends of 
the elements. A diagram showing elements j and J+1 is given in Figure 
6.2. Element 1 was the element adjacent to the point of impact which was 
node 1. In total there were n nodes and n-l elements. Node n was the 
f ixed point at the end of the yarn. 
Each element had a scalar strain e(j) and a vector tension Z(J) 
associated with it. The tension had the same direction as the element, 
based on the assumption that the element was unable to support a bending 
moment. Element j was at an angle 6(j) to the x-axis. 
Each node had the following vectors associated with it: 
X(J) position 
X(J) velocity 
These vectors were not constrained in direction. 
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Appendix F includes a programme listing, a flow diagram and a list of 
the programme variables together with a list of the equations used by the 
progra=e. 
The programme began by imposing the velocity of the projectile (Vp) on 
Node 1. The boundary condition at node 1 was : X(l) - (0, Vp). The 
displacement of the first node was calculated. Then, using Pythagoras' 
theorem, the resulting strain and, from the constitutive equation, the 
tension in element 1 were calculated. The new velocity of the projectile 
was calculated by substituting the tension in element 1 in a momentum 
balance. 
In the second time increment, the new velocity of the projectile was 
imposed on node 1. The velocity of node 2 was calculated using a momentum 
balance and the tensions in elements 1 and 2- the latter still being 
zero. The displacements of nodes 1 and 2 and the new strains and tensions 
in elements 1 and 2 were then calculated. 
In later time increments the process was repeated for subsequent nodes 
and elements. The programme proceeded to the end of the yarn where the 
following boundary conditions were imposed: 
X(n) -0 
Z(n) - (1,0) where halflength of yarn. 
The programme kept a record of the maximum strain in the yarn. If the 
maximum strain exceeded the failure strain (input by the user), the 
programme halted. The change in length of the yarn was calculated by 
summing the changes in length of the elements. The strain energy and 
kinetic energy in the yarn were calculated at the end of each cycle using 
the following equations : 
n-1 2 
strain energy 2E 
1E E- (j) X Volume of element 
J=j 2E: Young's modulus 
kinetic energy 21U (j)2 +V U )2] X Mass of element 
j=1 2[ 
where u(j) and v(j) are the components of the velocity of element j in the 
x and y directions respectively. The factor of 2 in each I equation is 
necessary to account for the two halves of the yarn. 
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Roylance [341 states that the requirements for stability and accuracy 
are similar to those for finite-difference solutions of wave propagation 
problems. Given a wave equation of the form 
62U 
= C2ta2Uj I_Xf at2 kax4j 
which is to be solved by approximating 3t and ax by finite differences At 
and Ax, a stability ratio a can be def ined as : 
a-C/( Ax/ At) 
The finite difference method is stable and accurate for a-1, stable 
but increasingly inaccurate for a<1 and unstable for a>l. Thus bc and At 
were always chosen so that a equalled I so that maximum accuracy and 
stability were obtained. 
The value of C, which represents the strain wave velocity or velocity 
of sound in the material, was input to the computer at the start of each 
programme run. It was used to define the relative sizes of Ax and At as 
described above. The Young's modulus was calculated using E- pC 
2 
where 
p- density. 
The co-ordinates and velocity of each node on the yarn could be 
output, together with the strain in each element. The kinetic energy and 
strain energy in the yarn and the change in length of the yarn were also 
output regularly. Appendix F includes a printed output from the IBM 
Personal Computer. 
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6.3 Longitudinal strain wave 
Following transverse impact on a single yarn a longitudinal strain 
wave travels away from the point of impact in both directions. The wave 
front travels with a velocity, C, and in the ideal case all the material 
behind the wave front is strained to a constant level c. Figure 6.3 shows 
the strain profile predicted by J. C. Smith's model for a Kevlar 49 yarn 
14.3Us after impact at 133m s- The strain wave has travelled 100mm. 
only half of the yarn is shown since the point of impact was at the centre 
of the yarn and the behaviour is symmetrical about that point. 
Figure 6.4 gives the strain profile in the yarn at the same instant 
predicted by the computer simulation using the same input data and 
three different element lengths. J. C. Smith's ideal case is shown as a 
broken line. The wave front is not sharp with a step increase in strain, as 
it was in the ideal case, as a result of the finite element nature of the 
programme. The edge of the strain front may be made sharper by decreasing 
the element length and time increment as shown in Figure 6.4 B and C. 
However, this leads to long run times and increased cost. As a compromise 
an element length of 2mm was used for a yarn of total length 400MM. (The 
yarns tested experimentally were 400mm long). 
The finite element method causes the strain to overshoot the mean 
value to which it steadies as may be seen in Figure 6.4. The time taken 
for the strain to reach the final value is dependent on the size of the 
length and time increments. 
The strain wave front travels with the sonic velocity C: 
e 9c 
where P- density, a- stress and c- strain, i. e. it is proportional to 
the instantaneous slope of the stress-strain curve. 
If the material is elastic then the slope of the stress-straio curve is 
constant and equal to the Youngs Modulus, E, 
I- Constant and c -ýF ppp 
--, Vl 
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The computer simulation was only used to simulate the behaviour of 
elastic yarns with constant modulus. A value of C was input at the start 
of the programme and was used to determine the relative element length and 
time increment and to calculate E. As a result, the input affected the 
position of the strain wave front on its initial path from the point of 
impact to the end of the yarn. However, the output f rom the programme 
showed that the wave continued to travel with the same velocity after 
reflection at the end of the yarn. This gives some confidence in the 
computer method. 
The strain, c, in the material behind the strain wave front is related 
to C and to the incident velocity of the projectile, Vp. For a given 
material, i. e. constant C, e increases as Vp increases. J. C. Smith [10] 
derived the following equation for the relationship between Vp, C and e. 
Vp .C ý-2 r rr -+C) _ r2 from 2.27 
Figure 6.5 is a graph showing the relationship between Vp and e predicted 
by Smith for two materials with C- 6950m s-L and 5840m s-L. Also shown on 
the graph are the mean strains predicted by the computer simulation for a 
number of impact velocities on each material. The computer simulation and 
J-C. Smith's equation agreed in all cases. 
If the yarn were infinitely long then the strain front would continue 
to travel away from the point of impact forever. The strain behind the 
wave front would never increase and failure would never occur. Eventually 
the projectile would be halted. All tests connected with this programme 
were carried out on yarns of length approximately 400mm. They were firmly 
clamped at each end and the point of impact was close to the centre. When 
the strain wave meets the fixed end of the yarn it is reflected and travels 
back towards the point of impact. J. C. Smith assumed that a 100% reflection 
of the strain wave occurred so that the strain level between the strain 
front and the end of the yarn was 2c. 
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Figure 6.6A shows the strain profile in the yarn when the strain front 
is halfway between the end and the centre of the yarn following 
reflection. The diagram gives both the strain assumed by J. C. Smith and 
the output from the computer simulation using the same input data. The 
gradual rise in the strain and the overshoot apparent in Figure 6.4 are 
still present in the computer simulation. However, the strain close to the 
end of the yarn, behind the wavefront, is indistinguishable from that 
predicted by J. C. Smith. 
Figure 6.6B, shows the strain profile in the yam at the instant when 
the strain wave reaches the point of impact 57-lus after impact. Both 
J. C. Smith's prediction and the results of the computer simulation are 
shown. Lynch [22] observed that the strain in the longitudinal wave 
reduced when it met the transversely displaced part of the yarn (See Figure 
2.8). This effect is not apparent in Figure 6-6B. However, the strains 
associated with Kevlar are much smaller than those associated with nylon 
since both Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 have much higher moduli than nylon. 
Thus, an attempt was made to reproduce Lynch's results using suitable 
material properties.. The behaviour of'the yarn was considered in detail 
during the period when the longitudinal wave front was within the 
transversely displaced section of the yarn. Results were output from the 
computer for instants at 10ps intervals during the period 90ps to 170ps 
after impact. 
A representative set of strain distributions in a stylised form 
similar to that used by Lynch are given in Figure 6.7. The results show 
that the strain in the wavefront was reduced when it met the transverse 
wave. In addition, a compressive wave (reducing the tensile strain) 
propagated in the opposite direction. This was also demonstrated by Lynch. 
The results in Figure 6.7 show that the secondary wave travelled at the 
same speed as the original wave and that it was reflected at the end of the 
yarn in the same way. The reduction in the strain during this part of the 
interaction arose since energy was transferred from strain energy to 
kinetic energy of the particles in the yarn. This will be discussed in 
Section 6-5. The reduction in the strain was small in both Kevlar 49 and 
Kevlar 29. 
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When the longitudinal strain wave reached the point of impact it was 
again reflected and it travelled back towards the end of the yarn. J. C. 
Smith assumed that once again 100% reflection occurred and that the strain 
behind the wave front was now 3c. Figure 6.7 shows that in nylon yarns the 
strain wave was completely reflected with no reduction in the strain. 
However, the strain behind it was only 10% (3c being 12%) as a result of 
the energy transfer when the strain wave met the transverse wave. Although 
the initial reduction in Kevlar 49 was too small to be visible in Figure 
6.6B, Figure 6-6C shows that the net effect following a reflection was 
substantial. Note that by this time the compressive wave had been 
reflected at the end of the yarn and interacted with the strain wave front, 
causing a further small reduction in the strain. 
The reduction in the strain was too large to be accounted for solely 
by the effects observed in the nylon filament. However, an extremely large 
increase in strain energy would be required to raise the strain by a 
further increment of e since the strain energy is proportional to the 
square of the strain. Thus, although energy is conserved following the 
reflection of the strain wave, there is a further reduction in the strain 
in the travelling wave front. In addition energy is transferred to 
kinetic energy of the yarn particles, as will be described in the next 
section. 
The longitudinal strain wave continues to travel in the yarn being 
reflected at the end of the yarn and at the projectile. In J. C. Smith's 
ideal case, there is a step increase of magnitude e in the strain following 
each reflection. Following one of these increases in strain, the failure 
strain is exceeded and failure occurs. It follows that failure always 
occurs either at the end of the yarn or at the point of impact and indeed 
this was observed to be true in all the experimental work on any type of 
yarn (See Appendix C). 
Figure 6.8 shows the strain predicted by the computer simulation 243ps 
after impact at 133m s- 
I on Kevlar 49. Eight reflections have occurred and 
the strain wave front is at the midpoint travelling away from the point of 
impact. The difference between the mean strain on each side of the strain 
front is 0.1% compared with an initial value of c of 0.325%. Since the 
step change in strain will be diminished further as the interaction 
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progresses and the situation is complicated further by the small 
compressive waves it is likely that stress concentrations at the point of 
impact and at the end of the yarn are responsible for fracture in many 
cases. Although an increase in strain must lead to the failure, it may not 
occur at the point of maximum strain in the yarn and the failure strain may 
never be reached. 
These observations concerning the strain profile in the yarn show that 
J. C. Smith's model must be regarded as an approximation after the 
longitudinal strain wave has met the transversely displaced material 
following its first reflection at the end of the yarn. His model would 
predict a strain of 2.9% between the point of impact and the strain front 
after 8 reflections compared with 1.6% observed here. His results are of 
no use, even as an estimate, by this stage of the interaction. 
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6.4 Transverse Wave 
After transverse impact at the centre of a single yarn the point of 
impact on the yarn travels transversely, along the y-axis, with the 
projectile. The displaced yarn forms a triangular shape as may be seen in 
the photographs in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The triangular-shaped displacement 
is generally known as the transverse wave. The base point of the triangle 
(i. e. the point furthest from the point of impact where transverse 
displacement has occurred) is known as the transverse wave front or 
position, (TWP). It travels along the yarn with a velocity, U. 
J. C. Smith has derived an equation for the initial velocity in 
U laboratory co-ordinates, UL: 
U, 
- c[cc-('+C) - el 2.30 
The e term at the end of the equation is a result of particle motion 
towards the point of impact behind the longitudinal strain wave. The 
transverse wave travels slowly compared with the longitudinal wave in 
Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29. Thus the transverse wave front meets the 
longitudinal strain wave following the latter's reflection at the end of 
the yarn. After this meeting, the strain at the transverse wave front 
rises to 2c in Smith's ideal case. Its new velocity, '92, derived by Smith, 
is given by: 
U2 - CVr2c -(1+2e) .... 2.31 
The final e term is absent from the equation since there is no 
particle motion in the x-direction along the yarn between the longitudinal 
strain wave and the end of the yarn. The transverse wave continues to 
travel with velocity 112 until it is overtaken by the longitudinal strain 
wave after the latter's reflection at the point of impact. J. C. Smith 
derived the following equation for the new velocity, UP assuming that the 
new strain at the transverse wave front was 3e: 
U3 C liT3c(l+3c) - cl .... 2.32 
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This may only be considered approximate since the local strain has 
been shown not to be 3C, (see Figure 6-6C). These equations were derived 
for a single filament, rather than a bundle of fibrils or a yarn, and 
assume elatically isotropic behaviour. Kevlar yarns are a collection of 
1000 fibres, not a single filament, so this is another reason to treat them 
as approximate. However the computer simulation has also assumed isotropic 
behaviour. Therefore, this point alone should not lead to any discrepancy 
between the two models, only between either of them and the experimental 
evidence. 
J. C. Smith's model predicted that the velocity of the transverse wave 
would continue to increase in a stepwise manner according to the strain at 
the transverse wave front. The equations relating U, C and c would follow 
the same pattern as those given above, with the e term present when the 
longitudinal wave front is outside the transverse wave. Figure 6.9 shows a 
position-time graph for the transverse wave front, constructed using J. C. 
Smith's equations for U. The input data for V, C and e were as follows: 
133m s- 1 
C- 7000m s- (E - 71GN ni-2) 
c-0.325% 
half length - 200mm. 
Also shown on the graph are some results from the computer simulation 
described at the end of the last section. The results are approximate 
since it was difficult to establish the exact position of the transverse 
wave from the computer output. The yarn profile was plotted and 
extrapolated to determine the position with an accuracy of ±Imm. 
The computer simulation and J. C. Smith's model are in agreement at the 
beginning of the Interaction but the computer results become lower than 
Smith's prediction as the interaction progresses. This is to be expected 
since the strain predicted by the computer is lower than that predicted by 
Smith, as described in Section 6.3. 
Craggs [201 has suggested that when the longitudinal wave travels 
through the transversely displaced part of the yarn, the change in strain 
across it leads to a discontinuity in the otherwise straight yarn. 
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Discontinuities which might be due to this effect have been detected on 
many photographs which have been taken of ballistic tests. Some 
discontinuities may be distinguished in the photographs in Figure 4.7 and 
4.8. Lynch (221 observed discontinuities in the output from his computer 
simulation. He stated that they marked the position of the longitudinal 
strain wave and were caused by the large change in strain across it. Since 
these discontinuities represented a possible method for measuring the 
longitudinal strain wave velocity it was decided that they should be 
considered in more detail. 
Since the strains in Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 are small, and therefore 
associated discontinuities would be small, a computer simulation was 
carried out using LyncWs input data. The strain output has already been 
described in Section 6.3. The yarn profile was plotted for instants at 
10ps intervals during the period after the longitudinal wave meets the 
transverse wave for the first time. The results are shown in Figure 6.10. 
Discontinuities may be seen in most of the yarn profiles plotted. 
However, they do not coincide with the position of the longitudinal strain 
wavefront. Lynch was fortuitous in choosing to use the results at 130PS 
which is an exceptional case where the two do almost coincide. Comparison 
of the results in Figure 6.10 with the strain profiles plotted in Figure 
6.7 for 100ps, 110ps and 140ps shows that the discontinuities do not 
correspond to any particular feature in the strain distribution. 
Figure 6.11A shows the position of the discontinities plotted as a 
function of time together with the positions of the transverse wave front. 
These results were measured directly from Figure 6.10. The results show 
that the discontinuity moves at a similar velocity to the transverse wave 
front but in the opposite direction. This is similar to the propagation of 
a secondary strain wave which occurs when the longitudinal wave meets the 
transverse wave. Since the discontinuity and the transverse wave are 
moving in strained material a better comparison between them is obtained by 
plotting their positions in Lagrangian co-ordinates : relative to the 
unstrained yarn. This is done in Figure 6-11B. The conversion was 
accomplished by noting the node on the computer output where the changes 
took place. This gives the original position of that point on the yarn. 
The results in Figure 6.11B show that the discontinuities travel at the 
same velocity as the transverse wave front. 
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In conclusion, therefore, a secondary transverse wave is generated 
when the longitudinal wave meets the transverse wave. The wave is concave 
when travelling towards the point of impact. It is reflected at the point 
of impact, having no noticeable effect on the strain distribution in the 
yarn. It then travels away from the point of impact as a convex wave. 
The transverse wave velocities and strains predicted by the computer 
simulation of the behaviour of a nylon yam were substituted in Craggs' 
equations, described in Section 2.3.3. The results of the simulation were 
compatible with Craggs' work. 
Further work could be carried out to study the interactions of waves 
in yarns under impact. However, for the purposes of this work, it was - 
sufficient to establish that a discontinuity in the transversely displaced 
yarn did not coincide with the position of the longitudinal strain wave 
front. 
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6.5 Determination of stress-strain curves 
The longitudinal strain wave velocity (C) is an important property of 
any material which is of interest in the ballistic field since it is 
closely related to the tensile modulus. If the behaviour of the material 
Is elastic under ballistic conditions then, as stated in Section 6.3: 
C is constant throughout any given interaction 
C is related to the Young's modulus, E, by 
E- pC 2 where p- density. 
Thus, if C can be shown to be constant this is evidence that the 
behaviour is elastic. In addition, if C can be determined then the Young's 
modulus is known. 
In this research programme the longitudinal strain wave velocities in 
both Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 have been estimated using measurements from 
photographs which were taken of ballistic tests, such as the ones in 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Figure 6.12 is a diagram showing the measurements 
which were made on each frame of each photograph. Table 6.1 lists the 
measurements which were made on the photographs of matrix-free yarns, one 
Kevlar 49 and one Kevlar 29, In Figures 4.7 and 4.8. 
The distance moved by the projectile in each frame (PP in Figure 
6.12) was plotted against time for each photograph. Figure 6.13 shows the 
graphs plotted using the results in Table 6.1. These graphs were used to 
check the velocity of the projectile and the time between impact and the 
first frame, both of which had been estimated using experimental 
measurements. 
A small deceleration of the projectile could be detected in many of 
the photographs. Some deceleration of the projectile was detected 
experimentally by measuring the residual velocity of the projectile. It 
was always small (see Appendix Q. J. C. Smith's ideal model assumed that 
the velocity of the projectile was constant. The results in Figure 6.13 
show that this was a reasonable assumption during the first 200vs of the 
interaction. 
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Material : Kevlar 49 Impact velocity - 120 m s-1 
halflength - 198mm 
Time after Impact 
(us) 
Distance Moved by 
Projectile (PP) 
(mm) ±0.2mm 
Position of Transverse 
Wave Front (TWP) 
(mm) 
Position of 
Discontinuity 
(CP) (mm) 
39 4.7 13-15 NONE 
89 10.5 37-43 13 
139 16.4 71-78 32 
189 22.2 108-118 89 
239 28.1 154-167 128 
289 33.5 198+15 - 
Material : Kevlar 29 Impact velocity - 120 m S-L 
halflength - 198mm 
Time after Impact 
(us) 
Distance Moved by 
Projectile (PP) 
(mm) ±0.2mm. 
Position of Transverse 
Wave Front (TWP) 
(mm) 
Position of 
Discontinuity 
(Cp) (mm) 
53 6.4 17-19 NONE 
103 12.3 44-48 16 
153 18.1 77-83 52 
203 23.8 115-119 83 
249 28.8 148-157 124 
Table 6.1 : Measurements taken from photographs in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. 
For explanatory diagram see Figure 6.12. 
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The distance between any visible discontinuity in the transversely 
displaced yam and the point of impact (CP in Figure 6.12) was measured in 
each frame. In early work these discontinuties were thought to occur at 
the position of the strain wave front. They were used to estimate the 
longitudinal strain wave velocity. However, the computer work described in 
Section 6.4 showed that this work was not valid since the discontinuities 
do not mark the position of the longitudinal strain wave front. 
Another approach used in early work was to compare the positions of 
the transverse wave (TWP in Figure 6.12) with those predicted by J. C. 
Smith. However, the results from the computer simulation showed that some 
of J. C. Smith's assumptions were not valid and Figure 6.9 shows the 
discrepancies which arose as a result. The results suggested that Kevlar 49 
had a higher modulus than Kevlar 29, but apart from this observation, this 
work was discounted. 
Having discounted J. C. SmitWs model as providing a way to 
determine the strain wave velocities in Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 yarns, the 
computer simulation was used to predict the behaviour of single filaments 
under transverse impact and the results were compared with the photographs 
taken of ballistic tests. The computer was programmed to print the 
co-ordinates of the nodes on the filament at times corresponding to the 
times of the frames in the photograph concerned. The co-ordinates were 
plotted to the same scale as the photograph on clear paper. A certain 
amount of trial and error was necessary to determine the correct value of 
the strain wave velocity in each case. As a check, the change in length of 
the yarn calculated from the measurements taken from the photographs was 
compared with that predicted by the computer. Figures 6.14A and B and 6.15 
A and B show the results for the photographs of matrix free yarns in 
Figures 4.7 and 4-8: 
A Kevlar 49 
Figure 6.14 Yarn profiles 
IB 
Kevlar 29 
A Kevlar 49 
Figure 6.15 Change in length 
IB 
Kevlar 29 
The results in Figure 6-15A and B show that the longitudinal strain 
wave velocities were as follows: 
Kevlar 49 : 7800 - 8500m S-L 
Kevlar 29 : 6900 - 7400m s-1 
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Velocities of 8000m s-1 for Kevlar 49 and 7000m s-1 for Kevlar 29 
were adopted as representative values. The results in Figures 6.14A and B 
show that the yarn profile predicted by the computer using these velocities 
fitted well with the photographs. The simulation was also run using these 
velocities for comparison with further photographs as follows: 
Kevlar 49 : Impact velocities 
Kevlar 29 : Impact velocities 
96m s-1, logm s-i and 133m s-1 
loom S-I , 109m s-1,126m s-L and 
140m s-1. 
The results for the slowest impact in each case are shown in Figures 
6.16 and 6.17. Good agreement was achieved in all cases but it was felt 
that a slightly higher value might be appropriate in both cases. The fact 
that suitable velocities may be found for each material shows that both 
Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 show Hookean behaviour under conditions of 
transverse impact. The moduli are as follows: 
Kevlar 49 : 96 ±8 GN m- 
2 
Kevlar 29 : 74 ±5 GN m72 
The effects of the anisotropic nature of the yarns on their behaviour 
are too small to be apparent in the results which are available. Figure 
6.18 shows the ballistic rate stress-strain curves of Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 
29 together with those measured at quasi-static strain rates described in 
Section 5. Kevlar 49 remains Hookean at ballistic rates and has a lower 
modulus than at slower strain rates. Kevlar 29 shows Hookean behaviour at 
ballistic rates whilst its behaviour at slower rates is not Hookean. The 
modulus at ballistic rates is similar to the initial modulus measured at 
slower strain rates. Similar results were published by Abbott, Donovan and 
Schoppee (11] who commented that Kevlar yarns were unique among textile 
yarns in that their moduli reduced as the strain rate increased. 
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6.6 Energy Distribution in a Single Yarn following Transverse Impact 
In an infinitely long yarn the change in length, At, following 
fransverse impact at the centre is given by: 
2xCxcxt where C- strain wave ve. locity ... 6.1 
c- level of strain in strain wave 
and t- time after impact. 
The factor of 2 is necessary to account for the two halves of the 
yarn since the strain wave travels away from the point of impact in both 
directions. If the strain increased in steps of c following each 
reflection of the strain wave (as assumed by J. C. Smith) then the above 
relation would hold for the case of a yarn of finite length. However, the 
results in Figure 6.6 show that the strain increased in reduced steps 
after the first reflection of the strain wave at the point of impact. The 
consequences of this may be seen in the graphs in Figures 6.15 and 6.17. 
These graphs show the change in length of the yarns in the photographs in 
Figures 6.14 and 6.16 respectively. Both the values calculated from 
measurements on the photographs and those predicted by the computer 
simulation are included. The rate of change in length of the yarn is not 
constant. Each curve begins with a straight line portion with gradient 
equal to Cc. After the longitudinal strain wave meets the transverse wave 
for the first time the rate of change of length decreases. 
Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the energy partition in the same yarns as 
calculated by the computer simulation. The kinetic energy (sum of the x- 
and y-components), strain energy and total energy are plotted against 
time. The graphs show that the partition of energy in a yarn under 
transverse impact between kinetic energy and strain energy changes during 
the interaction between the yarn and the projectile. 
Figure 6.21 shows the ratio between the kinetic energy and the strain 
energy in each of the yarns in Figures 6.14 and 6.16. The pattern was the 
same in all of the photographs considered. The photograph in Figure 6.16A 
will be considered in more detail. This photograph covers the whole of the 
interaction between a projectile travelling at 96m s-1 and a Kevlar 49 
yarn - 
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As the longitudinal strain wave travels away from the point of impact 
for the first time, the yarn particles behind it travel towards the point 
of impact with a velocity W. J. C. Smith's model is valid for this part of 
the interaction and he has proved that :W- Cc. ... 2.28 
Figure 6-22A shows the output from the computer simulation for the 
particle velocity in the x-direction at the instant when the longitudinal 
strain wave reaches the end of the yarn for the first time. Also shown is 
the velocity predicted by J. C. Smith. The two show very good agreement at 
the centre of the yarn. Close to the wavefront the velocity overshoots'and 
oscillates about the final value. This mirrors the overshoot observed in 
the strain (shown in 6-22C) which was described in Section 6.3. It is a 
result of the finite element method. 
Close to the point of impact the velocity in the x-direction reduces 
to zero and then overshoots, also due to the finite element method. J. C. 
Smith proved that the velocity in the x-direction in the transversely 
displaced region was equal to zero. 
J. C. Smith also proved that the velocity of the transversely 
displaced particles in the y-direction was equal to the velocity of the 
projectile. Figure 6.22B shows the output for the y-velocity from the same 
computer simulation. The impact velocity is marked on the graph. The 
computer simulation shows reasonable agreement with J. C. Smith's model. 
Variations from the ideal are a result of overshoot due to the finite 
element method. 
Figure 6-22C shows the strain profile in the yarn at the same 
instant. No change in the strain can be detected across the transverse 
wave front. Once again this was proved by J. C. Smith. 
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During this period, as the strain wave travels from the point of 
impact to the end of the yarn for the first time, the following equations 
summarise the energy distribution in the yarn: 
Strain Energy -2x 1/2 xExe2x volume 
IE- Youngs Modulus 
two halves e- strain 
of yarn 
2- 
density 
Substituting E- PC C- strain wave velocity 
and volume - ACt A- X-sectional area 
t- time 
Strain energy -AxPxC3x CZ xt 
Kinetic Energy -2x 1/2 x mass x (V2 + W2) 
wbere V- velocity in y-direction 
W- velocity in x-direction 
Substituting Mass -UxAxtxp 
wbere U- velocity of transverse wave in 
Lagrangian co-ordinates - see Section 2.3 
and U-C r-cl-(l+C) 
V- d2eFc-(l+c) - e2 all derived by J. C. Smith 
W- Cc 
Strain Energy -Axpx C3 x C2 xt 
Kinetic Energy -a AxpxC3x C2 xtx3-2, V=cc) 
(1+ 
Ratio Kinetic Energ =3- 2ý-Er 
1. ) Strain Energy 
ý1+0 
Total energy -AxPx C3 x e2 xt4-2 
r 
- Energy lost by projectile 
Change in length - 2Cct 
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Figure 6.23 shows the energy partition in the Kevlar 49 yarn in 
Figure 6.16A during the first 50ps of the interaction. The kinetic energy 
is divided into the x-component (parallel to the yarn) and the Y- component 
(perpendicular to the yarn). The broken lines represent the theoretical 
curves, calculated above, and the symbols represent the output from the 
computer simulation. There was good agreement throughout. The curves are 
all smooth : the energy terms represent mean values over the whole yarn and 
the overshoot of the velocities and strains are smoothed out. 
The ratio between the kinetic energy and the strain energy is high 
during this stage of the interaction. It is given by : 
Kinetic Enerev 
Strain energy 
TR=c) 
Table 6.2, overleaf, shows that the ratio is between 2.8 and 3 over the 
whole range of impact velocities considered in this work. It reduces 
slightly with increased impact velocity and is a little lower for the lower 
modulus nylon than for the Kevlar yarns. 
Following the first reflection of the longitudinal strain wave at the 
end of the yarn the strain between the wave front and the end of the yarn 
increases to 2c. A velocity equal and opposite to the original velocity of 
the particles towards the point of impact (Cc) is imposed by the returning 
strain wave. The net effect is that the particles behind the strain wave 
are stationary. During this stage of the interaction the contribution to 
the kinetic energy of the x-component of velocity decreases and the 
contribution of the y-component increases. The reduction in the x-component 
of the kinetic energy was confirmed by the computer simulation and may be 
seen in Figure 6.23. 
As the longitudinal strain wave passes an element of yarn raising its 
strain from c to 2c the strain energy increases 
from 1/2 Ee2x Volume 
to 1/2 E (2e) 
2x Volume -4x 1/2 Ec2x Volume. 
The rate of increase in strain energy increases by a factor of 3. The 
increased rate may be seen in the computer results in Figure 6.23. The 
extra energy is provided by the decrease in the energy of the projectile and 
by the decrease in the x-component of the kinetic energy of the yarn 
described above. Turn 
two 
pages 
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Wilde [71 used his computer simulation to determine the energy 
partition in a nylon yarn under transverse impact. His results are shown 
in Figure 2.12. Although the shapes of his curves are similar to those 
obtained here he shows that the strain energy was always greater than the 
kinetic energy. I have not been able to reproduce these results. In a 
computer simulation described earlier, which used the same input data as 
Lynch (221, Wilde's predecessor, the shapes of the curves and relative 
magnitudes of the components were similar to those for Kevlar. I can only 
assume that Wilde used a schematic layout without the curves crossing for 
clarity. 
The energy lost by the projectile in each ballistic test was es timated 
using the measured incident and residual velocities. The results are 
listed in Appendix C and shown graphically in Figures 4.3 to 4.6. Where 
possible the experimental values for energy lost by the projectile were 
compared with the energy in the yarn predicted by the computer simulation. 
In many cases the photograph did not cover the whole span ofthe event - the 
photographs in Figure 6.14 are examples. In these cases, it was found that 
the minimum value of the energy absorbed which was estimated from the 
experimental results was higher than that predicted by the computer for the 
time of the final frame in the photograph. 
However, there were two photographs of Kevlar 49 yarns and two of 
Kevlar 29 yarns where failure occurred during the span of the photograph. 
one example of each is given in Figure 6.16. In these cases, the minimum 
and maximum energy estimated from the experimental results were marked on 
the graph showing the energy in the yarn predicted by the computer. The 
results for the photographs in Figure 6.16 are shown in Figure 6.20. Also 
marked on Figure 6.20 are the times of the frames in the photograph before 
and after failure. The experimental energy and the observed time of 
failure on the photograph are compatible with the computer simulation's 
prediction of the energy in the yarn. This was found to be true in all 
cases. 
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Kevlar 49 Kevlar 29 
1 
Nylon 
C- 8000m sC= 7000m s- C= 2700m s-L 
Impact velocity Strain Ratio Strain Ratio Strain Ratio 
(M 8-L M k. e: s. e M k. e: s. e M k. e: s. e 
80 0.137 2.926 0.164 2.919 0.592 2.847 
90 0.161 2.920 0.192 2.912 0.694 2.834 
100 0.185 2.914 0.222 2.906 0.800 2.822 
110 0.211 2.908 0.252 2.900 0.909 2.810 
120 0.237 2.903 0.283 2.894 1.023 2.799 
130 0.264 2.897 0.315 2.888 1.140 2.788 
140 0.291 2.892 0.348 2.882 1.260 2.777 
150 0.320 2.887 0.382 2.877 1.384 2.766 
Table 6.2 Variation in the initial ratio between kinetic energy (k. e) and 
strain energy (s. e. ) with impact velocity. 
During this stage of the interaction the following equations summarise 
the energy distribution in the yarn: 
Strain Energy - PC2AC2 [3Ct - 21] 
Kinetic Energy 
Transverse Motion m PC'Ac't p )FOEC) I 
Longitudinal Motion - pC2Ac2 [ 21 - Ct] 
Total Energy in Yarn - pC Ae2 t [4 -2f -e 1 (1+ C) 
The rate of increase in the total energy in the yarn is constant until 
the strain wave reaches the point of impact, since until this time the 
strain, and therefore the force on the projectile, is constant. The 
theoretical curves are shown as broken lines on Figure 6.23. The computer 
simulation shows good agreement with the theory. 
The length of the yarn (2j ) becomes important after the first 
reflection of the strain wave- The equations before the reflection are 
independent of the length of the yarn. The ratio between the kinetic 
energy and the strain energy after reflection of the strain wave is a 
complicated expression including C, 
I and e and it varies with time. The 
graphs in Figure 6.21 show that the ratio between the kinetic energy and 
the strain energy reduces during the second transit of the strain wave. 
When the strain wave reaches the point of impact the ratio is approximately 
The rate of change of length of the yarn during this period is still 
constant and equal to Cc. 
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When the returning longitudinal strain wave meets the transverse wave 
the situation becomes more complicated. The strain in the longitudinal 
strain wave is reduced as it passes through the transverse wave as 
mentioned in Section 6.3 and shown in, Figure 6.7. This reduction in the 
rate of increase of strain energy is necessary to provide extra kinetic 
energy. 
The particles in the transversely displaced region which previously 
had no velocity in the x-direction move away from the point of impact after 
the strain wave passes. Figure 6.24A shows the computer simulation's 
output for the velocity in the x-direction when the longitudinal strain 
wave reaches the point of impact. The main features are as follows: 
outside the transversely displaced zone the x-component of the 
velocity is zero. 
Inside the transversely displaced zone there is a positive 
x-component of the velocity. The mean value of the velocity is 
below Cc since the strain in the longitudinal strain wave is 
reduced when it meets the transverse wave. 
Some confusion is superimposed on these features by the following 
effects : 
overshoot of velocities in both the x- and y-directions. 
The time taken for the strain to rise to its mean level in the 
longitudinal strain wave. The oscillations of the strain about 
its mean level (See Figure 6.24C) are mirrored in the 
x-component of the velocity. 
Figure 6.24B shows the computer output for the y-component of the 
velocity when the longitudinal strain wave reaches the point of impact. As 
before, the transversely displaced material moves with the velocity of the 
projectile. A periodic rise and fall may be detected in the ratio between 
the kinetic energy and the strain energy in Figure 6.21 as a result of the 
changing kinetic energy. The period corresponds to the time taken for the 
longitudinal strain wave to travel to the end of the yarn and back once. 
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The first period is clear in Figure 6.23. The ratio between the 
kinetic energy and the strain energy steadies to about 1.7 in the diagrams 
in Figure 6.21 as the change in kinetic energy becomes less significant. 
This ratio is typical of those observed. The ratio increases slightly with 
increasing projectile velocity. 
After the longitudinal wave is reflected at the point of impact the 
rate of loss of energy by the projectile increases since the strain close 
to the point of impact, and therefore the force on the projectile, 
increases. This may be seen in Figures 6.19 and 6.20. Since the angle at 
which the force is applied to the projectile changes, later changes in 
strain leading to increased forces do not have such a marked effect. 
The next major change in the energy partition occurs when the 
transverse wave reaches the end of the yarn as in the photographs in Figure 
6.16. The transverse wave is reflected at the end of the yam and travels 
back towards the point of impact and the part of the yarn between the 
reflected transverse wave and the end of the yarn moves very little. There 
is a large reduction in the kinetic energy which is apparent in the 
diagrams in Figure 6.20. At the same time, there is a marked increase in 
the strain energy. 
Figure 6.25A shows the strain profile in the yarn immediately before 
the transverse wave reached the end of the yarn in the photograph in Figure 
6.16A, predicted by the computer simulation. The position of the strain 
wave front is marked on the graph. The horizontal arrow indicates that it 
Is travelling away from the point of impact. There is still a small rise 
in strain associated with the strain wave front. It is approximately 0.06% 
compared with the original value of 0.175%. Figure 6.25B shows the strain 
in the yarn IlPs later, after the transverse wave was reflected. The 
strain wave has just reached the end of the yarn and the small rise in 
strain just behind it is apparent. However, there is a much larger rise in 
the strain (approximately 0.35%) towards the centre of the yarn. This is 
double the original value of e (0-175%). The new strain front travels at 
the same velocity as the original strain wave. 
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The interaction times measured on the photographs were too wide for 
any observations to be made. They are shown graphically in Figures 4.9 and 
4.10 and listed in Appendix C. However, it was observed that failure 
usually occurred during the period immediately after the reflection of the 
transverse wave at the end of the yarn. The results from the computer 
simulation showed that the reflection was accompanied by a rapid increase 
in the strain in the yarn. 
The graphs in Figure 6.26 represent the evidence available to estimate 
the failure strains of Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 at ballistic rates. The 
strain profile in the yarn in the last frame before failure in each of the 
photographs where failure occured during the span of the photograph is 
shown. Since failure is likely to occur as a result of stress 
concentrations only a minimum failure strain can be estimated. From the 
evidence in Figure 6.26, the following values were deducedt 
Kevlar 49 : 2.2% 
Kevlar 29 : 3.0% 
The failure strains measured in quasi-static tests were as follows : 
Kevlar 49 : 1.5 - 1.7 % 
Kevlar 29 : 3.1 - 3.3 % 
The results were similar at the two strain rates for Kevlar 29 but Kevlar 
49 achieved a higher strain in ballistic tests than in quasi-static tests. 
Abbott [11] reported that the strain to failure hardly changed in Kevlar 49 
and Kevlar 29 when the rate of straining was increased. His results were as 
f ollows: 
Kevlar 49 : 2.2% at slow and fast rates 
Kevlar 29 : quasi-static : 3.6% 
rapid : 3.2%. 
It is possible that mounting of the Kevlar 49 specimens for 
quasi-static tests led to premature failure due to stress-concentrations. 
Thus, there is no evidence to suggest that the strain rate has any effect 
on the strain to failure. 
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6.7 Comparison between Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 
The moduli and failure strains of Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 at ballistic 
rates have been determined using a procedure described in the previous 
sections. The results are summarised, together with the strain energy 
absorbed at failure, in Table 6.3 below. 
Property Kevlar 49 Kevlar 29 
Tensile M2dulus 96 74 
(GN m7) 
Failure Strain 2.2 3.0 
(A 
Strain energy absorbed 23 33 3 
per unit volume (MJ I 
Table 6.3 : Tensile properties of Kevlar 49 and Kevlar 29 under ballistic 
conditions. 
Kevlar 49 has a higher modulus than Kevlar 29 under ballistic 
conditions, as it does at slower strain rates. Both yarns' behaviour is 
Hookean under ballistic conditions although the modulus of Kevlar 29 
increases with increasing strain at lower strain rates. 
The failure strains listed in the Table are minimum values. However, 
the results in Figure 6-26A suggest that the failure strain of Kevlar 29 is 
higher than that of Kevlar 49 under ballistic conditions. 
The strain energy given in Table 6.3 was calculated assuming that the 
yarn was uniformly strained to the failure strain listed in the Table. 
This is a minimum strain and the yarns were not uniformly strained at 
failure (see Figure 6.26). However, the values in Table 6.3 are probably 
correct relative to each other. They show that Kevlar 29 is capable of 
absorbing more strain energy than Kevlar 49 under ballistic conditions. 
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The total energy absorbed by the yarns in each of the photographs in 
Figures 6.14 and 6.16 is plotted against time in Figure 6.27. The results 
show that the Kevlar 49 yarns absorbed energy slightly faster than the 
Kevlar 29 yarns. The larger modulus of the Kevlar 49 yarns meant that the 
strain wave velocity was higher so that energy was spread more rapidly 
along the length of the yarn. 
The graphs in Figure 6.21 show that the ratio between the kinetic 
energy and the strain energy was similar in the two types of yarn 
throughout the interaction. The main features occur slightly later in 
Kevlar 29 than in Kevlar 49 since the strain wave velocity is slower and 
reflections take longer to occur. 
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6.8 Effects of Matrices 
6.8.1 Introduction 
It is interesting to investigate the effects on the properties of 
Kevlar 49 and 29 yarns of the introduction of a matrix. Two matrices have 
been used :a low modulus silicone rubber and a high modulus polyester 
resin. 
The two matrices were described in Section 3.1. They were chosen for 
their extremely different properties and for their ease of handling. The 
silicone rubber had a fracture strain of over 200% whilst the polyester 
resin had a strain to fracture of less than 2% : lower than that of either 
Kevlar 49 or Kevlar 29. 
6.8.2 Polyester Resin 
Two photographs of polyester resin-impregnated Kevlar yarns under 
transverse impact are shown in Figure 6.28 as follows: 
A: Kevlar 49 impact velocity 120m s-L 
B: Kevlar 29 impact velocity 88m s-L 
Comparison with the photographs of matrix-free yarns in Figures 6.14 
and 6.16 shows that the polyester-resin impregnated yarns failed more 
rapidly than the matrix-free yarns. 
The same measurements were made on the photographs of polyester resin 
impregnated yarns as on those of the matrix-free yarns, excluding the 
discontinuities. Figure 6.12 is a diagram showing the measurements. 
Table 6.4, overleaf, lists the measurements taken from the photographs in 
Figure 6.28. 
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Kevlar 49 Figure 6-28A Kevlar 29 ; Figure 6.28B 
Time after impact PP TWP Time after Impact PP TWP 
(PS) (mm) (mm) ( PS) (mm) (mm) 
21 2.5 5-7 55 4.8 12-15 
71 8.5 19-21 105 9.2 24-27 
121 Broken 155 Broken 
Table 6.4 : Measurements taken from the photographs in Figure 6.28. 
PP : distance moved by the projectile 
TWP : distance moved by the transverse wave front. 
The volume fraction of the Kevlar yarn in the single yarn specimens 
was determined by weighing a known length of specimen. There was some 
variation but the following results were obtained: 
Kevlar 49 + Polyester Resin : 17 ± 2% 
Kevlar 29 + Polyester Resin : 19 ± 2% 
The Voigt law of mixtures was used to determine the expected 
properties of the Kevlar yarn/polyester resin composites. The results are 
listed in Table 6.5 below. 
Property Kevlar 49 Kevlar 29 
15% composite 19% composite 17% composite 21% composite 
E 17.3 21.0 15.4 18.3 
of' 
2 (GN 
P 1170 1183 1174 1187 
m7 3) (kg 
C 3850 4213 3622 3926 
Table 6.5 : Expected properties of Kevlar composites with polyester 
resin matrices. 
E: Young's modulus p: density C: Strain wave velocity 
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The expected values of the strain wave velocity together with 
J. C. Smith's equations (see Section 2.3) were used to determine the values 
of initial strain, transverse wave velocity and rate of change in length 
for a number of values of impact velocity corresponding to photographs of 
tests. The measured values of transverse wave position and change in length 
were plotted against time for each of the photographs. The gradients of 
the two graphs were compared with the calculated transverse wave velocities 
and rates of change in length. 
The results for the photographs in Figure 6.28 are shown in Figures 
6.29 and 6.30. The results from the photographs corresponded with the 
expected results for the higher volume fraction in all cases. Since the 
yarns used were pulled from from the fabric and there was some residual 
crimp, the volume fractions may have been rather higher than those 
calculated. Thus the moduli of the polyester resin impregnated yarns were 
as predicted by the Voigt law of mixtures as follows : 
Kevlar 49 + Polyester Resin : 21t2GN m7 
2 
Kevlar 29 + Polyester Resin : 18t2GN m72 
As a result of the lower modulus, the transverse wave travels more 
slowly and the rate of change in length is more rapid than in the 
matrix-free yarn. 
All the polyester resin composites failed at the point of impact. The 
interaction time observed on the photographs corresponded to the time taken 
for the strain wave to travel to the end of the end of the yarn and return 
to the point of impact in all cases, within the errors involved in the 
measurements. Thus it is reasonable to assume that failure occurred when 
the strain wave reached the point of impact for the first time. 
The computer simulation described in Section 6.2 was used to predict 
the strain profile in the yarns shortly after reflection of the strain wave 
at the point of impact occurred. The results for the photographs in Figure 
6.28 are shown in Figure 6.31. The ideal strain has been drawn as a solid 
line in each case - smoothing out the effects of the finite element 
method. The maximum strain in the yarn before the strain wave was 
reflected (el) is marked on each graph- The maximum strain after the 
reflection (c2) is also marked. The maximum strain in the yarn at failure 
lies between these two values. 
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Kevlar 49 + Polyester resin Kevlar 29 + Polyester resin 
Impact Velocity Failure Strain Impact Velocity Failure Strain 
(M S-L) M (M S-1) M 
91 0.8 - 1.0 88 0.8 - 1.0 
105 0.9 - 1.2 94 0 .9- 1.4 
120 1.1 - 1.4 127 1.3 - 2.0 
1 1 
1 
131 1.4 - 1.7 
Table 6.6 : Strain at failure in Kevlar yarns impregnated with 
Polyester Resin. 
The results are listed in Table 6.6. Not all the failure strains 
determined using this method were compatible. This suggests that failure 
was due to stress Concentration effects. Cracking of the resin at the 
corners of the projectile was probably responsible for the stress 
concentration. 
The maximum strain at failure in the yarns was much lower than that 
observed in the matrix-f ree yarns - The exact value of the failure strain 
in the polyester resin Is not known but it is known to be below 2%. The 
failure strain of the composite is, thereforep more closely related to that 
of the matrix than to that of the yarn. A similar reduction was observed 
in the tensile tests, described in Section 5. 
Figure 6.32 shows the energy partition predicted by the computer 
simulation for the yarns in the photographs in Figure 6.28. The energy 
partition is generally similar in pattern to that in a matrix-free yarn - 
See Figures 6.19 and 6-20- 
The ratio between the kinetic energy and the strain energy for each of 
the photographs in Figure 6.28 is Plotted against time after impact in 
Figure 6.33. The two graphs have the same shape but the Kevlar 29 lags the 
Y, evlar 49 as a result of the lower strain wave velocity. If the yarns 
failed at the first reflection of the strain wave then the ratio between 
the kinetic energy and the strain energy was approximately 1 at failure. 
The graphs in Figure 6.33 are similar in shape to those in Figure 6.21 
which show the same ratio in matrix-free yarns during impact. The 
impregnated yarns lag the matrix-free yarns, however, as a result of the 
lower strain wave velocity. 
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The total energy in a matrix-free Kevlar 49 yarn and in a polyester 
resin-impregnated yarn under impact at the same velocity are shown in 
Figure 6.34. The polyester resin impregnated yarn absorbed energy more 
rapidly than the matrix-free yarn. However, since the mass of the resin 
impregnated yarn was five times that of the matrix-free yarn, the specific 
energy absorbed was lower. The energy absorbed by the same mass of 
impregnated yarn as the mass of the matrix-free yarn is shown as a broken 
line in Figure 6.34. 
The energy lost by the projectile in a number of tests on polyester 
resin-impregnated yarns was compared with the total energy in the yarn when 
the strain wave was reflected at the point of impact for the first time. 
The latter was determined from the output of the computer simulation. The 
two agreed in two cases - one Kevlar 29 and one Kevlar 49. The differences 
in the other cases were small enough to be due only to errors in velocity 
measurement. Errors are also likely in other data used to calculate these 
values due to variations in the fibre fraction in the composite. 
The energy lost by the projectile through impact on both matrix-free 
and polyester resin-impregnated yarns is shown in Figure 4.3 (Kevlar 49) 
and Figure 4.4 (Kevlar 29). In spite of the more rapid energy absorbtion 
of the composites, they absorbed less energy in total than the matrix-free 
yarns. This is a result of the lower strain to fracture of the polyester 
resin impregnated yarns. A similar reduction was observed in the tensile 
tests described in Section 5. 
The properties of the polyester resin composite yarns determined by 
comparing the photographic data with the computer simulation as described 
above are summarised in Table 6.7, overleaf - The properties of the two 
composites were very similar since they were dominated by the properties of 
the polyester resin matrix. The energy absorbed by both types of composite 
is plotted against impact velocity in in Figure 4.6B. No distinction may 
be drawn between them regarding energy absorbing capability. 
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Property Kevlar 49 Kevlar 29 
Ballistic Tensile Ballistic Tensile 
Tests Tests Tests Tests 
Volume fraction 19t2 17t2 21t2 19 t2 
of Kevlar yarn 
Modulus (GN m72) 21±2 19-24 18±2 12-15 
Strain to fracture 0.9-1.2 1.3-1.9 0.9-1.4 2.3-2.7 
M 
Strain wave velocity 4210 3930 
(m. S-1) 
Strain energ absorbed 1.2* 2.4-3.6 1.2* 4.2-5.1 
(Mi m- ) 
Table 6.7 : Summary of the properties of Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 yarns 
impregnated with polyester resin. 
* Calculated using the mean modulus and assuming that the whole yarn was 
uniformly strained to the failure strain. 
Table 6.7 also lists the properties of the polyester resin impregnated 
yarns in tensile tests which were described in Section 5. Allowing for the 
different volume fractions of yarn, the modulus of the Kevlar 49-composite 
was lower at ballistic rates than at static rates, reflecting the lower 
modulus of the yarn at ballistic rates. The composites subjected to 
ballistic tests were manufactured from weft yarns whilst those in the 
tensile tests were warp yarns. However, the difference between the moduli 
of the warp and weft yarns (See Table 4.1) was small compared with the 
reduction in the modulus with strain rate. 
The modulus of the Kevlar 29 composite was lower at ballistic rates 
than at conventional rates. This may have been due to the difference 
between moduli of the warp and weft yarns (See Table 4.1). 
The strain to fracture of both the Kevlar 49 and the Kevlar 29 
composites (and therefore the strain energy absorbed) was lower at 
ballistic rates than at conventional testing rates. This confirms that the 
composites failed prematurely in the ballistic tests due to 
stress-concentration effects adjacent to the projectile. 
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6.8.3 Silicone Rubber 
The silicone rubber matrix had a lower modulus than the polyester 
resin (0-343 GN m72) but it had a strain to fracture which was 100 times 
larger (200%). No difference could be detected between the energy absorbed 
by the matrix-free yarns and that absorbed by the silicone rubber 
impregnated yarns (see Tables C3 and C4 and Figures 4.3 and 4-4). However, 
the errors in the results were sufficiently large to mask a difference. 
The silicone rubber-impregnated yarns failed more rapidly than the 
matrix-free yarns but more slowly than the polyester resin-impregnated 
yarns (see Figure 4.9). Figures 4.6A and 4-10B show that no difference 
could be detected between the Kevlar 49 specimens and the Kevlar 29 
specimens regarding either the energy absorbtion or the interaction times. 
Figure 6.35 shows two photographs of silicone rubber impregnated yarns 
under transverse impact, one Kevlar 29 yarn and one Kevlar 49 yarn. The 
interval between the frames was 25ps and the impact velocity was 120 m s- 
in both cases. The impact velocity was similar to that in the photographs 
of tests on matrix-free yarns shown in Figure 6.14. The smaller interval 
between the frames meant that more detail was available at the beginning of 
the interaction. The same measurements were made on the photographs of 
silicone rubber impregnated yarns as on the other photographs. The results 
for the photographs in Figure 6.35 are listed in Table 6.8, below. 
Kevlar 49 : Figure 6.35A Kevlar 29 : Figure 6.35B 
Time after impact PP TWP Time after impact PP TWP 
(PS) (mm) (mm) (iis) (mm) (mm) 
26 3.1 7-10 28 3.3 7-9 
51 6.1 13-16 50 5.9 12-14 
76 8.9 21-24 75 8.8 18-20 
101 12.1 30-33 100 11.7 24-27 
126 15.0 40-45 125 14.7 32-37 
151 17.8 52-55 150 17.3 42-46 
Table 6.8 : Measurements taken from the Phot"raphs in Figure 6.35. 
PP : distance moved by the projectile. 
TWP : distance moved by the transverse wave front. 
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Property Kevlar 49 Kevlar 29 
14% composite 18% composite 16% composite 20% composite 
Youngs Modulus 13.7 17.6 12.1 15.1 
(GN m 2) 
Density 1054 1073 1062 1080 
-3 (kg m) 
Strain wave 3605 4050 3375 3740 1 
velocity (m s- )I I I 
Table 6.9 : Expected properties of silicone rubber impregnated Kevlar 
yarns calculated using the law of mixtures. 
The volume fraction of Kevlar in the composites was as follows: 
Kevlar 49 : 16% ± 4% 
Kevlar 29 : 18% ± 4% 
The scatter is larger than for the polyester resin composites. The 
silicone rubber composites were more difficult to manufacture since the 
silicone rubber wetted the Kevlar yarns poorly. The expected properties 
were calculated in the same way as for the polyester resin composites 
assuming a scatter in the volume fraction of ±2%. The results are listed 
in Table 6.9, above. These properties were used as input data for the 
computer simulation described in Section 6.2. The change in length 
predicted by the computer was compared with that determined using the 
measurements from a number of photographs of tests at a range of impact 
velocities. 
The results for the photographs in Figure 6.35 are shown in Figure 
6.36. In all cases the modulus of the composite fell between the limits in 
Table 6.9. This suggests that the scatter in the volume fractions was not 
as high as was originally thought. Thus the moduli of the silicone rubber 
impregnated yarns could be predicted using the Voigt law of mixtures and 
the modulus of the yarn measured in ballistic tests. 
It is interesting to note that the longitudinal strain wave appears to 
travel with a velocity determined by the modulus of the composite : it does 
not travel independently in the two materials making up the composite. 
This was also true of the polyester resin-impregnated yarns. 
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Figures 6.37 and 6.38 show the energy partition and the ratio between 
the kinetic energy and the strain energy predicted by the computer 
simulation for the photographs in Figure 6.35. In both cases the pattern 
was similar to that in the matrix-free yarns. (see Figures 6.19 and 6.21). 
There is a small time lag between the Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 and a larger 
lag between each and the relevant matrix-f ree yarn. This is due to the 
lower modulus and slower strain wave velocity in each case. 
The computer simulation was used to estimate the energy stored in the 
yarn at the time of the last frame before failure and the first frame after 
failure in six photographs including those in Figure 6.35. The results, 
together with the measured energy lost by the projectile, are listed in 
Table 6.10, overleaf. The results predicted by the computer simulation 
were compatible with the measured energy in every case except one. In that 
case the discrepancy was very small. 
The failure strains of the silicone rubber composites were estimated 
using the computer simulation in the same way as for the matrix-free 
yarns. The results for the same six photographs are all listed in Table 
6.10. They were all compatible and they show that the failure strains of 
the composites were 
Kevlar 49 : 1.7 - 
Kevlar 29 : 2.2 - 2.3% 
Table 6.11, overleaf, lists the tensile properties of the silicone 
rubber composites under ballistic conditions. The properties of the 
composites in tensile tests are also included. The results show that for 
composites having a similar volume fraction of Kevlar yarn the Kevlar 49 
composites retained a higher modulus and a lower strain to fracture than 
the Kevlar 29 composites. 
The Kevlar 29 composite should be capable of absorbing more strain 
energy than the Kevlar 49 composite as a result of its higher failure 
strain. This was probably masked in the experimental results (Figure 4-6A) 
by errors in velocity measurement. 
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Impact velocity Energy lost by Energy stored in Strain at failure 
(M s- projectile from yarn (J) 
Appendix C (J) 
88 0.57 - 1.36 1.37 - 1.78 1.6 - 1.9 
103 1.28 - 1.75 1.55 - 2.23 1.7 - 2.0 
120 1.38 - 1.93 1 
1.28 
1 
1.5 
A: Kevlar 49 
108 1.71 - 2.19 1.59 - 2.33 1.8 - 2.3 
120 1.62 - 2.17 1.20 1.9 
134 1.43 - 2.04 1.66 - 2.39 2.2 - 2.5 
Kevlar 29 
Table 6.10 : Comparison between the energy stored in the yarn and that lost 
by the projectile together with estimates of the failure 
strains. 
Property 
k 
evlar 49 + Silicone Rubber Kevlar 29 + Silicone Rubber 
Ballistic Tensile Ballistic Tensile 
Tests Tests Tests Tests 
Volume Fraction 16 ±2 16 ±4 18 ±2 18 ±4 
of Kevlar yarn 
Modulus 13.7-17.6 14.3-23.8 12.1-15.1 10.1-15.8 
2 (GN m7 ) 
Strain to Fracture 1.7-1.9 1.7-2.0 2.2-2.3 2.4-2.7 
(Z) 
Strain wave 3830 3564 
velocity (m s-1) 
Strain energy* 2.9 3.0-4.0 3.4 5.2-7.2 
(Mj m-3) 
Table 6.11 : Summary of the properties of Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49 yarns 
impregnated with silicone rubber. 
* The strain energy was calculated assuming that the yarns were uniformly 
strained to the mean failure strain and that the volume fractic, n was 18% in 
both cases. 
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The modulus of the Kevlar 49 composite was lower at ballistic testing 
rates than at quasi-static rates since the modulus of the Kevlar 49 yarn 
decreased with increasing strain rate. The composites used in the 
ballistic tests were manufactured from weft yarns, whilst those in the 
tensile tests were warp yarns. However, the difference between the moduli 
at the two strain rates was much larger than the difference between the 
warp and weft yarns. The modulus of the Kevlar 29 composite was similar at 
both strain rates. It is not possible to compare this behaviour with that 
of the matrix-free yarn since Kevlar 29 did not show Hookean behaviour in 
the quasi-static tensile tests whilst it did in the ballistic tests. 
The strain to failure of the Kevlar 49 composites was similar at both 
strain rates. The composite absorbed less strain energy at ballistic rates 
than at quasi-static rates as a result of its lower modulus. The strain to 
failure of the Kevlar 29 composites was lower at ballistic rates than at 
quasi-static rates. This may have been due to stress-concentration 
effects. Thus, in spite of the unchanged modulus, the Kevlar 29 composites 
also absorbed less energy at ballistic rates than at quasi-static rates. 
The moduli and strain wave velocities of the silicone rubber 
composites were lower than those of the polyester resin composites. This 
reflects the different moduli of the matrices. 
Figure 6.39 shows the total energy absorbed by three Keviar 49 yarns, 
one matrix-free and one with each matrix, all under impact at 120 m s- as 
predicted by the computer simulation. The difference between the two 
composites was small compared with the difference between them and the 
matrix-free yarn. The mass of the composites was five times that of the 
matrix-free specimens. Thus the specific energy absorbtion of the 
composites was lower than that of the matrix-free yarn. This was shown for 
the polyester resin composite in Figure 6.34. 
It was observed experimentally thatalthough the silicone rubber 
composites absorbed a similar amount of energy to the matrix-free yarns, 
the interaction time was smaller (See Figures 4.3,4.4 and 4.9). This is a 
result of the more rapid energy absorbtion in the composites compared with 
the matrix-free yarns. 
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Figure 6.12 Diagram showing the measurements made on photogLaphs of 
single yarns under transverse impact such as those in 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8. 
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Figure 6.14A Comparison between the yarn profile predicted by 
the computer simulation and a photograph of a 
single Kevlar 49 yarn under transverse impact. 
Impact Velocity: 120m s- 
1 
Halflength: 198mm 
-1 Strain wave velocity: 8000m s 
Interval between flashes: 504s 
6.14A Comparison between the yarn profile predicted by 
the computer simulation and a photograph of a 
single Kevlar 49 yarn under transverse impact. 
Impact Velocity: 120m s- 
Halflength: 198mm 
Strain wave velocity: 8000m s 
Interval between flashes: 50ýLs 
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6.14B Comparison between the yarn profile predicted 
by the computer simulation and a photograph 
of a single Kevlar 29 yarn under transverse 
impact. 
Impact Velocity: 120m S- 
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Halflength: 198mm 
Strain wave velocity: 7000m s 
Interval between flashes: 504s 
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ý-14B Comparison between the yarn profile predicted 
by the computer simulation and a photograph 
of a single Kevlar 29 Yarn under transverse 
impact. 
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Cc-mparison between the yarn profile predicted 
by the computer simulation and a photograph 
of a single Kevlar 29 yarn under transverse 
impact. 
Impact Velocity: 120m s- 
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Halflength: 198mm 
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Strain wave velocity: 7000m s 
Interval between flashes: 501is 
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ýiaure 6.16A Comparison between the yarn profile predicted 
by the computer simulation and a photograph 
of a single Kevlar 49 yarn under transverse 
impact at a low velocity. 
impact Velocity: 96m s- 
Halflength: 200mm 
Strain wave velocity: 8000m s 
Interval between flashes: 1004s 
Figure 6.16B Comparison between the yarn profile predicted 
by the computer simulation and a photograph 
of a single Kevlar 29 yarn under transverse 
impact at a low velocity. 
impact velocity: 100m s- 
1 
Halflength: 194mm 
1 
Strain wave velocity: 7000m s 
Interval between flashes: 1004s 
Figure 6.16B Comparison between the yarn profile predicted 
by the computer simulation and a photograph 
of a single Kevlar 29 yarn under transverse 
impact at a low velocity. 
Impact velocity: 100m s- 
1 
Halflength: 194mm 
-1 Strain wave velocity: 7000m s 
Interval between flashes: 100ps 
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Figure 6.16B Comparison between the yarn profile predicted 
by the computer simulation and a photograph 
of a single Kevlar 29 yarn under transverse 
impact at a low velocity. 
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Figure 6.28B Keviar 29 yarn impregnated with polyester resin 
under transverse impact. 
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Figure 6.35B Kevlar 29 yarn impregnated with silicone rubber 
under transverse impact. 
impact Velocity: 120m s -1 
Halflength: 198mm 
Interval between flashes: 25ýLs 
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BALLISTIC TESTS ON FABRICS AND LAMINATES.. 
7.1 Single-ply specimens 
The penetration velocities of all the fabric specimens and laminates 
are listed in Table 4.5. The penetration velocity of a single-ply of 
matrix-free fabric was lower for Kevlar 29 than for Kevlar 49. This result 
was due to the yam spacing in the two fabrics rather than to any 
difference in the mechanisms of energy absorbtion or to material 
properties. The two fabrics were chosen for their similarity of weight per 
unit area. Since the Kevlar 29 yarn was heavier than the Kevlar 49 yarn, 
there were fewer Kevlar 29 yarns per centimetre than there were Kevlar 49 
yarns. The projectile was able to push aside the Kevlar 29 yarns rather 
than straining them. This is reflected in the results in Appendix E: when 
the specimens were examined following testing it was found that more yarns 
were broken in Kevlar 49 than in Kevlar 29. The low energy results in both 
cases corresponded to tests where yarns had been pushed aside. This effect 
should become less Important as the number of plies increases and indeed 
the ratio of the penetration velocities, Kevlar 29 : Kevlar 49 was only 72% 
for single plies, but it was over 80% for three-ply specimens. 
When the projectile struck a fabric specimen, the dimensions were such 
that it made direct contact with six yarns, three warp and three weft. 
These yarns will be referred to as the primary yarns. The maximum energy 
which could be absorbed by the six primary yarns has been estimated using 
the data obtained from the ballistic tests on single yarns and the 
following assumptions: 
The yarn was uniformly strained to the failure strain when failure 
occurred. This provides an upper band. 
The kinetic energy in the yarn was 1.7 times greater than the 
strain energy. The work on single yarns showed that the ratio 
between the kinetic energy (k. e. ) and the strain energy (s. e. ) 
stabilised to approximately 1.7 (see Figure 6.21). 
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The maximum energy which might be stored in the primary yarns is given by: 
1+ Ratio 
k. e. s. e. ýolume 
2.7 x6x0.23 xA 
TTT 
nuiftber length X-sectional 
of yarns of yarns area 
Strain Energy/Unit Volume 
x 0. xExc 5 
TF 
Young's failure 
modulus strain 
The moduli and strains to failure of the yarns in ballistic tests, 
determined as described in Section 6, were used. The results were 
Kevlar 49 : 9.6J 
Kevlar 29 : 14.2J 
These values are marked as broken lines on the graphs in Figures 
4.11A, 4.12A and 4.13A. The results in Figure 4.11A show that the 
matrix-free Kevlar 49 fabric was capable of absorbing more energy than the 
six primary yarns could absorb in isolation over a range of impact 
velocities. The Kevlar 29 fabric could not absorb as much energy as the 
primary yarns at any impact velocity. However, this was probably due to 
the yarn spacing in the fabric rather than to any difference in the 
mechanisms of energy absorbtion. 
The fact that the fabrics were able to absorb more energy than the six 
primary yarns alone shows that energy was transferred to other yarns in the 
specimen, thereby unloading the primary yarns. The photographs in Figures 
4.17 and 18 show that other yarns moved transversely and therefore had both 
strain energy and kinetic energy associated with them. 
Leech and Mansell [33] have considered the interaction between a 
projectile and a fabric. Their work was described in Section 2.5.1 It may 
be summarised as follows: 
At the instant of impact on a fabric, strain waves are generated in 
the primary yarns in the same way as in a single yarn under transverse 
impact. A strain wave propagates in each primary yarn until it meets a. 
cross-over with another yarn in the fabric. When this happens a proportion 
of the intensity Of the strain wave is reflected and travels back towards 
the point of impact- 
IP 
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When the strain wave in the primary yarn passes a given point, that 
point begins to move towards the point of impact. The contact point on any 
cross-over yarn moves with the primary yarn in the plane of the fabric as a 
result of friction. Evidence for this mechanism may be seen in the 
photograph in Figure 7.1. This motion causes both strain energy and 
kinetic energy to be transferred to the cross-over yarn from the primary 
yarn - 
Thus, when the strain wave meets a cross-over yarn its intensity is 
divided into four components: 
the transmitted component which continues to travel in the 
primary yarn, with strain intensity T 
the reflected component which travels back towards the point of 
impact, with strain intensity R 
iii & iv) the diverted components which travel in each direction in the 
cross-over yarn, each with strain intensity D 
The total effect is complicated since each component meets further 
cross-overs. However, since the transmitted component is lower in strain 
intensity than the original strain wave, and the reflected wave adds to the 
strain intensity between the cross-over and the point of impact, a strain 
gradient is developed in the primary yarn with the maximum strain adjacent 
to the point of impact. 
Freeston, and Claus [35] developed a computer programme to examine the 
development of the strain gradient. It had the following limitations: 
They used the equation T+R-1 to determine the relative sizes 
of the components and did not mention the diverted component. 
Roylance [34] developed a programme to examine the behaviour of a 
single cross-over and he stated that T2+R2+ 2D 2.1. This 
equation obeys conservation of energy since the strain energy is 
proportional to the square of the strain. 
Deceleration of the projectile was neglected. 
The specimen was infinitely large - interactions with the edge of 
the specimen were not included. 
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In order to illustrate the effects of different combinations of 
components a programme was written for the Sinclair Spectrum. A listing of 
Freeston's programme was not available. Roylance's equation T2 + R2 + 2D2 
-1 was used and the specimen had a finite size. The fabric specimens 
tested had approixmately 80 cross-overs between the point of impact and the 
end of the specimen so this was the number used in the programme. It was 
assumed that 100% reflection of the strain wave occurred both at the point 
of impact and at the end of the yarn. The work on single yarns described 
in Chapter 6 has shown that this was a simplification. However, there was 
not sufficient knowledge concerning the energy partition between kinetic 
and strain energy in a fabric specimen to allow a better approach. 
The programme assumed that diverted components of strain intensity did 
not interact further with the primary yarn. This was clearly a 
simplification but the programme was only intended to provide general 
results. 
A programme listing is given in Appendix G. The initial value of the 
strain Intensity was 1. The unit of time was the time taken for the strain 
wave to travel the distance between cross-overs and the unit distance was 
the distance between cross-overs. The programme could output the strain 
distribution in the primary yarns at any specified number of time intervals 
after impact. it could also output the strain in the yarn element adjacent 
to the point of impact as a function of time after impact. 
Roylance's work on a single cross-over [34] proposed that suitable 
values for the coefficients in matrix-free Kevlar 49 or 29 fabric were: 
0.99 
0.01 
0.099 
These values were input into the programme. The strain profile in the 
primary yarns when the strain wave reached the end of the yarn for the 
first time is shown in Figure 7.2. The strain gradient in the primary 
yarns in the fabric was appreciable, in spite of the fact that only 1% of 
the strain intensity was reflected. The case for a single yarn (T 
R-D- 0) is shown as a broken line. 
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The magnitude of the strain gradient depends upon the relative 
magnitudes of the three components. If the connection between the primary 
yarn and the cross-over yarn were poor, then the reflected component would 
be small and the strain gradient shallow. However, low friction at the 
cross-over would also mean that the diverted component was low so that 
less energy would be transferred out of the yarn. If the friction between 
the primary yarn and the cross-over yarn were high, then a steep strain 
gradient would develop but a large amount of energy would be diverted into 
other yarns. 
Figure 7.3 illustrates this point. The strain gradient in the 
primary yarns for three different sets of components is shown, as is the 
strain at the point of impact as a function of time. 
Case B corresponds to the set of components suggested by Roylance for 
matrix-free fabric. A moderate strain gradient is developed and the 
strain at the point of impact rises steadily. The sharp rise in the 
strain at the point of impact after 160 time intervals is due to the 
return to the point of impact of the primary strain wave. 
Case A corresponds to a fabric where the friction at the cross-overs 
is high. Both the reflected and diverted components are higher than in 
Case B. A steep strain gradient is developed in the primary yarns and, 
although a high proportion of the strain intensity is diverted to other 
yarns, the strain at the point of impact rises rapidly. Thus failure 
would probably occur before the yarns other than the primary yarns were 
able to absorb a substantial amount of strain energy. 
Case C represents a fabric where the connection at the cross-overs is 
poor. The strain in the primary yarns is almost uniform so they would 
probably absorb as much energy as the primary yarns could absorb in 
isolation. The strain at the point of impact rises at a moderate pace. 
However, in this case, less strain energy is diverted to other yarns. 
Therefore, yarns other than the primary yarns do not absorb as much energy 
as in Case B. 
1 r, 
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Figure 4.25 shows the change in length of the primary yarns 250ps 
after impact on three-ply specimens of matrix-free fabric. These results 
show that in some cases of Kevlar 49 fabric, the primary yarns underwent a 
change in length of 5.64mm or 4.9% (Point R in Figure 4.25-and RhQtagraph A 
Ja Figuve 4 17). The maximum change in length of a Kevlar 29 specimen was 
5.35ma or 4.7% (Point S and FLSuve 4 18). In both cases, the projectile 
had not been halted after 250ps. The maximum changes in length measured on 
the two photographs were 5.1% and 6.0% respectively. These apparently very 
large changes in length were the result of both elastic strain and 
straightening of the crimp in the yarn. The change in length available 
from straightening of the crimp was calculated by comparing the weight of 
the fabric with the expected weight of the same number of straight yarns. 
If the crimp were completely straightened the maximum changes in 
length due to the straightening were: 
Kevlar 49 3.3% 
Kevlar 29 2.9% 
Leaving the following changes in length to be accounted for by elastic 
strain: 
Kevlar 49 1.8% 
Kevlar 29 3.1% 
The failure strains of the yarns under ballistic conditions, 
determined as described in Chapter 6, were as follows: 
Kevlar 49 2.2% 
Kevlar 29 3.0% 
Thus the primary yarns in the Kevlar 29 specimen must have been 
uniformly strained to the failure strain and the crimp completely 
eliminated. The primary yarns in the Kevlar 49 specimens were probably 
also strained uniformly to the failure strain or close to it. However, the 
photograph of the test did not cover the whole deceleration of the 
projectile and the length probably increased further. In both cases the 
strain gradient must have been extremely shallow or zero. 
0 
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There are two factors which could lead to the development of a zero 
strain gradient in the primary yarns from the initial strain distribution B 
in Figure 7.3. The first of these is deceleration of the projectile. The 
programme was modified to take account of this. The photographs showed 
that the deceleration of the projectile occurred over more than 300ps. It 
was not thought worthwhile to go into detail since other assumptions (such 
as the fact that 100% reflections do not occur) would lead to large 
errors. However, for the sake of illustration, the computer was programmed 
to reduce the input strain at the point of impact linearly to zero during 
the first 100 time intervals. The results are shown in Figure 7.4. 
The strain distribution after 80 time intervals and the strain at the point 
of impact during the first 100 time intervals are shown. This is an 
extreme case, but it does illustrate that deceleration of the projectile 
causes a more uniform strain distribution to develop in the primary yarns. 
The second factor leading to a uniform strain gradient is the finite 
size of the specimen. When the initial strain wave reaches the end of a 
fabric specimen it is reflected and travels back towards the point of 
impact in the same way as in a single yarn. The returning strain wave is 
reflected, transmitted and diverted at each cross-over it meets causing a 
strain gradient in the opposite sense to that arising from the initial 
wave. The immediate result may be seen in Figure 7.5A. This graph shows 
the strain distribution in the primary yarns after 100 time intervals. 
There is a sharp rise in the strain marking the position of the returning 
strain wave. Between that point and the end of the yarn the strain is 
almost constant whilst there is a strain gradient between the wave front 
and the point of impact. 
The strain profile after 500 time intervals is shown in Figure 7-5B. 
Although there is a strain gradient in the primary yarns it is shallow 
compared with the magnitude of the strain. The difference between the 
strain at the point of impact and at the end of the yam is less than 15% 
of the mean strain. . If the effect of the deceleration of the projectile 
were added then the strain profile would be even closer to uniform. 
The computer programme did not include the effects of out-of-plane 
displacements and mechanisms of energy transfer which occur when cross-over 
yarns are deflected out of the plane of the fabric. The cross-over yarn 
moves with the primary yarn and has both kinetic energy and strain energy 
transferred to it. 
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Roylance [341 has calculated the strain distribution which is likely 
to develop in the primary yarns during the first thirty microseconds using 
a finite element programme. His results suggest that the interaction 
between cross-over yarns and primary yarns in the transversely displaced 
region causes an increase in the strain in the primary yarns. A further 
strain gradient is developed, again with the highest strain at the point of 
impact. Unfortunately, Roylance's calculations do not extend further 
through the interaction and he makes no mention of effects resulting from 
reflections at the fixed edges of a specimen having finite dimensions. 
The results in Tables El to E6 show that, as the impact velocity 
increased above the penetration velocity, the change in length of the 
primary yarns, the interaction time and the area of fabric which moved 
transversely, all decreased. Figure 4.11 shows that the total energy 
absorbed by the specimen also decreased. As the impact velocity increased, 
the initial intensity of the longitudinal strain wave increased. As a 
result, the strain at the point of impact reached the failure strain more 
rapidly before the whole of the primary yarns could become involved in 
energy absorbtion. Less fabric was able to move transversely before 
failure and less energy could be transferred to cross-over yarns through 
any mechanism. Thus, the total energy absorbed by the specimen decreased. 
The presence of either a silicone rubber matrix or a polyester resin 
matrix caused a reduction in the penetration velocity of both the Kevlar 29 
and Kevlar 49 fabrics (see Table 4-5). 
The photographs in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show that the general 
behaviour of the three types of specimen was similar although displacements 
of the polyester resin laminates were very small. The single-ply specimens 
of Kevlar 49 with a silicone rubber matrix could absorb more energy than 
the six primary yarns in isolation over a narrower band of impact 
velocities than the matrix-free fabric (see Figure 4.12). However, the 
results in Figure 4.23 show that the change in length of the primary yarns 
after 250ps was greater in the silicone rubber laminates than in the 
matrix-free fabric. The difference was more distinct between the three-ply 
specimens. Thus although less energy was absorbed in total, there was more 
strain energy in the primary yarns in the composite than in the matrix-free 
fabric. Only a very small proportion of the strain energy was transferred 
to other yarns when the fabric was impregnated with silicone rubber. 
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The evidence suggests that the matrix allowed less slipping at each 
cross-over, causing the development of a steeper strain gradient in the 
primary yarns than in a matrix-free fabric. There was a more rapid rise in 
the strain at the point of impact than in the matrix-free fabric and 
failure occurred before a significant amount of energy was transferred from 
the primary yarns. 
Since a relatively fixed cross-over would lead to more energy being 
transferred through in-plane movement, it must be out of plane movement 
which is responsible for the majority of energy transfer in matrix-free 
fabric. Indeed the results in Figure 4.22 show that the radius of fabric 
I moving transversely was smaller in the composites than in the matrix-free 
fabric - 
The high modulus polyester resin caused. a steeper strain gradient and 
a more rapid rise in the strain at the point of impact than the lower 
modulus silicone rubber because it fixed the cross-overs more effectively. 
As a result the single-ply polyester resin composites had the lowest 
penetration velocities (Table 4-5) and were unable to absorb as much energy 
as the primary yarns in isolation at any velocity. 
"0 
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7.2 Multiple-ply specimens I 
The behaviour of multiple ply Kevlar 49 specimens has been compared 
with the expected behaviour of the same number of separate independent 
plies using the following equation : 
Energy lost by projectile -Im (VL2 - V3 
2 
2 
-1 (V, 
2_ V2 2)+' In (V 22_V32) 
where m- mass of projectile 
Vi - incident velocity of projectile 
V2 - residual velocity after first ply 
- incident velocity on second ply 
V3 - residual velocity after second ply 
The solid lines drawn on the graphs in Figures 4.14,15 and 16 were 
drawn by eye through the results of the tests on single-plies. Using these 
lines, expected values Of V2 were determined for values of V, at intervals 
of 5m. s-1 above the penetration velocity. Using V2 as the incident 
velocity on a second single-ply the solid line was used again to determine 
V3, the expected residual velocity. The broken lines, representing the 
expected behaviour of independent plies, were drawn on each of the three 
Figures, the process being repeated for the third ply. 
Figure 4.14 shows that the matrix-free multiple-ply specimens behaved 
in the same way as the same number of separate independent plies would 
behave : the broken lines correspond with the experimental results, within 
the limits of accuracy involved. A single three-ply specimen halted the 
projectile at an impact velocity above the expected penetration velocity. 
However, the penetration velocity could be higher than the expected value 
the effect of pushing aside yarns which is important in single-ply 
specimens is probably eliminated in a three-ply specimen so that it can 
behave more efficiently. 
I 
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Figure 4.16 shows that there was a synergistic effect between the 
plies in the polyester resin laminates: two- and three-ply specimens 
absorbed more energy than that expected of the same number of separate 
independent plies. The mechanisms involved in this effect probably include 
the energy absorbed in delamination and cracking. The individual specimens 
which absorbed the most energy were those in which there was a large amount 
of delamination and cracking. 
No clear pattern emerged in the results of the tests on silicone 
rubber laminates (Figure 4.15) using this approach. The results for 
two-ply specimens suggest that there was a synergistic effect between the 
plies but there is very little data. The results for three-ply specimens 
are unclear. 
Figure 4-20A shows that the displacement of the point of impact on a 
single-ply specimen was slightly smaller at a given impact velocity in the 
silicone rubber laminates than in the matrix-free specimens. The radius of 
the transversely displaced fabric (Figure 4-21A) was smaller. Both 
differences in behaviour diminish as the number of plies increases to 
three. The scatter in the change in length of the primary yarns (Figure 
4.22A) makes it difficult to see if there is any trend with the number of 
plies. The uncertainty in the penetration velocities is too large to 
enable a detailed comparison. It is not clear whether that of the silicone 
rubber laminates approaches that of the matrix-free specimens as the number 
of plies increases. 
It was not possible to carry out an analysis on the behaviour of the 
multiple-ply Kevlar 29 laminates. There was insufficient data to carry 
out the analysis on the velocities described above and the scatter in the 
data from photographs of single-ply specimens was too large. However, the 
displacement of the point of impact is distinctly lower and the radius of 
the transversely displaced fabric distinctly smaller in the three-ply 
silicone rubber laminates than in the matrix-free specimens. This suggests 
that there is no synergistic effect since differences larger than these 
should be apparent in the data from photographs of single-ply specimens in 
spite of the scatter. The ratios between the penetration velocities of the 
silicone rubber laminate and the matrix-free specimen are similar for 
single- and three-ply specimens. 
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KevIar 49 fabric 16ýis after impact at 118m s- 
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Strain Distribution in the Primary Yarns after 80 Time Intervals 
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8. Conclusions 
1. Matrix-free Kevlar 49 yarns showed Hookean behaviour to failure 
in both tensile and transverse impact tests. Kevlar 29 yarns 
showed Hookean behaviour in transverse impact tests but not in 
tensile tests where the modulus increased with increasing 
strain. The moduli and strains to fracture of both types of 
yarn were lower in impact tests than in tensile tests. 
2. Kevlar 29 yarns absorbed more strain energy than Kevlar 49 
yarns in tensile tests. They were also able to absorb more 
strain energy and consequently more energy in total in 
transverse impact tests. 
3. Use of a computer simulation has shown that previous assumptions 
concerning interactions between waves travelling in a yarn under 
impact were false. Secondary longitudinal and transverse waves 
travel in the yarn following the first meeting of the primary 
waves. 
4. The ratio kinetic energy: strain energy in a yarn under 
transverse impact steadies to approximately 1.7 after initial 
perturbations. It falls sharply after reflection of the 
transverse wave at the end of the specimen. 
5. The moduli of the composite yarns obeyed the Voigt law of 
mixtures in both tensile and transverse impact tests. Neither 
matrix absorbed an appreciable amount of strain energy in the 
tensile tests. In the transverse impact tests the strain to 
fracture of each composite was determined by the lowest strain 
to fracture of its constituent. As a result the polyester 
resin composites absorbed less energy than the matrix-free 
yarns but the silicone rubber composites absorbed a similar 
amount. 
6. Kevlar 49 fabric specimens are able to absorb more energy than 
the six primary yarns could absorb alone. Kevlar 29 fabric 
specimens have lower penetration velocities than Kevlar 49 
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specimens. This is a result of the wider weave spacing in 
the Kevlar 29 fabric and the effect diminishes as the 
number of plies increases. 
7. Matrices fix cross-overs in a fabric, enhancing reflections 
of strain waves and leading to steeper strain gradients 
than those occurring in matrix-free specimens. The strain at 
the point of impact rises more rapidly in a laminate than in 
a matrix-free specimen leading to a reduction in the 
penetration velocity. 
8. Two- and three-ply specimens of matrix-free Kevlar 49 fabric 
behave in the same way as the same number of separate 
independent plies. Two- and three-ply laminates with a 
polyester resin matrix absorb more energy than the same 
number of separate independent plies. There was insufficient 
data to draw similar conclusions concerning any of the Kevlar 
29 specimens or the Kevlar 49 laminates with a silicone rubber 
matrix. 
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APPENDIX A: Systems which bave been used to trigger the velocity 
measurement system. 
1. A light beam from a torch bulb incident on a photo-diode. 
As the projectile broke the light beam the current through the 
photo-diode fell. This change was used to provide the required signal to 
the timer or transient recorder. The circuit used is shown in Figure Al. 
The beam of light used in this system was very narrow and the bulb and 
the photo-diode were only 25mm apart. As a result, no deviation of the 
projectile from a known path could be tolerated. Since visible light was 
used, photographic films were sometimes fogged. In order to avoid such 
fogging, no residual velocities were measured if photographs were taken 
when this system was used. 
A single strip of foil 
A strip of foil was broken by the projectile as it passed' so that the 
foil acted as a normally closed switch. The circuit used is given in 
Figure A2A. 
This system had two disadvantages : Firstly, the strip of foil had to 
be sufficiently narrow to be broken by the projectile but conversely it had 
to be sufficiently wide to ensure that it was always in the path of the 
projectile. Secondly, the foil had to be renewed after each test. 
Two strips of foil 
The projectile made contact between the two strips of foil as it 
passed through them, so that they acted as a normally open switch. The 
circuit used is shown in Figure A2B. 
This system could accommodate large variations In the trajectory of 
the projectile and could also provide information concerning the exact path 
of the projectile. However, it still had the disadvantage that the foils 
had to be changed following each test. This was the system ultimately used 
for the measurement of residual velocities. 
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A small coil 
There was a small d. c. voltage across a coil of diameter approximately 
25mm. As the projectile passed through the coil it caused a variation in 
the current through the coil and through a resistor connected in series. 
The output from the coil was used to trigger the transient recorder 
directly. 
This system could not accommodate variations in the trajectory of the 
projectile and was, therefore, only used for the measurement of incident 
velocity. However, no foils needed to be changed following each test. It 
use was finally discontinued since it required a large current so that 
batteries were discharged rapidly. However, it was too sensitive to noise 
to allow a mains supply to be used. 
Radiation from an infra-red source 
Radiation from an infra-red source was incident on a slit in front of 
a lens which focussed it onto a detector. As the projectile passed the 
slit it caused the current through the detector to fall and thus provided 
the required signal. The circuits used are shown in Figure A3. The 
signals from the two detectors (Circuit A) were added using the circuit 
shown in Circuit B. 
Since this system used a vertical plane of radiation rather than a 
narrow beam small deviations of the projectile from a fixed path could be 
accommodated. This system had no constituent parts which needed to be 
renewed following each test. The infra-red radiation did not fog 
photographic film. 
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APPENDIX B: Multiple flash photographic system 
The circuit used to provide the trigger pulse for the multiple flash 
photography is shown in Figure Bl. Part A of the circuit is similar to the 
infra-red circuit used in measurement of projectile velocities (See 
Appendix A). Part B provided a IOV offset and amplified the signal so that 
it was compatible with T. T. L. logic. 
Figure B2 shows the circuit which was used both to vary the interval 
between the trigger pulse and the first flash and to adjust the time of 
each flash. The signal from the infra-red detector was used to trigger a 
74121 Monostable Multivibrator, (I in the diagram). The truth table for 
the monostable is given in Figure B3 together with its logic symbol. The 
monostable has three inputs: AL, A2 and B. Input B was used since it was a 
Schmitt Trigger Input and would, therefore, tolerate a ramp imput, rather 
than a sharp edge. The length of the output pulse from the monostable was 
varied using the capacitor and resistor connected across its terminals. 
The capacitor determined the range over which the pulse length might be 
varied and the variable resistor (a ten turn potentiometer) provided the 
fine adjustment. 
The Q output of Monostable I was used to trigger six further 
monostables, (II in Figure B2) each of which controlled one flash tube. 
The B input of each was used so that they were all triggered by the end 
(positive going edge) of the & pulse. Thus the pulse length of monostable 
I determined the delay between the trigger signal and the first flash. A 
calibration curve was prepared for the delay as a function of the 
resistance. 
The pulse lengths of the six monostables (II) were also adjustable. 
The first was set to zero. The other five were adjusted using a capacitor, 
C, and a ten turn potentiometer. The capacitor and the potentiometer 
setting determined the delay between the first flash and each of the other 
flashes. The value of C varied according to whether the flash concerned 
was an early flash or a later one. 
The Q output Of the first of these monostables triggered an 
oscilloscope which was used to monitor the times of the flashes. The Q 
output of each monostable (II) was connected to the AL input Of a further 
monostable (III in Figure B2). 
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The Q outputs of the six monostables IlIs were connected to pulse 
transformers and thence to the relevant flash tubes. The pulse length from 
these monostables was fixed. The ý outputs were connected to 'a 7430, an 8- 
input nand gate. The output of the nand gate could be viewed on the 
oscilloscope so that the times of the trigger pulses to the flashes could 
be checked. The truth-table for a 2-input nand gate is shown in Figure 
B3. A normally open switch could be used to trigger monostable I for 
testing purposes. 
Figure B4 shows the remainder of the circuit for each flash tube. A 
Thyristor was used to trigger a 3C45 Triode thyratron which in turn allowed 
a lVF capacitor to discharge through a flash tube. A manual trigger was 
also included so that each circuit could be tested. EN10 flash tubes were 
used at the beginning of the work but they were superseded by CD10s. The 
latter gave a much brighter flash. 
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APPENDIX C Results of Ballistic Tests on Single Yarns. 
Key tofinal column in Tablesin Appendix C 
C: Centre of specimen or point of impact 
L: Lower support 
U: Upper support 
x% : Percentage of fibrils broken at the specified point 
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APPENDIX D: Results of ballistic tests on fabrics and laminates. 
Key to Residual Damage 
Y: Yarns pushed aside by the projectile rather than strained to failure 
P: Pulling along primary yarns 
I: Imprint of projectile visible in yarns or matrix 
B: Damage visible on back face of specimen 
S: Separation of matrix from Kevlar 
D: Delamination, shape and distance of furthest point from point of 
impact. 
C: Cracks in the matrix, usually forming a diamond around the point of 
impact at 459 to the yarns, distance of furthest crack from the point 
of impact. 
f: on impact face of specimen 
b: on back face of specimen. 
4 
a 
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Table DI : Kevlar 49 Fabric, Witbout a Matrix 
Single-ply 
Impact 
velocity 
(M S-1) 
Residual 
velocity 
(M s- 
Energy 
absorbed 
V) 
No. of Yarns 
broken 
Residual Damage 
(See key at beginning of 
Appendix D) 
34 o 0.7 0 
92 0 4.9 0 
120 76 5.1 11/2 Y 
121 0 8.6 V2 Y 
125 0 9.1 Few fibres 
130 0 9.8 0 1 
134 0 10.4 1/2 1 
136 0 10.7 0 1 
141 65 9.1 3 Y 
148 130 2.9 3 Y 
166 0 15.9 0 
178 135 7.7 5 
179 0 18.6 Few fibres 
197 140 11.2 5112 
240 180 14.6 02 
325 307 6.6 6 
Two-ply 
Impact 
velocity 
(M a-L) 
Residual 
velocity 
(M s- 
Energy 
absorbed 
M 
No. of Yarns 
broken 
Residual Damage 
(See key at beginning of 
Appendix D). 
132 o 10.1 1 
138 0 11.0 V2 
147 0 12.6 0 1 
176 0 17.9 0 1 
215 0 26.7 2 
237 0 32.4 21/2 P 
259 201 15.4 8 P 
263 166 24.3 10 
272 180 24.1 11 
296 216 23.7 7 
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Table Dl : Kevlar 49 Fabric, Without a Matrix. 
C: Three-ply 
Impact 
velocity 
(M B-L) 
Residual 
velocity 
(m s- I 
Energy 
absorbed 
(J) 
No. of Yarns 
broken 
Residual Damage 
(See key at beginning of 
Appendix D) 
175 0 17.7 0 
198 0 22.7 2+0+0 
203 0 23.9 02+ 0+0 
210 0 25.5 1/2+ 0+0 
215 0 26.8 2+0+0 
227 0 29.8 2+0+0 
231 0 30.9 3+ 12 +0 
234 0 31.7 1 +12+ 0 
236 0 32.3 3 +V2 +0 
240 0 33.4 4+0+0 
250 0 36.2 5+1+0 
265 0 40.7 7+3+1 
275 141 32.3 6+6+4 
278 143 32.9 5ý Z+ 6+ 02 
278 107 38.1 6ý+ 5ýý 2 
289 0 48.4 7+4+ 11/2 Made contact on curved 
surface of projectile 
299 189 31.1 5+ 312 
307 200 31.4 5ý+ 3 
309 193 
11 
33.7 
-I 
7+ 5ý+ 5 
I I 
Note : The number of yarns broken in each ply is listed separately. 
The first number corresponds to the front ply. 
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Table D2 Kevlar 49 Fabric with a Silicone Rubber Matrix 
A: Single-ply 
Impact 
velocity 
(M 8-1) 
Residual 
velocity 
(M 8- L 
Energy 
absorbed 
M 
No. of Yarns 
broken 
Residual Damage 
(See key at beginning of 
Appendix D) 
47 0 1.3 0 
88 0 4.5 0 
101 0 6.0 0 
112 0 7.3 0 1 
117 0 8.0 0 
118 0 8.1 0 
126 0 9.2 3 S 
128 0 9.5 0 
129 0 9.7 0 
135 0 10.5 0 1 
159 119 6.6 3 S 
201 117 5.3 4 S 
215 212 0.7 6 S 
215 184 7.2 5 S 
219 194 5.8 4 S 
273 272 o. 3 612 S 
B: Two-ply 
110 0 7.0 0 1 
119 0 8.2 0 1 
127 0 9.3 0 1 
160 0 14.9 0 1 
183 0 19.3 0 D circular, small, S 
231 176 12.8 5 D circular 10mm, S 
280 249 9.4 9 D diamond, 15mm 
C: Three ply 
131 0 10.0 0 
144 0 12.0 12 D irregular, small 
146 0 12.3 3+- + 3 D irregular, small 
161 0 15.0 2 1 
177 0 18.1 1h+ - + 0 I'p 
179 0 18.6 3+- + 0 1, S back face 
184 0 19.6 3ý+ - + 0 I'p 
189 0 20.7 3+- + 0 I'P 
214 130 16.7 5+- + 5 I'P 
217 0 27.3 3+- + V2 I'P 
234 167 15.6 6+- + 5 D diamond l5mm, P 
236 168 15.9 6+- + 6 D irregular 15mm 
240 177 
1 
15.2 6+- + S D diamond 18mm, P 
Vote- It was not possible to count the number of yarns broken in the central 
ply. 
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Table D3 : Kevlar 49 Fabric with a Polyester Resin Matrix 
A: Single-ply 
Impact 
velocity 
(m a-') 
Residual 
velocity 
(M a- 
Energy 
absorbed 
M 
No. of Yarns 
broken 
Residual Damage 
(See key at beginning of 
Appendix D) 
46 0 1.2 0 C 35mm 
58 15 1.8 8 C 38mm 
65 is 2.3 9 
80 62 1.5 02 C 30mm 
82 63 1.5 7 C 44mm, 
90 72 1.7 6 
91 75 1.5 8 C 35mm. 
96 22 5.0 10 C 35mm 
(cardboard-like specimen) 
105 93 1.4 8 
130 123 1.0 81/2 C3 5mm. 
173 163 2.0 7 C 51mm 
204 198 1.4 7V2 C3 7mm 
222 217 1.3 7 C 34mm 
358 357 0.5 8 C2 2mm. 
B: Two-ply 
74 0 3.2 0 
92 57 3.0 19 D diamond 10mm, C 25mm 
96 66 2.8 18 D diamond small 
117 97 2.5 21 C 10MM 
118 87 3.7 19 D diamond 12mm 
134 107 3.8 14 D square 15mm, C 25mm 
136 107 4.1 17 D diamond 10mm 
165 144 3.8 14 D circular 15mm, C 35mm 
233 207 6.7 131/2 D square 20mm, C 20mm 
234 
1 
217 5.4 
1 
16 D square 15mm, C 22mm 
C: Three-ply 
105 62 4.2 11 +- + 10 D irregular 10mm, C 30mm, 
113 0 7.4 0 D diamond 25mm, C 60mm 
121 83 4.5 10 +- + 10 D small, C 25mm 
123 0 8.8 9 +- + 9 D diamond 25mm, C 60mm. 
123 86 4.5 9 +- + 10 D small, C 20mm 
134 79 6.8 8 +- + 10 D irregular 15mm, C 45mm. 
152 107 6.8 7 +- + 8 D square 20mm, C 42mm 
183 149 6.5 8 +- + 8 D square 20mm, C 35mm 
224 184 9.5 8 +- + 9 D square 15mm, C 35mm 
234 201 8.3 8 +- + 9 D square 15mm, C 35mm 
Note It was not possible to count the number of broken yarns in the central 
ply 
0 
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Table D4 : Kevlar 29 Fabric Without a Matrix 
A: Single-ply 
Impact 
velocity 
(a 8-1) 
Residual 
velocity 
(M a- 1) 
Energy 
absorbed 
M 
No. of Yarns 
broken 
Residual Damage 
(See key at beginning of 
Appendix D) 
60 0 2.0 0 
64 0 2.3 0 
66 48 1.2 lV2 Y 
67 0 2.5 1 
73 0 3.0 0 1 
75 63 0.9 1 Y 
75 62 1.0 1 Y 
82 0 3.7 1114 Y, P 
85 0 3.9 0 Y (slight) 
93 0 4.8 k - 
95 81 1.4 112 
108 82 2.7 1 
120 100 2.4 1/2 Y 
124 >0 2 Y, P 
126 0 8.7 0 I, Y, P (slight) 
127 68 6.4 3 Y (slight) 
128 78 5.7 3112 P to edges 
128 >0 Y, P 
129 81 5.5 1 Y, P 
129 0 9.2 1/2 Y, P 
130 0 9.3 1/2 Y, P 
131 0 9.4 0 Y, P 
131 119 1.7 11/2 
140 128 1.9 1/2 Y, P 
148 137 1.8 IV2 Y, P 
158 120 5.9 4 Y, P 
198 162 7.1 5 
three-ply 
132 83 5.8 3+1+I Y, P (more in final ply) 
136 0 10.1 2+ 11ý* 0 Y (slight), P, first ply 
155 0 13.2 2+0+0 Y, P (both slight) 
155 0 13.3 1/2+ 0+0 Y, P, I, B 
164 0 14.9 "/2+ 0+0 Y, P (more in first ply)I, B 
196 >0 4+2 +1/2 Y'P'I 
197 0 21.3 2+0+0 Y'P 
204 0 22.9 1+ 0+0 Y'P 
223 >0 5+2+0 Y, P 
228 121 20.6 1/2 + 1ý2 +6 Y'P 
229 0 28.8 5+6+0 Y, P 
235 143 19.1 6+5+4 Y'P 
249 129 24.9 1+2+4 Y, P 
Note: The number of yarns broken In each ply Is listed separately. The 
first number corresponds to the front ply. 
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Table D5 : Kevlar 29 Fabric with a Silicone Rubber Matrix 
A: Single-ply 
Impact 
velocity 
(m s- L 
Residual 
velocity 
(m s- L 
Energy 
absorbed 
M 
No. of Yarns 
broken 
Residual Damage 
(See key at beginning of 
Appendix D) 
64 0 2.3 0 
71 0 2.7 0 
81 0 3.6 0 
91 0 4.6 1 
98 0 5.2 0 1 
101 83 1.8 31/2 S, slight 
101 0 5.7 0 
107 0 6.3 3 
108 0 6.4 0 
112 0 6.9 0 1 
120 0 8.0 1112 1 
121 77 4.8 4 
123 >0 3V2 
128 95 4-1 4 S, slight 
134 >0 
I 
- 4 P, slight 
Three-ply 
130 0 9.4 3 +- + I D, S both slight 
137 0 10.3 0 1 
156 0 13.4 5 +- + 0 1 
168 0 15.6 4 +- + 2 D, diamond 20mm, S, P 
183 81 14.8 6 +- + 512 D, diamond 25mm, P 
184 0 18.6 2 +- + 0 1, B, S, P 
184 96 13.6 6 +- + 5 D, diamond 20mm, P 
192 112 13.4 6 +- + 5 p 
193 0 20.6 3 +- + 0 1, S, B, P 
209 150 11.6 6 +- + 5 D, slight, P 
215 0 25.6 0 1 
241 189 12.2 6 +- + 5 D, P both slight 
242 189 12.6 5 +- + 4 P, S 
257 202 13.7 6 +- + 4 D, diamond'18mm, S, P 
278 >0 - 02 +- + 5 D, irregular 
* The number of yarns broken in the first and last plies are given. 
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Table D6 : Keylar 29 Fabric with a Polyester Resin Matrix 
A: Single ply: 
Impact 
velocity 
(M a-) 
Residual 
velocity 
(M S-1) 
Energy 
absorbed 
M 
No. of Yarns 
broken 
Residual Damage 
(See key at beginning of 
Appendix D) 
48 0 1.2 0 C, 40mm, f, 15mm b, S 
52 >0 - 6 C, 22mm f, 5mm b 
53 >0 6 C, 20mm. f, slight b, S 
55 33 1.1 8 C, 15mm f, 12mm, b 
58 >0 - 8 C, 30mm. f, slight b, S 
60 0 2.0 0 C, 45mm. f, 30mm. b 
62 >0 7 C, 40mm f, 25mm b 
62 44 1.1 8 C, 25mm f, 10mm, b 
64 
I 
47 1.0 
I 
9 
I 
C, 20mm. f 
B: Three-ply: 
61 0 2.0 3 + - + 1 C, circular 25mm f, B 
70 0 2.7 4 + - + 3 D, diamond 5mm, B, I, S 
C, circular 40mm f 
78 0 3.4 0 D, diamond 10mm, B, I, S 
C, 30mm f, 10mm b 
89 0 4.4 0 D, cross, 25mm, B, S 
C, 50mm f, 15mm. b 
100 >0 - 7 + - + 9 D, diamond 8mm 
C, small f 
102 0 5.7 0 D, diamond 15mm, P 30mm 
C, 50mm f, 15mm b, I 
106 0 6.2 3 + - + 1 D, irregular, 20mm, P 
C, 60mm f, 20mm b, I 
107 0 6.3 0 D, diamond 20mm, P 
C, 55mm f, I 
110 0 6.6 0 D, diamond, 15mm, I, B 
C, 55mm f, 25mm b 
121 0 8.0 2 + - + 0 D, irregular 20mm, P 
C, 60mm f, 60mm b 
125 0 8.6 2 + - + I D. irregular 25mm, I, B 
C, 60mm f 
130 0 9.4 2 + - + 1 D. irregular 35mm, I, B 
C, 55mm f 
131 29 9.0 7 + - + 6 D, diamond 20mm 
C, 45mm f 
139 83 6.8 7 + - + 9 D, irregular 25mm 
C, 45mm f 
142 85 7.0 7 + - + 7 D, irregular 15mm 
C. 40mmf. 15mm b 
* The number of yarns broken in the first and last plies are given. 
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APPENDIX E: Measurements taken from photograph! of fabric specimens and 
laminates under impact. 
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Table El : Kevlar 49 Fabric with No Matrix 
A: Single-ply 
Impact Residual Interaction 250ps afer impact 
Velocity Velocity Time P T Al 
(M 8-1) (M a-, ) Ois) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
121 0 500 18.2 50 3.21 
125 0 250 16.7 69 2.00 
130 0 400 17.6 70 2.18 
134 0 300 20.8 68 3.11 
136 0 300 15.3 66 1.75 
141 65 180-220 20.2 F 46 F 4.24 
166 0 270 22.0 80 2.97 
197 140 70-100 9.9 F 27 F 1.75 
240 180 35-45 8.5 F 16 F 2.12 
Two-ply 
132 0 200-250 14.3 59 1.71 
138 0 200-250 14.0 60 1.61 
147 0 280 14.5 57 1.82 
176 0 270 18.6 58 2.91 
215 0 270 18.7 76 2.27 
237 0 230 22.7 61 4.09 
C: Three-ply 
175 0 230 16.3 47 2.75 
198 0 260 17.4 47 3.11 
203 0 200 18.8 51 3.35 
210 0 250 19.5 50 3.67 
215 0 300 19.8 56 3.40 
227 0 300 21.5 51 4.35 
231 0 350 21.6 48 4.64 
234 0 250 24.4 53 5.35 
236 0 300 22.5 46 5.21 
240 0 300 24.0 49 5.56 
250 0 300 23.6 52 5.10 
265 0 300 25.9 57 5.64 
275 141 50-80 9.8 36 F 1.31 
278 143 50-60 6.1 18 F 1.01 
278 107 80-120 13.2 37 F 2.28 
289 0 250 30.0 56 7.53 
307 200 45-55 12.0 16 F 4.00 
F: Measured In the last frame before failure 
P: Displacement of point of impact 
T: Radius of fabric moving transversely 
Al: Change in length of primary yarns 
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Table E2 : Kevlar 49 Fabric in a Silicone Rubber Matrix 
A: Single Ply 
Impact Residual Interaction 50us afer imp ct 
Velocity Velocity Time P T Al 
(M 8- 1) (M a- I) (PS) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
116 0 >200 12.5 47 1.63 
119 0 >200 14.5 37 2.74 
119 0 >160 13.0 30 2.70 
123 >0 80-120 6.8 F 19 F 1.18 
125 88 40-80 5.9 F 15 F 1.11 
129 0 >250 16.1 47 2.68 
134 94 50-100 7.1 F 18 F 1.35 
141 >0 80-120 7.4 F 16 F 1.63 
159 119 20-30 7.2 F 17 F 1.46 
219 
II 
194 
I 
<10 <5 F <10 F 
I 
<110 
B: Two-ply 
110 0 >150 10.0 44 1.12 
127 0 >180 14.0 46 2.08 
129 0 >250 14.2 53 1.87 
130 0 >165 14.5 52 1.98 
160 0 >260 14.5 51 2.02 
169 0 >235 17.7 60 2.56 
183 0 >250 15.5 53 2.22 
214 126 45-50 6.2 F 19 F 0.99 
217 118 50-55 10.0 F 27 F 1.79 
231 176 45-50 < 5.5 F <10 F <1.4 
280 249 <20 <3.5 F <10 F <0.6 
C: Three-ply 
120 0 >150 11.3 38 1.64 
131 0 370-400 14.0 45 2.13 
144 0 >270 13.3 41 2.10 
152 0 >200 15.0 42 2.60 
162 0 >220 15.4 48 2.41 
179 0 300-350 16.3 46 2.80 
184 0 >250 17.5 47 3.15 
187 0 >230 18.2 46 3.47 
189 0 >270 17.5 42 3.50 
194 0 >260 17.7 47 3.22 
195 0 >250 18.8 43 3.93 
214 130 25-35 7.6 F 22 F 1.28 F 
217 0 >320 19.2 39 4.47 
234 >o < 50 9.0 F 23 F 1.70 F 
236 168 < 50 6.1 F 18 F 1.01 F 
240 116 50-60 7.5 F 21 F 1.30 F 
240 177 < 50 5.2 F 17 F 0.78 F 
P: Measured in the last frame before failure 
P: Displacement of point of impact 
T: Radius of fabric moving transversely 
Al: Change in length of primary yarns 
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Table E3 : Kevlar 49 Fabric in a Polyester Resin Matrix 
Number of Impact Residual 50ps afer imp ct 
Plies Velocity Velocity P T Al 
(M s- 
1) (M s- 
1) (mm) (mm) 
, (mm) 
1 46 0 4. o 28 0.28 
3 113 0 3.3 24 0.23 
3 123 0 5.5 22 0.68 
Note : It was not possible to measure the interaction time in these 
photographs. Only three results are given. In all other cases penetration 
occurred very rapidly with a very small change in length of the primary yarns. 
P: Displacement of point of impact 
T: Radius of fabric moving transversely 
Al: Change in length of primary yarns 
Arl 
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Table E4 : Kevlar 29 Fabric with no matrix. 
A: Single-ply 
Impact Residual Interaction 250ps afer imp t 
Velocity Velocity Time T Al 
(m a-') (M a-') (us) (MM) (mm) (mm) 
60 0 > 400 10.4 38.2 1.39 
64 0 > 400 12.7 44.2 1.79 
82 0 > 450 14.6 39.3 2.62 
85 0 > 500 14.6 36.0 2.85 
93 0 > 500 15.4 43.0 2.67 
124 >0 240-340 20.6 F 43.1 4.67 
126 0 >490 21.0 55.5 3.84 
127 68 230-330 17.3 F 42.3 3.40 
128 78 115-215 21.7 F 68.4 3.35 
128 >0 490-590 23.4 68.0 3.92 
131 0 > 550 24.6 58.8 4.94 
158 120 60-160 19.8 F 14.7 2.06 
Three-ply 
136 0 >535 17.9 47.0 3.29 
155 0 >615 18.8 55.7 3.09 
164 0 >220 19.4 59.0 3.11 
196 >0 100-200 13.4 F 26.1 3.25 
204 0 >300 21.6 64.5 3.52 
223 >o 250-300 27.1 F 59.4 5.89 
228 121 80-130 12.8 F 26.1 4.67 
229 0 
-1 
>370 
1 
24.9 
1 
55.0 
1 
5.37 
1 
Measured in the last frame before failure 
P: Displacement of point of impact 
T: Radius of fabric moving transversely 
Al: Change in length of primary yarns 
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Table E5 : Kevlar 29 Fabric with a Silicone Rubber Matrix 
Single Ply 
Impact Residual Interaction 250jjs afer impact 
Velocity Velocity Time P T Al 
(m s- 1) (m a- 1) (vs) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
64 0 440-540 12.5 39.2 1.94 
71 0 > 510 12.8 31.7 2.49 
81 0 480-580 14.1 47.3 2.06 
91 0 460-560 15.9 47.5 2.59 
98 0 475-575 16.6 44.0 3.03 
101 0 430-530 16.8 44.0 3.10 
101 83 40-140 3.7 F 9.6 0.69 
107 0 500-600 17.9 51.5 3.02 
108 0 460-560 17.5 41.5 3.54 
112 0 490-590 18.2 37.5. 4.18 
120 0 480-580 18.6 35.0 4.64 
121 77 150-250 15.6 F 53.8 2.22 
128 95 28-128 3.2 F 10.6 0.47 
B: Three-Ply 
130 0 > 600 16.3 32.6 3.85 
137 0 > 590 17.0 29.5 4.55 
156 0 > 275 17.5 39.2 3.73 
158 0 > 250 17.4 37.0 3.89 
183 81 60-110 12.4 F 24.1 3.00 
184 96 65-115 12.9 F 19.4 3.90 
184 0 >300 18.7 36.2 4.54 
192 112 65-115 15.0 F 30.3 3.51 
193 0 >310 19.6 35.2 5.09 
Measured on the last frame before failure. 
P: Displacement of point of impact 
T: Radius of fabric moving transversely 
Al: Change in length of primary yarns 
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Table E6 : Kevlar 29 Fabric with a Polyester Resin Matrix : Three -_EIZ 
Impact Residual Interaction 2501ja afer impact 
Velocity Velocity Time T Al 
(M S-i) (M s-I) (us) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
106 0 80-130 4.3 25 0.37 
125 0 82-132 6.6 36 0.60 
130 0 1 
85-135 
1 
4.8 
1 30 0.38 
P: Displacement of point of impact 
T: Radius of fabric moving transversely 
Al: Change in length of primary yarns 
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APPENDIX F: Computer Simulation of the Behaviour of a Single Filament 
Under Transverse Impact. 
_ 
Input Data 
For each run of the programme the following information was provided 
by the user at the keyboard. 
Ke 29 or 49 indicating which type of yarn was under 
investigation so that the appropriate density and 
cross-sectional area were used. 
vp Incident velocity of projectile in m s- 
1 Halflength of the yarn in mm. 
ef : Fracture strain 
C: Longitudinal strain wave velocity. Since it was assumed 
that the material was elastic this was equivalent to 
specifying the Young's Modulus. 
PG) : Times at which output was required. Chosen to correspond 
to P(7) to the times of frames in a photograph for comparison. 
dl : length increment in mm, usually 2mm 
THAX : maximum length of time for run. 
SCALE Scale of photograph so that co-ordinates might be printed 
to the same scale for easy comparison. 
Ide! 
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The following are the equations which were used : 
Momentum Balances 
1. For each element of yarn 
Td where T- tension vector 
m= mass of element 
y- velocity of element 0ý 
dt - time increment 
Since the mass of the element is constant: 
m dy, 
dt 
In scalar form, the change in velocity in the x-direction of node (j + 1) 
is given by: 
AU(J+I) - t(j+l) Cos e(j+l) - t(j) Cos e(j) 
where O(J) - angle between element j and the x axis calculated 
using the position of nodes j and (j + 1) 
u(j+l) x-component of the velocity of element (j + 1). 
and t(j) magnitude of the tension vector in element J. 
Similarly &v(j+l) t(j) sin e(J) - t(j+l) sin B(J+l) 
where v(j+l) y-component-of the velocity of element j+ 
2. For the projectile 
d (mp. Xp) where mp - mass of projectile 
Yy w velocity of projectile 
T- tension vector. 
since the velocity of the point of impact in the x-direction is zero this 
simplifies to: 
2t(l) sin em - mp Avp 
dt 
and change in projectile velocity 
where vp - magnitude of Yy- 
2t(l) sin 0(l) dt 
mp 
'40 
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Strain-Displacement Relationship 
x(j) - x(j) + (u(j) x dt) 
y(j) - y(j) + (v(j) x dt) 
where x(j) - (x(J), Y(D) 
New length ln - (Y(j) _ y(j+, ))2 + (x(J+l) - XM) 
2 
strain e(j) - ln -1 where dl - original length of element. 
Constitutive Relationship 
t(j) =yx e(j) where y- Young's modulus. 
Any other appropriate constitutive relationship could be substituted. 
Arrays_ 
e(j) : strain in element j 
t(j) : tension in element j (magnitude) 
u(j) : x-component of velocity of node j 
v(j) : y-component of velocity of node J. 
x(j) : x-co-ordinate of node j 
y(j) : y-co-ordinate of node J. 
Subroutines 
1000 : Main length loop calculations 
2000 : Calculations for last length increment j- n-1 
3000 : Calculates or defines constants 
6000 : Establishes user-defined functions 
8000 : Calculates energy in system. 
ýOw- 
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Variables and Constants * input by user 
** specified in programme 
a : cross-sectional area of yarn 
aa : volume of element x density 
aln : new length of element 
b l/cxaxd (-dt/dm) used in momentum balance calculations. 
C longitudinal strain wave velocity 
d density of yarn 
dl increment of length 
dt increment in time 
ef fracture strain 
em : maximum strain 
et : sum of strains in elements 
h: j+1 or n-1 dummy used in calculations 
j : length counter 
k: time counter 
ke : Kevlar 29 or 49 indicator* 
kinetic energy 
1: halflength of yarn 
it : total change in length 
mp : mass of projectile 
mm : mass of element of yarn 
n: number of nodes 
tm : maximum number of time increments 
tmax : maximum length of time 
vp : projectile velocity 
y: Youngs Modulus 
Com ter Simulation: Flow-Dia ram - 264 - 
Jser-Defin SUBROUTINE 6000 
Functions 
I 
Oimension 
Arrays 
i 
(Specify 
material Kevlar29 or49 
Oef ine X-Sectional area nateriat 
properties Censity 
I 
f Input Vp Velocity of projectile 
Da ta Halflerqth of yarn 
ef Fracture strain 
Strain wave velocity 
(-Input Length Increment 
Oa ta Maximum length of 
time for run 
: alculate 
ýrogram me SUBROUTINE 3000 
. onstants 
K -Time counter 
VMZ Vp Impose velocity of 
I projectile 
J=1 J- Length Counter 
alculate SUBR01JTINE 1000 
U(J+1) U: x-component velocity V 0+1) V: y-component 
eM e: Strain 
TM T: Tension 
xW 
M 
x co-ordinates y y 
em= e(J) "' e0l; err 7 
7i 
NO 
J. N NO is 
j =J+1 JýK 
Yy ES 
N vp 
Calculate 
ew Vp 
s 
SUBROUTINE 8000 
lCatculate YE rc Energy 5-ý-, Kdiv6bte 
57, 
N0 
ralcutate 
ITotal Change, 
in Lencth ý 
Keep record of 
maximum strain 
Continu2 Length Loop 
Continued on next page 
ldf: 
from previous page 
- 265 - --4-- 
suit 
Print 
rE 
/Res 
s 
if reouired7 
Is --, elml >e if 
NO 
0 Is 
Yy 
K KA K 
ý-4 
1 -2 
ES 
K -1 = N-1 
I 
J=l 
V(1)= vp 
1------Sulbroutin 
000 1000 
NO 
J=J+l-p J=N-2 
YES 
Calculate 
e (n -1) T (n-1) 
x(n-1) 
y(n-1) 
YES s 
ý em= e(J) eU > em 
NO 
Calcula 
ýqew 
Vp 
Calculate 
Energy 
Zalculate 
Total 0-anc 
in lenath 
K=K+l 
sib 
ý171 
NO 
I vrin R'e SL if Re 
em ; -e f 
NO 
Is- 
K- tm 
STOP 
Check whether =STOP fracture strain 
is exceeded 
Contirue Time Loop 
SUBROUTINE 2000 
Special Case for last 
length element with 
boundary conditions 
STOP 
jop" 
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5ingle Yarn Computer Simulation : Programme Lisfin for IB. M. PC. 
I REM SINGLE YARN PROGRAM 
2 PRINT "TEST OR RUN ";: INPUT A$ 
5 OPEN"bscem. out" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
10 DEFDBL X, Y, U, V, T, E, A, D, M. B, F 
13 PRINT #1,: 
16 FOR I-I TO 8: PRINT NEXT I 
18 PRINT #19 
20 GOSUB 4000 
3z DIM X(110)oY(110), U(110), V(110), T(110), E(110), P(7) 
40 READ TEA, TEB, KE, VP. L, EF, C 
30 PRINT #1, "Kevlar" KE 
60 IF KE-49 THEN D-1450 ELSE D-1440 
70 IF KE-49 THEN A-. 00000011# ELSE A-. 000000115# 
120 PRINT #1, "Vp -" VP "m s-l -1; 
130 PRINT #1, "Halflongth -" L "mm 
140 PRINT #1, "Fracture strain -11 EF 647 -8; 
150 PRINT #1, "C -" C "m s-1 "s 
200 READ P(l), P(2), P(3), P(4), P(3)PP(6), P(7), DL, *TMAX, SC 
205 PRINT #1, "Increment in length -" DL "mm Scale factor SC 
210 TMAX - TMAX S . 000001# 
220 IF A$ - "TEST" OR A$ - "test" THEN 7000 
230 GOSUB 3000 ' (6000) 
232 FOR I-1 TO 7: P(I) - INT(. 000001#*P(I)/DT) : NEXT I 
233 PRINT #19 sPRINT #1, " k" TAB(3) "KINETIC ENERGY" TAB(20) "STRAIN ENERGY" TA 
B(35) "TOTAL ENERGY" TAB(50) "RATIO KE/SEII TAB(65) "LENGTH CHANGE" 
240 FOR K-1 TO N-2 ' begin time loop 
250 PRINT "K-"; K 
260 V(l)-VP 
270 FOR J-1 TO K* begin length loop 
280 GOSUB 1000 1 (1000) 
290 NEXT J 
300 VP-FNVCI) I calculate new projectile velocity 
310 IF FNMCK95) -0 THEN GOSUB 6000 1 (8000) 
313 ET-0 
330 FOR I-1 TO 7 
332 IF K- P(I) THEN GOSUB 5000 
333 NEXT 1 
340 NEXT KI next time increment 
350 FOR K -N-1 TO TM * time loop when wave reaches end of yarn 
360 PRINT Ilk-" K 
370 V(1)-VP 
380 FOR J-1 TO N-2 ' length loop 
390 GOSUB 1000 (1000) 
400 NEXT J 
410 GOSUS 2000 (2000) calaulations for J-n-l 
420 IF FNM(K, 40)-O THEN GOSUB 6000 1 (8000) 
425 ET -0 
430 VP-FNV(I) I calculate new projectile velocity 
450 FOR I-1 TO 7 
452 IF K-P(I) THEN GOSUB 5000 
454 NEXT I 
460 IF EM >-EF THEN PRINT #1,11FRACTURE STRAIN EXCEEDED AT TIME "1DT*K*l000000!; " 
MICROSECONDS" 
465 IF EM >- EF THEN GOSUB 5000 
470 IF EM >-EF THEN STOP 
4eo NEXT K NEXT TIME INCREMENT 
490 END 
1000 H-J+l (sub 1000) 
1010 U(H)-U(H)+ (T(H)*FNC(H)-T(J)*FNC(J))*B P momentum balance 
1020 V(H)-V(H)+(T(J)SFNS(J)-T(H)*FNSCH))*B 
1030 X(J)-FNP(J) sY(J)-FNQ(J) * now co-ordinates 
1040 ALN- BOR((Y(J)-FNQCH))-2+(FNP(H)-X(j))^2) 
1050 E(J)-(ALN/DL)-1 
1060 T(J)-E(J)$A*Y 
1070 IF E(J)>EM THEN EM-E(J) 
1080 ET-ET+E(J) 
1090 RETURN 
2000 H-N-1 ' (sub 2000) 
2010 X(H)-FNP(H) eY(H)-FNQ(H) 
2020 ALN-SQR CY(H)^2+(L-X(H))^2) 
2030 E(H)-(ALN/DL)-i 
2040 TCH)-E(H)*A*Y 
2050 ET-ET+E(H) continued on next page 2060 RETURN 
ýdý- 
Programme Listing Continued - 267 - 
3000 MP-. 00116 I (sub 6000) calculate constants 
3010 Y-D*C$CxYy-Y$9.999999E-10 
3020 PRINT 01,0 modulus -"; FNR(YY); "GN m-2-4; 
Z030 N-L/DL+l i L-L/10003 : DL: -DL/10004 
3040 PE-. 5*MP*VPSVP i PRINT #1,11 total energy PE "J" 
3070 AA-DL*A$Y 
3080 MM-DL$A$D 
3090 DT-DL/C 
3100 B-I/(C*A*D) 
3LIO F-DT/MP 
3120 TM-INT(TMAX/DT) 
3130 ET-0 
3140 FOR J-1 TO Nt X(J)-DL*(J-1) NEXT i 
3130 EM-0 3 EF EF/100 
3155 KE-OtSE-0 
3160 RETURN 
4000 DEF FNV(W) VP - 2*T(W)*F*(Y(W)-Y(W+I)) SOR((Y(W)-Y(W+I))^2 + (X(w+l)-)fc 
W))^2) I (sub 3000) 
4010 DEF FNSW - CY(W)-Y(W+I)) / SQRC(Y(W)-Y(W+L))^2 + (X(W+I)-X(W))^2) 
4020 DEF FNC(W) - (X(W+L)-X(W)) / SQR((Y(W)-Y(W+l))ý2 + (X(W+I)-X(W))-"12) 
-4030 DEF FNZ(W) - . 001SINT(1000*W+. 5) 
4040 DEF FNA(W) - 9.999999E-06 * INT(100000! *W+. 5) 
4050 DEF FNM(W, Z) - INT(W/Z) - W/Z 
4060 DEF FNI(W) - . 001 $ INT(WSIE+09*DT + . 5) 
4070 DEF FNT(W) - ATN((Y(W+I) - Y(W)) / (X(W+I) - X(w))) 
4080 DEF FNP(W) - X(W) + U(W)SDT 
4090 DEF FNQ(W) - Y(W) + V(W)*DT 
4100 DEF FNR(W) - . 01 * INT(100*W + . 5) 
4tI0 RETURN 
5000 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT RESULTS 
5010 PRINT #1, 
30210 PRINT #1, " J" TAB(15) "X(J)" TAB(30) "Y(J)" TAB(39) "U(J)" TAB(48) W(J)" 
AB(56) NSTRAIN" TAB(66) "k -" K 
3030 IF K>25 THEN GOTO 31-10 
5040 FOR J -1 TO K+1 
5050 EE-E(J)*1003XX-X(J)*1000: YY-Y(J)*1000: SX-XX*SC: Sy=yy*SC 
5060 PRINT #I, J TABW 
5070 PRINT #I, USING " ###. # ###. ###"; SX; XX; 
3080 PRINT #I, USING " ###. # ##. ###"; SY; YY; 
5090 PRINT #I, USING * ####. ###"; U(J); V(J); 
5100 PRINT #1, USING " #. #####"; EE 
5110 NEXT J 
Z115 GOTO 5280 
5120 FOR J-1 TO 25 
5130 EE-E(J)*IOO: XX-X(J)*10001YY-Y(J)*1000: SX-XX*SC: SY-yy*sC 
5140 PRINT #I, J TABW 
5150 PRINT #i, usrNS " ###. # ###. ###"; SX; XX; 
5160 PRINT #I, USING " ###. # ##. ###"; SY; YY; 
5170 PRINT #I, USING " ####. ###"; U(J); V(J); 
5180 PRINT #19USING " #. #####"; EE 
5190 NEXT J 
5200 FOR J- '16 TO N STEP 5 
5210 EE-E(J)SIOO: XX=X(J)*IOOOSYY-Y(J)*10003SX-XX*SCsSY-YY*SC 
5220 PRINT #I, J TABW 
5230 PRINT #1, USING * #*#. # ###. ###"; SX; XX; 
5240 PRINT #1, USING " ###. # ##. ###"; SY; YY, - 
5250 PRINT #I, USING " ####. ###'*; U(J); V(J); 
Z260 PRINT #I, USING " #. #####"IEE 
5270 NEXT J 
5280 PRINT #1, 
5290 PRINT #1,0 k0 TAB(5) "KINETIC ENERGY" TAB(20) "STRAIN ENERGY" TAB(35) "TOT 
AL ENERGY" TAB(50) "RATIO KE/SE" TAB(63) "LENGTH CHANGE" 
5300 RETURN 
6000 FOR J-1 TO N 
6010 KE - KE +(U(J)*U(J)+V(J)*V(J))*MM 
6020 SE-SE+E(J)*E(J)*AA 
6030 NEXT J 
6040 TE - SE + KE 
6050 RA - KE/SE 
6060 LT - ET*DL*2000 
6070 PRINT #I, Kl 
6080 PRINT #I, TAB(7) USING "###. ##### "; KE, SE, TE, RA; 
6085 PRINT #I, USING *#. #####"; LT 
6090 KE=O: SE-0 
6100 IF TE-TEA>-. 025 AND TE-TEA<. 025 THEN GOSU9 5000 
6110 IF TE-TEB>-. 025 AND TE-TEB<. 025 THEN GOSUB 5000 
6115 IF TE>TEB AND K>P(7) THEN END 
6120 RETURN 
7000 PRINT #1, "PRINTOUT INTERVALS 3"; 3 FOR Int TO 71 PRINT #I, P(I)g: NEXT I 7010 PRINT #1, " MAXIMUM TIME -"; TMAX : PRINT #1, 
7020 END 
9000 DATA 1.93,2.48,29,120,200.7,6900,0,0,53,103,15'ý'*203,249,29500,. 846 
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Results from single yarn computer simulation 
Kevlar --9 
Vp - 100 m s-l Halflength = 194 mm Fracture strain =7%C= 7400 m s-l 
Increment in length - 2 mm Scale f actor = . 820 
modulus - 78.83 GN m-2 total energy - 5.8 J 
ý 
( ST k KINETIC FNEP6 RAIN ENERGY TOTAL ENERGY RATIO KE/SE LENGTH CHANGE 
5 15., jow 0.00zW 0.00002 0.003--5 134.09100 0.00455 
10 0.0001 0.003Z 0.00019 0.00365 18.23767 0.01783 
15 0.0005 0.0034 0.00056 0.00441 6.97802 0.03787 
^0 0.0009 0.0037 0.00104 0.00564 4.42442 0.06093 
AM 0.0014 0.0042 0.00150 0.00711 3.7272Z 0.08357 
30 0.0018 0.0050 0.00190 O. OOe63 3.54440 0.10444 
35 0.0021 0.0059 0.0o=15 0.01013 3.50847 0.12406 
40 0.001.4 0.0066 0.00259 0.01165 3.49381 0.14749 
i U4104 X(J) SCA I fJ Y (j) U(j) v (j) STRAIN k 44 
1 0.0 0.000 1.0 1.189 0.0(. )o 99.918 0.20047 
3 Z. 2 3.851 0.1 0.099 -IZ. 371 U5.7-M 0.19857 
5 6.4 7. E356 0.0 0.000 -14.483 0.2-90 0.19564 
7 9.7 11.864 0.0 0.000 -14.340 0.000 0.19392 
9 13.0 15.872 0.0 0.000 -14.3512 0.000 0.19343 
it L6.3 19.880 0.0 0.000 -14.391 0. '000 0.19448 
13 19.6 zz. eeB 0.0 0.000 -14.398 0.000 0.19699 
15 22.9 27.896 0.0 0.000 -14.922 0.000 0.20155 
17 26.2 31.904 0.0 0.000 -15-364 0.000 0.20789 
19 29.4 35.912 0.0 0.000 -15.949 0.000 0.21552 
21 32.7 39.921 0.0 0.000 -16.500 0.000 0.22279 
23 Z6.0 43.930 0.0 0.000 -16.969 0.000 0.22949 
25 39.3 47.939 0.0 0.000 -17.231 0.000 0.232-66 
'17 42.6 51.948 0.0 0.000 -17.134 0.000 0.23154 
"9 45.9 55.958 0.0 0.000 -16.638 0.000 0.22521 
31 49.2 59.967 0.0 0.000 -15-659 0.000 0,21143 
33 52.5 63.975 0.0 0.000 -14.143 0.000 0.19131 
35 5;. 7 67.982 0.0 0.000 -12.2-00 0.000 0.16486 
37 59.0 71.988 0.0 0.000. -9.884 0.000 0.13394 
-W9 62.3 75.993 0.0 0.000 -7.375 0.000 0.09967 
41 65.6 79.997 0.0 0.000 -4.757 0.000 0.06463 
43 68.9 e3.999 0.0 0.000 -2.083 0o000 0.02814 
45 72.2 E313.000 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00000 
x A 
k KINETIC-E Y STRAIN ENERGY TOTAL ENERGY NER RAT IO KE/SE LENGTH CHANCE 
45 10.00-28 0 0073 0.00295 0.01: 322 Z3.47613 0.16Z54 
so 11 0.00= 0-008Z 0.00335 0.01485 3.43572 0.18438 
53 0.0035 0.0092 0.00376 0.01649 Z. 3888B 0.20565 
60 0.0039 0.0100 0.00416 0.01009 3.34729 0.22672 
65 0.0043 0.0107 0.00454 o. 01959 3.31747 0.24723 
70 0.0047 0.0114 0.00491 11 0.0210ý 3.28258 0.26735 
75 0.0050 0.0121 0.00527 0.02241 3.25044 0.28739 
80 0.0054 0.0128 0.00565 0.02382 Z. 21613 0.30773 
E35 0.0057 0.01--5 0.00604 0.025--6 Z. 18269 O. Z12647 
90 0.0061 0.0142 0.00644 0.02-675 : 3.15520 0.34941 
95 0.0065 0.0149 0.00683 0.028--5 3.13727 0. Z7019 
120 0.0056 0.01ea 0.01147 0.03584 2.12510 0.47216 
160 0.0024 0.0246 0.0206Z 0.04769 1.31189 0.63624 
200 0.0004 0.0,306 - 0.02942 0.06037 1.05194 0.79314 
240 0.0009 0.0530 0.03659 0.09054 1.47435 0.87771 
280 0.0017 0.0750 0.04342 0.12009 1.76578 0.95924 
320 0.0017 0.0954 0.05125 0.14827 1.89329 1.04227 
360 0.0009 0.1070 Q. 06111 0.16889 1.76ZS9 1.1394: 3 
400 0.0ol5 0.1164 0.07029 0.1e820 1.67737 1.224B3 
continued on next page 
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continued from previous page 
I&I X U) scald Y (j) U(j) V(j) STRAIN k 414 0.0 0.000 9.1 11.111 0-00(-) 96.709 0.73927 
3 3.2 3.960 E3.5 10. Z66 -1.809 95.803 0.74064 
3 6.5 7.918 7.9 9.609 -3.708 92.998 0.742-54 
7 9.7 11.875 7.3 8.850 -2.443 103.233 0.74101 
9 13.0 15.807 6.5 7.971 Z. 530 129.823 0.7Z667 
it 16.2 19.724 5. E? 7.02-4 4.761 1ZZ. 443 0.73166 
13 19.4 23.6-'3 5.0 6.049 1.927 119. --61 0.726Q: 3 15 22.6 27.536 4.1 5.051 6.620 1Z4.129 0.71697 
17 . 25.8 Z1.45e Z. 4 4.12e 7.756 131.814 0.702-61 
19 2-9.0 35.749 2.5 3.090 7.920 124.612 0-628t7 
32.2 --9.297 1.9 2.2-76 IZ. 255 140.994 0.67241 
: 33.4 4:;. 164 1.0 1.169 19-9,11 153. Z47 0.65294 
25 , 3313.6 47.099 0.:; 0.: 334 4.479 -1::. 922 4). 
'17 41.9 51.113 0.0 0.055 1.567 16.119 0.61082 
29 45. = 55.1-6 0.0 0.006 0.634 2.024 0.61881 
31 48.5 59.161 0.0 0.000 -0.0--o 0.159 0.62307 
33 51.8 63.185 0.0 0.000 -0.318 0.0(. )a 0.62456 
-35 55.1 67.210 0-0 0-000 -0.566 0.000 0.62=82 
37 58.4 71.234 0-0 0.000 -0.677 0.000 0.6-2-307 
. )9 61.7 75.259 0.0 0.000 -0.932 0.000 0.62344 
41 65.0 79.283 0.0 0-000 -0.925 0.000 0.62195 
43 68.3 83.309 0-0 0-000 -1.007 0.000 0.62084 
45 71.6 87.3=1 0-0 0-000 -1.007 0.000 0.62121 
47 74.9 91, -56 0.0 0.000 -1.007 0.000 0.61972 
49 78.2 95.381 0.0 0.000 -0.980 0.000 0.62-084 
51 81.5 99.405 0.0 0.000 -1.283 0.000 0.62717 
5: 3 84.8 103.430 0.0 0.000 -1.531 0.000 0.63089 
55 88.1 107.455 0-0 0-000 -1.697 0.000 0.63648 
57 91.4 111.480 0-0 0-000 -1.697 0.000 0.63834 
5? ? 4.7 115.505 0.0 0.000 -1.724 0.000 0.64319 
61 98.0 119.531 0-0 0-000 -1.862 0.000 0.64617 
63 101.3 123.557 0.0 0.000 -1.752 0.000 0.64617 
63 104.6 127.562 0.0 0.000 -1.724 0.000 0.64468 
67 107.9 131.608 0.0 0.000 -1.77? 0.000 0.64393 
69 111.2 135.6-14 0.0 0.000 -1-634 0.000 0.64244 
71 114.5 139.659 0-0 0-000 -2-055 0.000 0.64095 
73 117.8 14Z. 684 0.0 0.000 -1.779 0.000 0.63499 
73 121.1 147.710 0.0 0.000 -1-945 0.000 0.63425 
77 124.4 151.735 0-0 0-000 -1.945 0.000 0.67,276 
79 127.7 155.760 0.0 0.000 -2.000 0.000 0.6=50 
at 131.0 159.785 0.0 0.000 -2.000 0.000 0.63499 
83 lZ4.3 163.810 0-0 0-000 -1.945 0.000 0.63723 
83 137.6 167.636 0-0 0-000 -1.834 0.000 0.63797 
87 140.9 171.861 0.0 0.000 -1.614 0.000 0.63797 
89 144.2 175.886 0-0 0-000 -1.228 0.000 0.63499 
91 147.5 179.912 0.0 0.000 -0.642 0.000 0.63-50 
93 iso. e 183.937 0.0 0.000 -0.7(37 0.000 0.6:; 374 95 154.1 187.962 0.0 0-000 -0.566 0.000 0.63350 
97 157.4 191.987 0.0 0.000 _n. --5 0.000 27 0.631ý 
k KINETIC 
5 FNAMY - 
STRAIN EN ERGY TOTAL ENERGY RATIO KE/SE LENGTH CHANCE 
440 0. -0008 O. IZ4() 0.07 937 0.2141 6 1.69646 1.30004 
480 0.0013 0.1505 0.08 798 0.23913 4 1.72597 1.36999 
520 0.001-2 0.1671 0.09 796 0.2662 6 1.71802 1.44491 
560 0.0008 0.1841 0.10S82 0.2936 9 1.69698 1.52384 600 0.0018 0.2015 0.11822 0.3215 1 1.71953 1.58842 
Ar,: d" 
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Appendix G: Computer Programme to Determine the Strain Distribution in the 
Primary Yarns in a Fabric Specimen Under Transverse Impact. 
List of Variables 
T- Proportion of strain intensity Transmitted 
R- Proportion of strain intensity Reflected 
D- Proportion of strain intensity Diverted to Cross-Over Yarns 
T2 + R2 + 2D2 .0 
F- Fading Coefficient. Strain input at point of impact reduces linearly 
to zero in l/F time intervals - 
Arrays 
A (J) - previous value of travelling component of strain in J'th segment 
of yarn. 
B (J) - current value of travelling component 
C (J) - total strain in J'th segment of yarn 
D (i) - strain at the point of impact at time i 
In general i denotes time 
denotes position 
h and k are counting variables. 
"e"I" 
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REFLECTION PROGRAMME loifnension AEa s 
How Oia ram I 
input TRF 
LO=VO-5(1-(T2+ 
--- 
4 
jPrint TR, D, l 
i-' 
Print Axes 
A (1) 
BM 
0(l) 
G2 
OL IG 
IK= 1-3 
Is 
K0 < 
N0 
H=l 
set initial values 
of strain =1 
YES 
01 J=H I ýQBROUTINE 550 
-------- Calculates strain for IB(J)=A(J). R+A(J+1). TI 44--I even Jodd up to 
H=H+2 B(J+1)=ý9AT+A( 1) J+ 
J =I-2 1 even J even 
L 
Is NO 
ti t, 
7 
J J=J 1 
YES ' 
SUBROUTINE 60 
A(AR Calculates strairv 
adjacent to 
T BOA) A0). T wavefront 
M=1 
A (M)= B(M) :: ] 4 i. Update previo. us _ strain 
C (m) =C (m) + P-1 RI ', -Update tot I T rain s J, 
Po<ýý=j 
IYES I 
: Keep record of 
'strain at the 
point of impact. 
A (1 A (1 -Deceleration 
of projectile 
continued on next page 
- 272 continued from previous page 
Print Results 
I H=H+2 I 
Is 
S I divisible 
20 ? 
NO 
Is 
G= 80 
I 
YES 
7 
NO 
I=I + 
1 B(1)=A(l)-F J 4 
K=I-3 
Is 
K= 
< 
YES 
7 
NO 
H=2 
J=H 7 
I 
r ---------- I B(J)=A(J). R+A(JI). Ti I , 
B(J+1)=A(J) 
Is 
NO H=K 
7 
7 
YES 
[Subroutine 600 1 4- 
G=G+27 4-- 
1 
=J+ 
B(l) = A(l) -F 
1 
J=27 
B(J)=A(J). R+ 
a +1 
Is NO J=78 
7 
YES 
F A(80)=B(80)-7 
ex t time 
incremen t 
eceleration 
SUBROUTINE 550 
Next time 
increment 
Deceleration 
SU BROUT- NE 550 
continued on next page 
- 273 - 
continued from previous page 
M=l 
1 01 A (M) =B(M) I; SUBROUTINE 650 1 
as subroutine 600 M 4.1 C(M)=C(M)+B(M)l 
NO Is M= <> 
YES 
O(j) C( 
Next time 
increment 
B(J)=A(J). R+A( 
B(J+1)=A(J) 
NO Is J= 79 
7 
YES 
- r- 14 1 Deceleration 
YES Is I BROUTINE I Divisible by H=H+2 
2p 
int Results Next time increment 
NO 
Is NO H=239 
YES 
(-Plotýt, r 
,? 
in at 
poin o imbact)SLBROUTINE 800 
I STOP I 
- 274 - 
Reftection Programme - Listing-for Sinclair ZX81 
REM 0' N' IME SiCik"SRRAYS 
10 DIM R(100) 
1.. 
12 DIM BC100) 
14. DIM C(100) 
15 DIM D(503) 
2%; -PRINT "INPUT T, R, F" 22 INPU`r T 
25 PRINT AT 0,12; -T= "; T; 
... 28 INPUT R 
30 PRINT AT 0,23; -R= -; R; 
Z32 INPUT F 
3, L LET D=50R (O. S*tl-(T**2+R**! E--g 2))) 
36 LET D=INT (lOOO*D+O. S)/1OOO- 
37 PRINT AT 1,12ý-D= ::; D; ýw 
3ca PRINT ST 1,23; '*r= ; F; ým 
40 PAUSE ISe 4.2 PRINT AT e, 0; 
44 FAST 
45 GOSUB 700 
50 LET RCI)=l 
52 LET CC 1) =2. 
53 LET Dtl)=l 
70 FOR 0=2 TO 80 STEP 2 
72 LET I=G lE 
74 LET K=1-3 
76 IF K<3 THEN GOTO 150 
79 FOR H=l TO K STEP 2 
80 LET J 
90 
! ýý 
GOSUB 
1-')'0 NEXT H 
150 GOSUB 
175 IF 0=60FTHEN GOSUB SOO 
205 IF 0=80 THEN GOTO 335 
210 LET 1=1+1 
220 LET Btl) =R(l) -F 
230 LET K=1-3 
240 IP K=O THEN GOTO 315 
250 FOR H=2 TO K STEP 2 
260 LET J 
270 Gosus 550 
Z5 gý') 41 
300 N EX TH 
315 - GOSUISe603--ý -4 '320 NEXT 
J35 FOR H=8L TO 499 STEP 2 
340 LET X=H 
350 LET 5C 1) =A (1) -F 380 FOR J=P--TO 78 STEP 2 
370 GOSUB 50 75 
390 NF, _, <T 4.00 LET B(8O)=A(8O) - -M 
4.10 GOSUB /6,55), 7ý3 
4.20 LET 
4L30 FOR J=ýO 79 STEP 
44.0 
Zee 
GOSU8,550', 
t4 ExT J, ..: ýi 4.70 GOSUB eq! k 
E / 00 d. 80 
A&SO 
=. L. LET R 3. 
IF (RE-INT RE)=O THEN GOSUL-----: P- A see 
495 
4.97 
N 
P5 A 0000 
"'T 
' 09 Q GOTO 800, *. 
500'REH PRINTS - AESUL-7rS: 41ýTRAIIN 
D15TRIBLITION& 
.' $02 FOR X=l TO 80 
509 IF C(X)), 1.025*5 THEN COTO W 
20 
511 IF CCX)=e THEN COTO 520' 
$15 PLOT (10+X/2), INT (C(X)*40., 
Sý+ Z. '4.9913 1-3-319130, --- - . -- "- -- S20. NEX7r, - X 5-15 PRU5ff -450 53-0-RETURN 
-"S'S'S-LET B (J) =R CJ) *R+R (J+I) *T 
550 LET BCJ+ 1) =R (J) *T +R (J +, I) *R 
57.0 RETURN 
SMW REM J=N-1 RND NCUMULfYrIVE 
5TRRIN RND 5TRRIN AT P. CA-jI-. 
1504. LET &1-1 
605 LET J) =R (J) *R 
810 LET BFCJ+I) =R W) *T 
515 FOR M=l TO 1 
520 LET R(H)=B(H) 
625 LET CCH)=Ctm)+B(H) 
630 NEXT M 
833 LET D(I)=Ctl) 
535 LET RE-1/2 
638 IF (RE-Itfr RE)=O THEN LET R 
ScLa-RETURN 
-tt, 25-cý REM AS SUB600 FOR I )ý 90 
652 FOR H=1 TO 80 
555 LET A(M)=BtM) 
550 LET C (M) =C (M) +B (M) 670 NEXT M 
673 LET D(l)-C(l) 
575 LET RE=1/2 64 578 IF (RF--INT RE7=0 THEN LET Ft 
(I) =R (1) -F . 5aQ RETURN 
"'ýREM PLcrrs sxzs 
720 LET 5=2 
725 IF THEN LET 5=4 
730 IF R.,, =0.04 THEN LEI 5=8 735 FOR*Y=O TO 20 STEP: 5'. 
7443 PRINT AT Y,, 4; (5-5*Y. 120) 
745 PRINT AT Y, S; '*. " 
750 NEXT Y 
752 PRINT AT 21,5; 0 
755 FOR Y=10 TO 25 STEP 5 
780 PRINT AT 2e.. Y; '*. - 
75S PRINT RT 21.. Y-1; 4*(Y-5) 
770 NEXT Y 
-780 RETURN 800 REM PRINTS STRRIN AT POINT 
OF IMPACT 
801 CLS 
810 PRI? Tr FIT 0,8; -T- "; T 
e2o PRINT AT 1,5; "R= '*; R 
a22 PRINT AT 2.. 8. ' . :: 11 824. PRINT AT 3,8; F ;F 
840 FOR Y=O TO 20 STEP 5 
850 PRINT AT YO; t5-5*Y/20) 
880 PRINT AT Y.. 3; ". " 
873 NEXT Y 
880 FOR Y=3 TO 28 STEP 5 
890 PRINT AT 20, Y; 
900 NEXT Y 
gos PRINT AT 21.. 3; 0 
940 FOR Y=7 TO 27 STEP 5 
9so PRINT AT 21, Y; 100+20*(Y-7) 
'980 NM XT Y 
970 FOR N=10 TO 500 STEP 10 
975 IF D(N)>1.025*5 THEN GOTO 9 
so 
9so PLOT (8+N/10), INT (D(N)*4.0.1 
5+2.4-9999999) 
985 NEXT N 
993 SLOW 
992 PRu5e seeee 
1000 
, 4C 
